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Gigabit Ethernet
audio networks
500 channels of audio

on CAT -5 cable

Robotic storag

WHEATSTONE 0-9
DIGITAL AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE

IN 1993 WHEATSTONE began manufacturing the D-500 digital audio mixing console for the
radio broadcast industry, and after 10 years of experience in the field it was only natural we
would apply this digital technology base to the surround television market.
The new WHEATSTONE D-9 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE, despite its small footprint (25 inches

front -to -back), is FULLY loaded with all the functions and control capability needed by most
television broadcast facilities. With integrated routing, multiple outputs, surround sound, subgroups, DCM masters, full monitor functions and powerful communication circuits, the D-9 offers
a wealth of operational choices for the most demanding of live television applications.
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Drive Your Business.

Introducing
Expressfinancing

on Harris

digital broadcast
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equipment.
Now you can get 0% Financ ng*
from
American Express Business Firance

on select Harris digital
broadcast equipment.

financing.
0% Financing for 36 months
American Express Business Finance and Harris Broadcast Communications Division announce a new

limited -time offer for your digital upgrade path.

Get your digital solution up and running as quickly
as possible with the leading broadcast supplierHarris.

Preserve your cash with a 36 -month, no -interest
financing plan on any equipment purchases of
$20,000.00 or more. Use your working capital to
grow your business and earn higher profits.

Move into the new generation of television with
dig tal solutions specifically designed for your
industry. Don't settle for limited systems- integrate
your business wth anything from automation to
encoding to transmission.

For more information on 0% financing of Digital
Transmitters or other Harris equipment with American
Express, please call your local District Sales Manager
or Linda Wirmel at 513-459-3549.
`Terms & Conditions Apply. Financing available through American Express Business Finance
Corporation to qualified customers in the U.S. Financing is subject to credit approval and
execution of standard American Express Business Finance documentation. 0% Financing
available on 36 month term with $1.00 purchase option. Offer ends December 31, 2003.
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Work Smart Work Son Tour

HDW-F900 High Definition
CineAlta" Camcorder

LMD-230WS Multi -format

LCD LUMA'Monitor

MVS-8000 Multi -format
Production Switcher

PDW-530 XDCAM

XPRr Non -Linear Editor

Optical Disc Camcorder

D2 CO3 Sony Bectrontcs Inc AO Vrts reserved. Reproduction h whole or in part without written permission a prohibited Fe -eves and seecIft.tborts are albject to change without nobce. Sony. Ci eAlta. WMA XCCAM. and XPRI ere trademarks of Sony

SONY

Staying on top of the fast-moving word of digital
technology can be a tremendous challenge. That's

why Sony is hitting :he road with a truckload of
innovative gear and a team of experts to help you
understand what it's all about.
COAST TO COAST

Our commitment to informing and educating the broadcast and production
community remains as strong as ever, so be sure to take advantage when ot.r
Work Smart Work Sony Truck Tour rolls into you, town.
Take part in hands-on demonstrations of the latest technology from Sony...non-linear
editors, acquisition/storage/playback tools, monitors, switchers, and more. Plus an
exciting demo of what many called "The Best of NAB": Sony's new XDCAM- optical
disc system-one that is destined to revolutionize the face of broadcast news and
field production. Don't miss it! Work Smart. Work Sony.

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/PROTOUR TO REGISTER NOW!
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FEATURES
74 Robotic Storage Libraries
By Pablo Esteve
Find out how RSLs work, how they function as part of a
data -storage system in a broadcast environment, and the
costs and risks of implementing one in your facility.

66 Digital Audio Networking
By Patrick Warrington
Find out how to design an audio network around Gigabit
Ethernet with inexpensive, off -the -shelf components.
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Local production in HD
FCC Update

20 TV duopoly tvvists
Business Models

22 On -demand television

DIGITAL HANDBOOK
Transition to Digital

ON THE COVER:
Solid State Logic's
MTP digital audio
production console,
installed in Turner
Studio's new 56 foot TS2 truck,
allows for faster
recall of settings
between events,
more flexible
routing, and also
helps to add more
realistic audio
elements to a
broadcast.

26 The 1.485Gb/s HDTV SDI interface
Computers and Networks

34 Troubleshooting networks
Production Clips

42 Tools for DVD production
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Creative opportunities abound with Panasonic's new AJ-SDX900 camcorder.
Do it all: ENG or 4:2:2 studio quality EFP; 4:3 or 16:9 widescreen; 60 fields interlace,
24 or 30 frames progressive. Supported by economical dual -mode DVCPRO VTRs

with IEEE -1394 interfaces at both 25Mbps and 50Mbps 42:2 data rates. For more

information, visit www.panasonic.com/dvcpro or call 1-800-528-8601.

switchable ideas - From the AJ-HDC27 VanCam`" HD Cinema Camera
the AJ-SDX900 to the AG-DVX100 Mini -DV camcorder. OneSwitch"' technology
brings the flexibility of multiple frame rates, including 24P. to any production.

Panasonic
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Broadcast Engineering
magazine referred to one
FCC Chairman as "...the
most disliked Chairman
ever..." for his actions on
broadcasting. Name that
FCC chairman. All correct

New Products

entries will be eligible for a
drawing of the new

Digital Vision's Motion Library, plus other
new products

Broadcast Engineering Tshirts. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "FreezeframeSeptember" in the subject

DEPARTMENTS
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12
Reader Feedback
99 Classifieds
103 Advertisers Index

10

field and send it to:
bdick©primediabusiness.com.
Correct answers received by
Nov. 17, 2003, are eligible to

win.

104 EOM
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What company gives studio pros
the most technologically advanced media possible?
Final Cut 2/10
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exell

maxell

-Expanding Memory & Mobility+
4x 47 2-

For every new piece of digital hardware, Maxell has the ultimate media technology. Our focus on advancing technologies
has resulted in a superior manufacturing process. The end result: media that provides unsurpassed quality, stability and reliability.
So for production and post -production professionals, Maxell media provides the consistently high-performance they depend on every day.
To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxell.com.

Recordable Media

Data Storage

Portable Energy

Technological Partnerships

IBC does
not
mean
ltsy-Bitsy Convention
While you're reading this magazine, I'll

be working at the International
Broadcasting Convention, IBC. I'll be
touring the exhibit halls at the RAI, visiting with exhibitors. Or perhaps, I'll be coasting lazily down one
of the many Amsterdam waterways in a canal boat,
drinking a good brew. Okay, the first will happen. I'm
not so sure about the second.

exposition. Three key differences I notice. First, the
IBC show is longer. The exhibits run for five days instead of four. Second, the IBC is admittedly a smaller
show in terms of headcount, but that's really a significant plus for both attendee and exhibitor. Third, IBC
has become a far more congenial show than NAB, with
more time to meet and visit in a less pressured setting.

Friends often meet over a beer in an exhibitor's stand
to discuss new products and technology.
I also find that IBC is a better place to develop friendships that span the distance between the United States
and other countries. Exhibitors seem genuinely happy
that you've stopped by to see them. At NAB, you're
expected to stop by. Miss an appointment and the NAB
exhibitors are angry. If the same thing happens at IBC,
the exhibitor is disappointed you weren't able to see
them. The difference is civility.
If you're not going, keep checking the Broadcast Engineering Web site. We have lots of new products for
the show already posted there. By the way, if you are
looking for information on new products, don't miss
the new Product Shop section of the Web site. If a new
product was released in the past nine months, it's probably listed in the Product Shop. You can search the site
for specific technology, a product name or just browse.
If you're fortunate to be among the expected 40,000
attendees at IBC, look me up.

The IBC is in some ways the show NAB ought to be.
First, IBC is slower -paced. There's less frenzy. Everyone seems so busy at NAB. I tell readers that the noise
level, figuratively speaking, is so high at NAB that you
can't hear anything. At NAB, we don't see all we want

to see, we don't visit all those we would like to visit.
Worst of all, by the time the show is over, attendees
and exhibitors alike are so overwhelmed with information they can't remember half of what took place.
On the other hand, the IBC looks like a traditional
trade show. It focuses on the same technology as NAB,
but with the added flair of being a truly international

Send comments to:
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Introducing FLEXLineTM from Dielectric
our new, flexible air dielectric coaxial cable

the world's leading supplier of broadcast
equipment. FLEXLine" is manufactured

now available in sizes for every broadcast
application from low power FM through high
power DTV.
And because it's from Dielectric, FLEXLineTM

from the finest material available. Simply stated,

meets the same rigid standards of
excellence that you've come to expect from

it's the perfect alternatve for tough design
challenges such as crowded tower
installations, or any application in which
flexible cable has advantages over rigid
transmission line.

Sizes 7/8", 1-5/8", 2-1/4", 3-1/8", 4-1/8", 5", 6-1/8"
Features precision fitted connectors
5/10 year warranty
Complements complete line of VHF/FM/UHF
antennas and RF Systems

COMMUNICATIONS
Engineering Excellence Since 1942

1.800.341.9678 www.dielectric.com Raymond, Maine

December's "Modern Woman"

editorial
I recently received your December
issue of Broadcast Engineering and
read the editorial entitled "The modern woman:' It's great - and oh so true!

I have to confess to spending an entire weekend buying a desktop PC
(plus accessories) along with a new
digital camera. This then lead to office furniture and communications
issues - i.e. phones and lines. And so,
I have to confess that I'm that woman
who's going to make you want to "die
right there on the showroom floor"
with the way I was talking to the sales-

man in the store about my very specific requirements.
But I still want the jewelry...
JENNY EVANS, MANOR MARKETING

HDTV and 8 -track tapes
Sound synchronization problems,
unnatural digital motion, dropouts,
lock -ups, 3:2 screen burn. Count me on

board. Oh, and lack of programming.
DAVE Famc, BELL ATLANTIC

your response to Scott Hamilton at
News Corporation and your editorial
"dig" at Fox Engineering. They are cer-

With ESPN-HD, Discovery HD,

tainly within their rights to demand
copy protection for their product, as

HBO, Showtime, NBA -TV and other
cable/DBS networks adding HD programming, it's clear that the majority

is anyone in this digital age.
However, if any copy protection system becomes too onerous for consumers, I am sure there will be other con-

level of TV programming. I expect

tal programming. Mark Cuban of

ABC to answer the challenge with their
HD coverage of the Oscars.

HDNet has already indicated he does
not favor overreaching copy protection
methods, and perhaps those eyeballs
put off by draconian copy protection
schemes will migrate to his channel.
That's the beauty of our free market

till

inv.-,

I
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April's Mobile 8-VSB editorial
Loved your April Fools story in
Broadcast Engineering. Trouble is, it's
too close to reality.
Boa JORDAN, WPXI

January editorial
Brad,

I found myself laughing out loud at

12

When all is said and done, TV audiences will decide if FOX's decision is a

wise one. In the meantime, cool your
jets and enjoy all of the HD programming that's there for the viewing.

system. As a "retailer" of mass -market

PETER H. PUTMAN,

entertainment, you make money by

ROAM CONSULTING BE

distributing your "products" as widely
as possible. On the other hand, if you
restrict the distribution of your products, other broadcasters will be quite
happy to take your place and your market share. There are simply too many
channels competing for our attention

nowadays - no one wants to take a

HD, 480i/p standard for broadcasting
digital TV, more power to them. I hap-

511

cast of the Grammys in Dolby Digital
5.1 was superb technically and at a new

As for FOX's decision to adopt a non -

Hello? 1

future for HDTV. CBS' recent HD tele-

breach and satisfy the demand for digi-

impacting their bottom line.

/Anybody?

of networks believe there is a strong

tent providers ready to step into the

chance on losing viewers and negatively

ACTIONI

will be converting many of their O&O
UPN affiliates to HD in the near future.

pen to think that many of the FOX
480p/24 filmed programs have superb

transfers and high entertainment
value. "24" is a good example. And a
widescreen 480i/p component video
format for live sports is certainly better than plain old 4:3 480i composite
video. They're getting the most out of
their digital pipeline.
But they may increasingly be going it

April Freezeframe:
Cl. In the ten-year period from 1971
through 1981, new tape formats
were introduced, it seemed, almost
yearly. Name the formats introduced during this period and the
companies proposing each of them.
A. 1971 U-matic format introduced
1973
1975
1976

1981
1981

by Sony, TEAC and JVC
A format 1 -inch VTR
shown by Ampex
B format 1 -inch VTR
shown by Bosch
C format 1 -inch VTR
shown by Sony

Beta introduced by Sony
M format introduced by
Panasonic, RCA and
Ike ami

Winner.
Olu Mide, Computer Warehouse

alone. Once again, market forces are com-

ing into play with regards to HDTV. In
addition to CBS, NBC and ABC's extensive HD schedules, PBS is expanding its
carriage of true HD programs with each
month. WB has opted to carry several
shows in the 1080i format. And Viacom

broadcastengineering.com

Test your knowledge!
See the Freeze Frame question of the
month on page 8 and enter to win
the redesigned Broadcast Engineering t -shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com
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Gsgrass valley

INNOVATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
Flexible, multi -format
high -definition camera

LDK 6000 mk II: Best picture quality
at any resolution
The LDK 6000 mk II is the only camera available that can

capture true progressive HD images, natively, and switch
instantly between multiple formats and frame rates. Coupled

with an extensive feature set, format flexibility, and excellent
performance, it's a perfect match for the intense demands of
today's productions.

Three 9.2 -million pixel HD-DPM+" CCDs
With three 9.2 million -pixel HD DPM+ CCDs, the LDK 6000 mk II

offers the highest quality picture available for everything from
remote -controlled, portable hand-held, mobile, and studio

applications to EFP uses for SDTV and HDTV productionseven digital cinematography.

A 0 THOMSON BRAND

Emmy® award winning technology
With one of the best known imaging design teams in the world
and five technical Emmy® awards, Grass Valley'"" camera products

continue to break ground with innovation and creative ideas.
The LDK 6000 mk II is no exception.

See for yourself at www.thomsongrassvalley.comildk6000.

Download
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Local
production in HD
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

0
O
LU

down the list that 2.4 percent of re-

high value programming produced for

this

spondents to a 2002 survey conducted
by SCRI for Broadcast Engineering indicated that they never plan to produce
local programming in
HD; another 28.6 per-

prime time (and national/interna-

topic

I

II-

When I first saw the

for

month, my immedi-

ate reaction was that this could be
the shortest column I have ever written. Foot dragging and delays have
been the hallmark of the transition to
digital television for local broadcasters. Many stations have struggled with
the financial burdens related to putting their digital transmitters on the

air. And, just in case anyone has
bought into the misguided hype that
all broadcasters are being required to
convert to HDTV, let me remind our
viewers that the FCC did not mandate
any HD programming. The chairman
of the FCC and certain members of

Congress have tried to hold the
network's feet to the fire, regarding
promises made about HDTV programming; however, when one reads
the fine print of the FCC rules, broadcasters are only required to provide
minimal DTV coverage over their city
of license.

Local HDTV production is so far

1l
:
=
I II,
Uses for DV camcorders

cent were unsure if
they would produce
local programs in HD,
and 23.8 percent indicated that they would

not begin local HD
production before
2006. (See Figure 1 on
page 16.) We asked the

question again in this
year's survey. Don't
expect the results to be
significantly different.
The reluctance of lo-

cal broadcasters to

jump on the HD

Options for affordable editing of HD are becoming
more popular. Pinnacle's Cinewave offers the ability to do uncompressed nonlinear post -production
of HD formats using Apple's Final Cut Pro software.

bandwagon certainly
comes as no surprise.
For the most part, the broadcast networks have also been dragging their
feet with HD production. Much of the
.

II II.

I

I

'

III

Public affairs
programming
Programs/
content

1 82%

cade for color TV programming to fill
the prime -time schedules of the networks. And it was more than a decade

68%

64%

Special events

later when most local stations began

to originate local programming in

9%

News

Web authoring
40

60

80

100

Percent of DV camcorder buyers
SOURCE: Trendwatch, Inc.

owned -and -operated TV station is
again, you can count the total number of local stations doing their news
in HD on one hand.
There is historic precedent at work
here as well. It took more than a de-

Commercials

20

1_1

see more coverage of sporting events
in HD. But news and other programs
with a short shelf life are rarely produced in HD. Not one local network -

doing local HD production. Then

camco err rise n popularity

0

tional syndication) is now being produced in HD, and the new season will

www.trendwatch.corn

color. Decades after the introduction
of stereo to TV, the majority of stations still do most local production
with mono audio.
Bottom line, the "golden age of television"-for equipment manufactur-

ers - is history. Gone are the days
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EFA Family of Television Test Receivers

ROHDE&SCHWARZ

EFA-NET
For all the days...after you go digital.
EFA-NET is the PDA that c,

tell you what your transmitter
is doing!
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Repair and Calibration Service Available from Rohde & Schwarz Inc.

ROHDE & SCHWARZ, INC.
8661-A Robert Fulton Drive
Columbia, MD 21046
410-910-7800 1-888-837-8772

2003 Silver Jubilee
Rohde & Schwarz in USA
http://www.rohde-schwarz.com

DINA
to

when one station taking the plunge

with a new technology would
z
-J

0
4

I
I
0

m

quickly force the others in a market
to follow suit. Today's reality is ...
the bottom line.

-

Percent

Cum.

120 100
80

Reality TV
60

The thought occurred to me that this
subject might be perfect for one of those
David Letterman -style Top Ten lists: The
Top Reasons for Local Broadcasters to

Produce Programs in HD.
But Letterman is still not doing his
show in HD, although he may soon
join Jay Leno in the late night battle
for HD supremacy. And there was the
minor problem that I couldn't stretch

40
20
0

Already

2003

2004

2005

never

2006+

unsure

doing

Figure 1. In a 2002 survey by SCRI, local stations were asked: When do you
plan to begin local HDTV production?

my brain wide enough to come up
with 10 crazy reasons for stations to

parently the video equipment manu-

facturers got the message - this

Let's face it: Broadcasters like the

take the HD production plunge.
But it did occur to me that local stations might be missing the boat with
the current reality TV craze. After all,

whole 24P thing has nearly hijacked
the HDTV transition. So much for the
glory of 1080i ... even if virtually all
of the HDTV displays being sold use
the 1080i -scanning format.
Broadcasters have become accus-

look of local production that they

the biggest purported advantage of
HDTV is how lifelike and realistic it

can be. If I were a news director in
Los Angeles, the first thing I would do

is put HD cameras in my news helicopters. Just imagine how much more
detailed and lifelike those freeway
chases would be in HD!

tomed to the look of SDTV. Sure it has
improved over the years with advances
in acquisition and display technology,

but fundamentally it is limited. It is
limited by the number of lines (525/
625); it is limited in color fidelity; and

it is limited by the
filtering needed to
keep interlace from
http://www.sonyusacinealta.com/content/

flickering obnoxiously. Just call it

article_67.shtml

the TV look.

King Launches 1" Local HD Show

tal, much less HD.

have spent decades perfecting. It's not
too demanding, of the sets or the tal-

ent. Do we want to see what those
news sets and anchors really look like?

There are some things that make-up
and paint just can't hide with HDTV.

Broadcast
pioneers
It would be unfair, and misleading,
to suggest that local HD production
is non-existent. WRAL in Raleigh/
Durham has been broadcasting all of
its news programming in HD since
2001. KING -TV in Seattle does HD
newscasts and claims to be the first sta-

tion in the United States to offer a

The ability of

regularly scheduled daily program in

DTV broadcasts to

HD. The Belo -owned NBC affiliate be-

gan carrying its homegrown daily

Media 100

bypass composite
video encoding
(NTSC/PAL) is a
big help; just look

http://www.media100.com/
PressRelease.asp?pageid=845

at the delivered picture quality and the

History of WRAL Digital
http://www.wral.com/News/623644/index.html
WRAL Redefines Local News With All -HD Newsroom

http://www.wral.com/wralinfo/460731/detail.html

Pinnacle Systems Cinewave
http://www.pinnaclesys.com/
ProductPage.asp?Product_ID=108&Langue_ID=7

success of DVDs.
But MPEG-2 encoding has its own
unique set of arti-

HD. Boston's Hearst -Argyle -owned

facts, and a modern

on occasion, but does not have any
plans at the moment to broadcast the
show in HD regularly.

Perhaps it is the reality of HDTV

digital component plant is needed to

that's the big problem. Hollywood has

gain the full advantage of what MPEG

stubbornly held onto the film look,
noting that it is an important aspect

compression can offer. Heck, more
than half of the stations in the United

of the motion picture experience. Ap-

States have not even upgraded to digi-

16
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magazine show, Evening Magazine, in
HD this past April. The show is shot,
edited and broadcast completely in the
HD format. KING also offers its Saturday evening Northwest Backroads in

ABC station WCVB-TV carries a
nightly news magazine show,
Chronicle, and has broadcast it in HD

Local HD newscasts typically use HD

studio cameras. However, most ENG
footage is still shot with standard defi-

SEPTEMBER 2003

The Clear
Difference

The DPA 4066 microphone is designed for exceptional sound and comfort. Successful
professionals such as Linda Kruse, a model, actress and product demonstrator, choose
the 4066 for its highly articulate sound and adjustable headband.
The versatile 4066 is compatible with most all wireless and hard -wired systems and built to

perform with utmost reliability. The low profile microphone boom detaches for easy
mounting on either the left or right side and can be quickly adjusted for a comfortable fit.
For broadcast and theatrical applications and conference presentations and worship
environments, the DPA 4066 provides a clear difference in sound quality, flexibility and
ease -of -use.

For more information call 1.866.DPA.MICS or visit www.dpamicrophones.com.
DPA Microphones, Inc. Info-useedpamIcrophones.com

Omni ad
nition cameras. With the cost of HD
studio cameras coming down, it is expected that more stations will originate the studio portions of their newscasts in HD as they go through normal equipment replacement cycles.
Several camera manufactures including Panasonic and Thomson Grass
Valley are offering cameras that provide an upgrade path to local broadcasters. These cameras use HD imaging sensors and can be equipped with

camcorder that shoots both 480@60P
and 720@30P. Several consumer elec-

Media 100 has demonstrated an HD
option for its 844X product line. At

tronics companies have recently announced their intentions to develop a

NAB, Media 100 also previewed a ver-

new HD camcorder format that records
using the popular DV tape format, ex-

ear editing system running on the same
HD hardware developed for the 844X.

tending on the capabilities of the announced NC product. The new format
will record MPEG-2 transport streams

So don't rule out the possibility that
your station may be doing HD production in the near future. And ... the
number one reason to do local pro-

to DV tape and will support both
720@60P and 1080i@30i acquisition.
Options for affordable editing of HD

SDTV back -ends that can be upgraded

are beginning to appear as well.

to HDTV when the station is ready.
Options for shooting outside the stu-

Pinnacle's Cinewave offers the ability
to do uncompressed nonlinear post -

dio are also beginning to proliferate. At

production of HD formats using

NAB, WC introduced a low-cost HD

Apple's Final Cut Pro software. And

e compe - on pis liscoveres

e price o

sion of its popular Media 100 nonlin-

duction in HD: used car ads!

BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moderates the OpenDTV Forum.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com

e new Pro -Be

a a ro er.

You know Pro -Bel routers are of the highest quality
but if you think they're expensive you obviously haven't
heard the price of the new Halo router!
High performance SDI and ASI compatible

Available in 16 x 16 or 32 x 32 configurations
Removable dual redundant power
Editable database (with control for up to 8 breakaway levels) plus fully
compatible with all Pro -Bel control systems
A Chyron Company
Master Control Sono' Manaternant

Graybo

Autimmatioe

www.pro-bel.com

-70
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The new DV 15 Fluid Head is The perfect combination with any
digital ENG camcorder. It is yet another example o' Sachtler's

proven quality being used to support the new generation of
cameras. And with its central locking for immediate leg release, the
new Hot Pod CF is the fastest tripod in the world. Its maintenance free pneumatic gas spring effort essly lifts the camera over six feet
high. So why wait? Optimize yoJr equipment now. With Sachtler!

sachtler
corporation of america
55, North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Phone: (516) 867 4900
Fax: (516) 623 6844
email sachtlerUS@aol.com
3316, West Victory Blvd., Burbank. CA. 91505
Phone: (818) 845-4446
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TV duopoly

twists

0

BY HARRY C. MARTIN

I-

ne of the most interesting

wants to make over -the -air DTV service

twists in the TV ownership regulations adopted

available in rural America, where most
TV translators and many LPTV stations
now operate.
For DTV translators the FCC is proposing that:

June 2 was that the commission's decision not to attribute television joint sales

O
O
-

agreements ( JSA) under the television
ownership rules, even though it will attribute JSAs under the new radio ownership rules. The commission did not
distinguish the two services, but rather
distinguished the two divergent procedural paths to adopting the new rules.

Stations be technically capable of
retransmitting the complete signals of
DTV broadcast stations.

articulate, and the public could not
consider or comment on, any equivalent proposal on the TV side. The resulting inconsistency is likely to be fixed

soon. The commission has pledged to
initiate a new rulemaking to address the
attribution of television JSAs.

FCC proposes DTV rules for
translators and LPTV
The FCC has issued a rulemaking notice proposing new rules to govern the
DTV transition of TV translator, LPTV

and Class A TV stations. The agency

Dateline

Television stations in the following
locations must file biennial ownership reports in their public files on or
before Oct. 1: Alaska, Florida,
Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon, the
Pacific Islands, Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands and Washington. On the
same date stations in these
locations must place their Annual
EEO Reports in their public files and
post them on their Web sites.
411

20

Whether the first round of DTV
transition applications should be limited to incumbents, with follow-up windows to accommodate new entrants.

Whether the DTV transition deadlines applicable to full -power TV sta-

The FCC decided not to attribute television
joint sales agreements (JSA) under the
television ownership roles.

During the ownership proceeding,
the commission provided notice that
it was contemplating making radio
JSAs attributable; thus, the public had
an opportunity to comment on that
possibility. But the commission did not

should use the DTV interference values applicable in evaluating interference from Class A TV stations.

Local message insertions be permitted, with the possibility that operators will be able to alter the content or
video format of their signals.
For LPTV and Class A TV stations
operating in the DTV mode, the FCC
is proposing that:
DTV signals must have video reso-

tions should apply to TV translators,
LPTVs and Class A stations.
This proceeding raises the issue of
whether the FCC will impose "flash/

cut" deadline on TV translator and
LPTV licensees. Translator and LPTV

operators do not have a companion
DTV channel, which they can use to

lution at least comparable to that of

build a DTV audience during the tran-

an analog TV signal.
Remaining DTV capacity would be
available for ancillary services such as
data transmissions.
For both TV translators and LPTV
stations the FCC is seeking comment
on the following additional issues:
Whether the spectrum made avail-

sition. If a trigger mechanism is

able for DTV operations should be
limited to channels in the core (channels 2-59), or whether channels 60-69

should be made available - at least
during the transition, and perhaps
permanently where core channels are
not available.
How the commission should assess
the interference potential of TV translator and LPTV stations, i.e., whether
current contour overlap standards are
sufficient or, alternatively, if the agency

broadcastengineering.com

adopted, such as the 85 percent penetration test that applies to full -service
DTV, there could be problems for op-

erators and viewers in rural areas because audiences depending on translators and LPTVs for over -the -air ser-

vice likely would be the people who
would constitute most of the 15 percent without DTV sets. These people
would lose service when DTV penetration in the larger communities in
a market cause the market to reach the

85 percent threshold and trigger a
flash/cut to DTV.

BE

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com
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CORRESPOND FROM CAMBODIA

TRACKING DOWN THE STORY MIGHT BE HARD.
SENDING IT WON'T.
Unfortunately, the places in the world that make news don't always build the best local communications networks.
Which can be a bit of a problem for reporters and broadcasters, especially when live transmissions or urgent news
updates are demanded. But, fortunately, Inmarsat has the answer. Or rather, a range of them. Our unique network
covers almost the entire globe, with an unrivalled record for reliabiloty. And offers a full suite of Inmarsat Global Area

Network solutions, including high-speed voice, data and video transmission;

web access; e-mail and fax. To find out how we can help make sure your

stories get across, just visit our website at www.inmarsat.com/media
an inmerset ventures company

tJ

Wherever. Whenever.

©2003 Inmarsat Ltd. All rights reserved.

Monitoring

Tracking

inmarsat
Total Communications Network

Voice

Data

www.broadcastengineering.com
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On
-demand
television
BY YVETTE KANOUFF

Fallowing the successful

forecasted by business models. In

launch of high-speed data
service in numerous markets worldwide, broadband network
operators are moving forward with
further revenue -boosting services.
Chief among these is video -on -demand (VOD).

short, VOD is working. Consumers
want it, and the services are generating revenues - and loyalty - beyond
costs. Further, regional and national

VOD provides an interactive gateway
to vast video content libraries, allowing viewers to control and personal-

Supporting standards and
content opportunities

broadcasters are testing the waters for
their previously aired programming.

Hard numbers have already been
demonstrated in the United States,

ize what they watch. It also enables
content providers - namely
broadcasters, television networks and studios - to extend their assets and brand.
A biopic of the meteoric rise of John
Delivered at the click of a re-

mote, and at a reasonable
cost, VOD promises to trans-

dards) in Europe and Asia.

VOD launch requirements
The challenge in launching a full
VOD service begins with preparing
the network by integrating the appropriate technology, from servers to transport to edge devices to set -top boxes in the
customer's home, as well as the
software to automate, monitor

solve problems that baffled the greatest

of minds. How he overcame years of
suffering through schizophrenia to win
the Nobel Prize.
Starring. Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly,
Ed Harris. Christopher Plummet, Sally Smith

scheduled broadcast pro-

Rating

gramming with an array of

Length 2 Hours, 16 mins

PG.13

Price S3 95

SeloLt 'Boy No

VOD services offer consumers premium content and

control over their viewing experience.

full-scale rollouts in metropolitan
markets - many planned for thousands of hours in on -demand content
libraries. Much of the content comes
from television networks eager to capture viewers in this growing medium.
About 15 million cable subscribers in

and the cost per stream is continuing

to drop below $400 because of advances in transport, software, edge

device and server technologies.
Hurdles that face worldwide markets
seeking to implement this technology
have been mitigated by conditions in

VOD provides an interactive gateway to vast video
content libraries, allowing viewers to control and
personalize what they watch.
the United States can select VOD today - that's a fifth of all cable subscriblaunches indicate these providers will

the United States. U.S. providers, for
example, have traditionally only dealt
with two set -top box (STB) manufacturers, two programming guides, three

more than meet the revenue goals

major VOD vendors and a limited

ers. To date, all signs from these

22

conflicting array of choices (or the
non-existence of agreed -upon stan-

Forbes Nush Jr , a moth prodigy able to

form television from purely

on -demand options.
To secure this value proposition, all the top U.S. cable
operators have launched successful VOD services or trials. Most are in the process of

number of middleware vendors. Also
significant: Standards dealing with almost every aspect of VOD are in place
in the United States, as opposed to a

broadcastengineering.com

and provision. Unfortunately,
as many VOD providers have
discovered, network operators
do not have the manpower or
expertise to be good systems
integrators.
That makes vendor selection
more important than any previous voice, video or data of-

fering. In addition, a largescale VOD launch places a

huge strain on networks to maintain
the rigid QoS standards necessary to
ensure a viewing experience subscribers will value.

Service plays a critical role. While
some vendors in the VOD delivery
chain offer round-the-clock support,
others have limited capabilities or
charge extra. Vendors experienced
with integration can support an end to -end VOD solution, rather than one
isolated component that then has to
be integrated by a system operator.
Scalability goes hand -in -hand with

service and network integrity, and
breaks down into two problem areas:
content propagation (the collection,

storage and dissemination of video
from numerous sources to various
SEPTEMBER 2003
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NEwsCuttEr AdrEnalinE FX

ThE nEw standard for broadcast.
The NewsCutter° Adrenaline- FX system offers complete newsroom connectivity and tne speed,

productivity, and performance that broadcast professionals demand. Tight integration with the
newsroom. Full -featured color correction. Future HD expandability. Professional effects ti enhance
production everywhere in the station, from news to promotions and beyond. Power your edit suites

and deliver programming in virtually any format with the new standard for broadcast.
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points along the network) and soft-

The financial turbulence of prior

ware that can manage schedules, collect metadata (such as program synopses and movie posters), and automate billing. Ramping up for a fullscale VOD launch, and planning for

years has led to many costly VOD mistakes. Vendors can go out of business

future technologies or service enhancements, requires solutions that
address these issues.

careful selection of experienced and
integration -savvy vendors is critical.

or get acquired, which in turn can

A new era in television

change their priorities in product offerings and support. Operators must
frequently re -integrate technology as
a result, which with a large-scale deployment bears steep costs. Therefore

Difficult economic times force tough
choices on broadband network operators. Skittish financial markets over

the past three years have placed a
stranglehold on capital. It's easy to see
why new services, network upgrades
and other investments have been put
on hold. In part, the United States is

ahead in the VOD game because

JJ SENINHEISER

Great Sound Is MY

Winning Strategy

The New MKH 418-S gives me the edgai
From network sports to the
Count Basie band in 5.1, Mike
Pappas brings decades of audio
experience to every job. And
his microphone line of choice
is Sennheiser MKH. Reliable.
Great -sounding. Impervious to

environmental extremes. Just like
Mike. Naturally, the MKH418-S
MS stereo shotgun has already
become part of his collection.
Make it part of yours.

"It's unanimous. All the network
audio guys who've tried the new
Sennheiser stereo shotgun mic
love it."
- Mike Pappas,

Broadcast Audio Engineer

American cable operators upgraded
their plant before the big chill.

But the harsh climate has also

Ultimately, VOD plays

the key role in giving
customers control over
their viewing.
weeded out weaker technologies and

vendors, reinforced the need for
strong partnerships, and put the focus where it should be - on demonstrating proven revenues.
While VOD already has success on
the revenue front in the United States,

its true promise lies in its ability to
change behavior. Through VOD, viewers grow accustomed to receiving on -

demand content, navigating interactive programming guides and customizing their viewing, particularly with
the use of accompanying digital video
recorders (DVRs).
Ultimately, VOD plays the key role
in giving customers control over their

viewing and bringing them into the
new era of television interactivity.
Viewers want to be free of schedules
All mics in our award -winning MKH Series feature:

and limited choice. They like selection

Ultra -precise German design and manufacturing ensure consistency and longevity

and convenience, and experience

Unique RF capsule design which is impervious to harsh climates and environments

shows that operators, broadcasters and

Absolutely colorless audio for accurate voice and music reproduction

other content producers, and advertisers have a tremendous opportunity

Comprehensive accessories for any application, in the studio or on location

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation 1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA

Tel: 860-434-9190 Fax: 860-434-1759

to usher in a new era in television.

BE

Canada: Tel. 514-426-3013 Fax 514-426-3951 Mexico: Tel: (525) 639-0956. Fax: (525) 639-9482

Mfg: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany
www.sennheiserusa.com
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Yvette Kanouff is corporate vice president
of strategic planning for SeaChange
International.
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Canon's new 'e' lens brings
`e'nhancement to a new level.
From its enhanced features to its environmental design, Canon's new
J22ex7.6B IRSD/IASD lens is engineered to impress. The widest angle

portable telephoto lens ever produced, the J22ex7.6B is the first in a

Enhanced Features 7
Environmental Design

series of Canon e-IFxs and e-HDxs broadcast lenses. These lenses feature

enhanced digital technology, which improves on the performance of the
h ghly useful Digital Drive tools and are manufactured with non-polluting
components inclLding lead-free glass, minimizing environmental impact.

1/4

DISPLAY
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L
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171/4-11:E:h tl

1-71'y'TF:

!Tr FRi11

r F FRET

J22ex7.6
First in a series of e-IFxs and e-HDxs lenses

jr";;AS" FEATURES AT A GLANCE
Equipped with an informational LCD display and
cigital feature navigator, e-IFxs series users can
customize the enhanced digital functions with ease
and precision. New features of e-IFxs lenses include:

A Precise Movement Sensitivity Mode can be
memorized for zoom seesaw, zoom demand and
preset controls.

Digital Drive's new Focus Preset (IASD version;
can be combinec with Shuttle Shot, Speed Preset
and 2 Framing Presets, and Zoom Track for
powerful user settings.

The drive unit can memorke 9 camera operator
patterns of user -customized settings, as well
as a default position, and transmit the data
from unit to unit.

New Aux 1 and Aux 2 switches provide quick

Maximum Zoom Speed now 0.5 seconds.

access to user -assignable functions.

Users can set precise zoom and focus curves
according to their needs.

Follow reference signal display for virtual reality,
robotic control and other uses.
,w!ir,PROM011,110,RWRIMONIRMIMMM`

Find out more at
canonbroadcast.corn
1 -800 -321 -HDTV (Canada: 905-795-2012)

Maximize Your Camera's Performance.

Canon

KNOW HOWTM

Canon is a registered trademark and Conon Know How is a trademark of Canon Inc. ©2003 Canon USA, Inc.

The
1.485Gb/s
HDTV SDI interface
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

for High Definition Television

interlaced with a 25Hz frame rate.
SMPTE 274M: A family (ever ex-

All formats are transmitted using
the same nominal 1.485Gb/s serial
bit rate. This is obtained by adjust-

Systems, describes the manner in

panding) of 1125 lines per total

ing the number of total lines per

which various HDTV formats, includ-

frame, 1080 active lines formats.

frame and words per total line while

he SMPTE Standard 292M,
Bit -Serial Digital Interface

frame, 1080 active lines per frame 2:1

ing the exclusively North American
SMPTE 296M: A uniquely North
1280x720, are organized to achieve a American HDTV format with 750
common serial bit rate. Table 1 details
Reference SMPTE Standard
260M
295M
the essential source -

format parameters.
They are identified as
A through M and are

referenced to four
SMPTE standards as
follows:

SMPTE 260M: The

legacy HDTV format with 1125 lines
per total frame, 1035

active lines per

maintaining the appropriate number of total active lines per frame
274M

296M

Format

A

B

C

Total lines per frame
Y words per total line
CB/CR words per total line
Total active lines
Y words per active line
CB/CR words per active line
Frame rate (Hz)
Interlace ratio
Divisor
Serial bitrate (Gb/s1

1125

1125

1250

11125

1 1125

1125

1125

1125

1125

1125

1125

2200

2200

2376

12200

2200

2640

2200

2200

2640

2750

2750

2200

2200

2376

2200

2200

2640

2200

2200

2640

2750

1035

1035

1080

11080

1080

1080

1080

1080

1080

1080

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

30

30/N

25

30

30/N

25

30

2:1

2:1

2:1

2:1

2:1

2:1

1:1

1

N

1

1

1.485

1.4835

1.485

1.485

D

E

N

11.4835

F

1

1.485

.G

1

1.485

H

L

'750

M
50

1650

1650

2750

1650

1650

1080

720

720

1920

1920

1280

1280

1920

1920

1920

1280

1280

30/N

25

24

24/N

60

60/N

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

N

1

1

N

1

N

1.485

1.4835

1.485

1.4835

1.4835

1.485

Table 1. The source -format parameters are identified as A through M and are refer enced to four SMPTE standards.

frame 2:1 interlaced
with a 30Hz or 30/1.001Hz (NTSCfriendly) frame rate.
SMPTE 259M: A European HDTV

format with 1250 lines per total

lines per total frame, 720 active lines

per frame progressively scanned
with a 60Hz or 60/1.001Hz (NTSCfriendly) frame rate.

Hit

-

SAT UB H -a North

I

II

I

I

I

DirecTV subscriber totals are on the rise
15,000

111 11

and words per active line. All nominal frame rate formats (A, C, D, F,
G, I, J, L) are operating at a bit -serial data rate of 1.485Gb/s. Formats
with an NTSC-friendly frame rate (B,
E, H, K, M) operate at 1.4835Gb/s
(1.485/N). The divisor N has a value
of 1.001. The difference between the
two data rates is negligible. This article focuses on the D format that is
typical of other formats.

The source data

12,000

The D format source data consists
of two bit -parallel data streams operating in tandem:
A bit -parallel Y data stream with a
resolution of 10 bits per sample and
a data rate of 74.25Mwords/sec.
A bit -parallel time -division -multi-

9000

6000

3000

plexed CB/CR data stream with a
1999

2000

2001

2002

SOURCE: Kagan World Media
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2003

2004

2005

www.kagan.com

resolution of 10 bits per sample and
a data rate of 74.25Mwords/sec.
Each of the two data streams carries
the following data in the horizontal
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Hi-Que Digital Networking Interface
Intelligently links local, national, or international matrices with up to 60 digital trunk lines per card
T1 Interface provides for up to 48 Telco lines without costly hybrids and respective ports
Unmatched Flexibility - Single card can share Telco and Networking requirements
Configurable redundancy provides failsafe and automatic system fallback
Cost effective and simple to install - No special triax or fiber requirements
Unparalleled Reliability - No need for a master trunking combiner
Uses standard twisted -pair cabling
Talk to our Intercom Specialists today:

WEST

Dave Richardson

888.810.1001

EAST

John Kowalski

800.542.3332

drzikE
Digital Matrix Intercom Systems

www.drakeus.com

blanking interval:
Its own set of 4 -word end
of active video (EAV) and
start of active video (SAV)

0
O
CO

Y parallel data
74.25Mwords/sec

LN and CRC AL
:oprocessor

timing reference signals
(TRS) for a total of eight

O

Z

Y/CB/CR

multiplexed
parallel data
148.5Mwords/sec
Scrambler

NRZ to NRZI

data output

148.5MHz

parallel data
74.25Mwords/sec
LN and CRC

to that used with the

.oprocessor

SDTV format, described in

bit -serial

21

CB/CR multiplexed

words. In a manner similar

1.485Gb/s

Parallel to
serial converter
parallel
clock

.6

1 485GHz

serial clock

X10

multiplier

Figure 1. Conceptual block diagram of an HDTV serializer. The HDTV serializer performs coprocessing, data multiplexing, parallel -to -serial conversion, scrambling and
NRZ-to-NRZI conversion.

SMPTE 259M, each TRS
comprises three synchro-

nizing words (3FF, 000,
000) and a fourth XYZ word. The
XYZ word of each of the two data

tual block diagram of an HDTV

coprocessor, which inserts line num-

serializer. The serializer performs

streams carries the F, V, H informa-

several functions:

ber and CRC data. An additional
coprocessor may be used to insert

.....
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Data multiplexing: The formatted
bit -parallel data streams feed a multiplexer. The two 74.25Mwords/sec
bit -parallel data streams Y and CB/
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Y and so on as

shown in Figure 2. In this drawing,

Y data stream. The second row
is

shows details of the multiplexed CB/
CR data stream. The structure of the

Digital

active line

SAV (8Ts)

(3840Ts)

CR data stream is
shown in the bottom row.
Parallel -to -serial conversion: The

multiplexed Y, CB,

?-aRth±§§8§2825
<am.>
o xx..-0,
0 -

YDO - YD1919: Digital luminance data Y
CBDO - CBD959: Digital color -difference data CB
CRDO - CRD959: Digital color -difference data CR
YAO - YA267: Ancillary data or blanking data in y stream
CAO - CA267: Ancillary data or blanking data in Ca/CR stream
T: 1/74.25MHz = 13,468ns

output of the multiplexer feeds a
parallel -to -serial converter whose

output is an non -return -to -zero

Ts: T/2

Figure 2. Formation of Y, CB, CR multiplexed data stream from separateY and
CB/CR data streams

(NRZ) coded bit -serial data stream
with a 1.485Gb/s bit rate.
Scrambling: The NRZ bit -serial sig-

tion as well as the P0, P1, P2 and P3
protection bits.

Coprocessing: Each of the two bit -

parallel data streams is fed to a

nal feeds a scrambler, which randomizes long sequences of "zeros"

Two words of line data
(LNO and LN1) with line

number information in a
binary code.
Two words of cyclic redun-

Y/CB/CR

1.4856 b/s

bit -serial

data input

dancy codes (CRC). Two
separate CRCs are calcu-

S3rial :lock
recovery

lated for the luminance

Figure 1 shows a concep-
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NRZI to NRZ

Descrambler

Serial to
parallel
converter

Y parallel data
74.25Mwords/sec

CB/C, multiplexed
parallel data
74.25Mwords/sec
1.485GHz

serial clock

data (YCRO and YCR1) and
color difference (CCRO and
CCR1).

The serializer

Cable

eguali.er

multiplexed
parallel data
148.5Mwords/sec

Timing

generator

74.25MHz

parallel clock

Figure 3. Conceptual block diagram of HDTV deserializer. The deserializer performs
cable -loss equalization, serial clock recovery, NRZI-to-NRZ conversion, descrambling,
serial -to -parallel conversion and demultiplexing.
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SONY

it's a digital world:
MPH. Omen

Over 900 TV stations broadcasting in digital
The DTV transition reached another milestone as the NAB count of digital
stations exceeded 900 this week. Some 98% of U.S. TV households are in
markets served by at least one DTV broadcaster. 78% are served by f

OVER 1,000 MPEG IMX DECKS DELIVERED
TO U.S. TV STATIONS AND PRODUCTION HOUSES
MPEG IMX production system achieved another plateau this month as
cumulative sales in the United States surpassed 1,000 units. Over 8,000 units have
Sony's

been shipped worldwide. Users praise the format's phenomenal picture quality.
operating costs and backward compatibility with decades of assets recd
cad Betacam SP, format

ver 380,000 DVCAM units sold
Fastest growing professional recording format ever introduced by Sony

MPEG IMX IS THE FORMAT
OF CHOICE FOR REALITY TV
Los Angeles based rental
houses report that

influential and
successful Reality
TV series arc
converting to the

MPEG IMX

Aorkiwi& sales exceLd 380,OUll V I Rs and

Lgrtal video format. DVCAM piodu,is hare

.corders, the DVCAM format has scored

proven popular for television news, corporate

I

achievements as Sony's fastest -growing

',the world's number one pro

and event videos, documentaries and digital
cinematography.

producers with exceptional
image quality, an
easy migration path
from analog gear,
workflow improvements, and
advantage

system. The

norts program

40 EPISODIC TV PROGRAMS SHOT ON NP
Sony's

24P

CineAlta'"

high

definition

production format is the brightest star of the
.el -vision season. Some 40 she
'-roadcast and

ng on

e

comedies un the six broadcast networks.
CineAlta systems are also being used for
police and courtroom dramas, as well as live
entertainme

So why are you still using analog?
The Digital Era has reached critical mass. And Sony

networking, metadata and play -to -air solutions.

is making it happen.

You can even choose MPEG IMX decks that play back

workflow. And digital savings in tape stock and

Betacanf tapes from as long ago as 1983! That's
investment protection the Sony way. And when
Sony optical disc arrives, it will be compatible with

maintenance.

both DVCAM and MPEG IMX platforms. So you'll be

Sony DVCAM ° and MPEG IMX' equipment delivers

superb digital quality. And wicked fast digital

set for years to come.

111121312ifins

DVCAM

DVCAM and MPEG IMX systems are not just tape
formats. They're entire platforms with a full range of

DVCAM and MPEG IMX recording: The ultimate analog

nonlinear editors, servers, disk recorders, IP

to digital converter. 'Mork Smart. Work Sony.

SO JOIN THE DIGITAL WORLD... TODAY. VISIT US
HOW TO GET YOUR FREE "GO DIGITAL" HAT AND LEA

WWW.SONY.COM/GODIGITAL

and "ones."

0

NRZ-to-NRZI conversion: The

O

scrambled NRZ data stream feeds an
NRZ-to-NRZI converter, which con -

O

verts long runs of ones to transi-

order of 85 meters of cable length. For
longer distances, coaxial cables have to
be replaced with fiber-optic distribution systems.

tions, thus further helping the clock
recovery process in the receiver.

- Unbalanced output
- Source impedance: 751/ nominal

The deserializer
IF -

- Return loss: 215dB (5MHz to 1.485GHz)
- Output signal amplitude: 800mVp_p±10%

Figure 3 on page 28 shows a conceptual block diagram of a deserializer. The
deserializer performs several functions:

- DC offset: 0.0V ±0.5V

- Rise time and fall time: <270ps
between 20% and 80% of signal amplitude.
Differences not to exceed 100ps.

Cable -loss equalization: An automatic cable -loss equalizer corrects for

- Overshoot of rising and falling edges:
<10% of signal amplitude
- Jitter: Above 10Hz: <673ps p -p

high -frequency (28MHz) and low frequency (<8MHz) losses introduced
by the coaxial cable. The equalization
capability is a manufacturer's choice.

locked loop (PLL) and a voltage -con-

trolled oscillator (VCO). The PLL
bandpass is a compromise between
noise rejection (narrow bandpass) and

- Unbalanced input
- Input impedance: 7511 nominal
- Return loss: >15dB (5MHz to clock frequency)
- Optional cable loss equalization:
20dB at half clock frequency
- Interference tolerance:
DC: ± 2.5V

<5MHz: <2.Vp-p
5MHz to 27MHz: <100mV p -p
>27MHz: <40mV p -p

Above 100Hz: <134.6ps p -p

Table 2. Transmitter and receiver characteristics of bit -serial interfaces.

Some circuits are capable of automati-

cally equalizing losses introduced by
up to 100 meters of Belden 1694A co-

Serial clock recovery: The bit -serial

axial cable. If a safety margin of signal is self -clocking. The receiver
15 meters is taken into consideration,
the capability of the equalizer is on the

pull -in range (wide bandwidth). It is
typically 2MHz. The clock regenera-

contains a clock regenerator that rec-

tor uses the received scrambled

reates the clock through a phase -

NRZI signal ahead the recovery of

The Broadcast Quality Server

With

a

Price that Makes Sense.

ri67,AAGESIIVIR 700 n

Up to now, it's been tough
explaining how buying more
video servers would fatten up
your bottom line.
Which is exactly why 360
Systems has introduced the
Image Server 2000T". It delivers
three independent video
streams, and all the features of
the high -cost competition, for
just $10,000. Complete.

Image Server 2000 is the perfect replacement for tape
machines - use it for satellite
ingest, program delay, slowmotion, commercial insertion, or
full time play -to -air.

Its advanced design provides
composite and SDI video, 12
AES channels, balanced analog
audio, up to 128 hours of internal RAID -5 protected storage,
impeccable images, great
specs - and zero maintenance.

0

And at $3,333 per channel, the
Image Server 2000 also makes
good business sense. Isn't it
time to rethink what you're pay ing for video storage?

Check out the Image Server
2000 at www.360systems.com,
or call for a demonstration at
your place.

BROADCAST
Tel: (818) 991-0360 E-mail: servers@360systems.com
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Belden Delivers Flexibility To Your
Audio and Video Digital Conversion.
lor

-

Analog, Digital or Data
More Broadcast Engineers
Choose Belden Than Any Other
Brand of Cabling Products.
Why? Because broadcast engineers know that
Belden has an extensive line-up of digital cabling

products - including data cables - and the

To make your selection process easier, we're

offering a 3rd Edition of our "Digital Studio Cable
Guide:' This Guide will help your understanding of

digital cables, SDI and AES/EBU specifications,

HD Radio concerns key electrical/distance
parameters, and why Installable
Performance'" is important to
cable performance.

quality to match.
Look to the leader. Call 1-800-BELDEN-4

Whether you're installing cable in a television or
radio studio, a video post -production facility, an
indoor or outdoor sports arena, a film production
studio, a church, a government chamber, or an

and get a free copy of the definitive

"Digital Studio Cable Guide." Or download

a copy from Belden's Web site at:

www.belden.com/t165.pdf.

entertainment venue - any area where a high

quality signal is important - Belden has the
digital cable to meet your needs.

BRILLIANCE

Belden
Performance Delivers The Future

2003 Belden Inc

Tran Lion to

lai
Descrambling: A reverse process removes

performance -indicative parameters.
They refer to a typical "eye diagram"

the random transitions introduced by

waveform. (See Figure 4.)

the scrambler in the
serializer to recover

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of Digital Television
Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill,
and recently translated into Chinese and

the original NRZ
signal.
Serial -to -parallel con-

version: Recovers the
original 148.5Mwords/
s time -division -multiplexed Y, CB, CR data
stream.

BE

Japanese.
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

michael_robin@primediabusiness.com

Demultiplexing: Re-

covers the original
Y and CB/CR data

Figure 4. Eye diagram parameters

streams.

Digital
Television
Fundamentals

the original NRZ signal.
NRZI-to-NRZ conversion: A reverse
process recovers the NRZ signals by
restoring the original long sequences
of ones.

DESIGN AND /NS AAAAAA ION OF
VIDEO 111iLl AUDIO SVSVINIS

Performance

specifications
Table 2 on page 30 summarizes the
characteristics of the HDTV bit -serial

1L'

I 0 II N and

The Second Edition
of Michael Robin's
book may be
ordered directly
from the publisher
by calling
800-262-4729.
The book is
available from
several booksellers.

interface and the tolerances on the

SAVE A BUNDLE
ON DIGITAL MASTER CONTROL AND ROUTING
Even if your DTV transmitter is bought and
paid for, that's just the tip of the iceberg.
Sooner or later, you're going to need to
upgrade your entire station to digital. And
chances are, that includes a new master
control switcher and router.
Our new NV5128-MC Master Control/Router
is a fully integrated system that can save you
50% or more over the cost of separate master
control and routing switchers. Plus, if you
have a mix of digital and analog sources, its
multiformat input capability will save you the
cost of external converters.

Planning to originate more than one program
stream? The NV5128-MC may be configured
to handle up to four independent channels.
The system is automation ready, and a variety
of manual control options are available.

Features
128 system inputs
-digital, analog,
or mixed

Supports up to four
independent
channels

Provides mixing,
keying, and voiceovers
Built-in squeeze
back and logo
store

Up to 96 router

buses-digital,
analog, or mixed

HD ready
Compact 8RU frame

For more information about this and
other NVISION products, contact your
nearest NVISION sales representative, or
visit us on the web at www.nvisionl.com.

NV115110N°
Masters in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV
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Turn Up the Experience
with Dolby Pro Logic II

-

sam

mum Ijoik
MM.. *pow
Nu

DP563 Dolby Surround and Pro Logic 11 Encode,

Audiences love Dolby Digital 5.1

greater clarinet separation, and

discrete surround in digital

an exceptionally stable sour d

entertainment such as DTV, DVDs,

field, Dolby Pro Logic II remains

and video games. But what about

compatible with consumer

surround sound for two -channel

decoders with Dolby Pro Logic,

audio delivery?

stereo, o- mono outputs.

Dolby Pro Logic

II offers the best

Encode your analog or digital two -

matrix -surround experience for

channel productions in engrossing

stereo -only television services,

Dolby Pro Logic II matrix -surround,

top -selling video games, or VHS

now avai able with the DP563 Dolby

tapes. With five full -range channels,

Surrounc and Pro Logic II Encoder.

improved steering logic for

Dolby, Pro Lore. and the double -0 symbol are registered trademarks of Dotty Laboratories.
D 0003 Dolby Laboratories. Inc. All rights reserved. S03/34880

www.dolby.com/pro

DOLBY
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Troubleshooting

networks

BY BRAD GILMER

Network problems may be

nector is seated properly. Move the

physical, electrical or

connector at the far end to a different
port on the switch. Run a new cable
between the computer and the switch.
But before you do that, try a different

software -related. For that

O

reason, troubleshooting networks can
be challenging. Fortunately, computers come with hardware and software
that can help you isolate and resolve
most problems.
If your computer is unable to com-

municate on the network, the first

ning Windows. The problem is this:
Sometimes a client computer cannot

locate a server. You know that the

lem. If the link light comes on with a

server is up and running, and perhaps
you have other computers on the network that have already connected to
the server.
Normally, you would double click

different computer using the same

"My Network Places" and choose

wire, then it is time to check the driv-

"Computers Near Me!" You would then

computer - or, better yet, a laptop to see if the computer itself has a prob-

thing to check is the link light. The link

light can be found on the network interface card (NIC) or next to the RJ45 connector on a laptop. It usually

indicates two things - first, that the
network card drivers have been installed and the computer has detected
the card and, second, that an electrical connection exists between the card
and another network component such
as a hub or switch. If the light is out
things definitely will NOT work. If the
light is on, then you may or may not
be able to access the network, but you

Network problems may be physical, electrical
or software -related.
ers to see if they are communicating
with the NIC. Many NIC cards come
with test utilities that will verify that
the drivers are working and that the
card is installed correctly. You may
want to uninstall the drivers and then
re -install them. Follow your NIC card
manufacturer's instructions to do this.

(Remember that updated drivers for
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ZoneAlarm Pro lets users enable specific ports to pass through
the firewall using the "Custom" settings of the firewall.

do have a physical and electrical con-

nection between the computer and a
network device.
If the light is out, check the physical
connection to be sure the RJ-45 con -

34

your NIC may be available for download over the Web.)
I would like to explore another problem that has been the cause of a lot of

frustration for many engineers run -

broadcastengineering.com

tach to does not appear in "My Network Places," and clicking "Computers
Near Me" and "Entire Network" fails to
reveal it. Many times it is possible for
you to ping the server successfully, but
you still cannot access it in Windows.
If you are having this problem, here are
some things you can try.

First, try pinging the server. Go to
"Start" and then "Run." Type "Com-

sages with a "Time To Live" (TTL) in-

dicating that the ping was successful.

),0
I

quently, the computer you want to at-

Once the DOS window opens, at the
command prompt type "ping" and the
IP address of the server you want to
ping. You should see a series of mes-

the 1.nteenetZone

farplers
Z

double click its icon and enter a
username and password. But fre-

mand" in the box and select "OK."

Sue. mode You coma* tri NW.

don.

Memel. Ion
poked., nom uloocouo

see the server you wish to attach to,

(It used to be that, if the server was
up, you could ping it. And in most
cases with internal servers, this is still
the case. But be aware that many servers connected to the Internet now have

been configured to not respond to
ping requests because this has been
used in Denial of Service attacks in the

past.) In any case, if you can ping the
server, this is one more indication that
continued on page 40
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a good network connection exists between you and the server, and that it

is up and running. If you are unable
to ping the server, first check to see if
the server is set to respond to ping requests. If you can ping the server from
other computers but not the one with

the difficulty, you must correct this
problem before you can connect.
Your computer must belong to the

ticularly troublesome for broadcasters
is getting specialized software to operate correctly with firewalls. Broadcasters may need to run tight security

site under "Firewalls."

on their connections to the Internet,

As an example, an application I use
requires that ports 5118 and 5119 be
open for UDP and that port 5200 be
open for TCP. Next, you will need to

but they may also need to enable spe-

do some more research on your

cial services to support their users. You

should not start making changes to
your firewall setup without having a
backup plan in mind in case it takes

firewall. Almost all firewalls have a
port configuration area that allows
you to define which ports may pass
through the firewall. Some firewall

you a while to get the firewall back up

applications try to make things

same workgroup as the server. If not,
you will not be able to connect to it.
Usually the workgroup name will be
WORKGROUP. To check your computers' workgroup, right -click on "My

and running.

easier by specifying applications

Most firewalls perform Network
Address Translation (NAT) so that

(such as WWW or FTP) along with

Computer," and select "Properties"
and then "Network Identification."
Still unable to see the server? Check

Firewalls may also perform Port Address Translation (PAT) so that a com-

with your network administrator to be
sure there is a Windows Name Server

server for example) can be seen from
the Internet. With the exception of a
few well-known ports (for example,
Web browsers, FTP and Telnet), most
firewalls block attempts to communicate with a computer using unknown
ports. However, a broadcaster may be

(WINS) running on the network.
Oops - you are the network administrator? Well, you can either configure
the server you are trying to attach to
as a WINS, or you can try attaching to

addresses of computers inside the net-

work are hidden from the Internet.

puter on the local network (a Web

the port numbers. But in my example above, because this was a
voice-over-IP application that was
not very common, I needed to enter
the information directly.
Once you have learned how to set up
this area of your firewall, just enter the
information into your firewall and test
the application to see if it works. One

final note - on some firewalls, ports
can only be opened for a specific address on the local network. You have
to tell the firewall software the IP ad-

dress of the computer inside the

As computers and networks become more firewall that needs to have access to the
specific port. The firewall does not alimportant to broadcast operations, troubleshooting low that port to pass through the
these technologies _becomes more critical firewall for every computer on the net-

work If your firewall works in this way,

the server without using WINS.
Sometimes you can find a server by

using a special audio application,

you cannot use DHCP on the inside

high -end video conferencing software

of your firewall, because the IP address

searching for it even if it does not show

or some other specialized software

up under "Computers Near Me." Go
to "My Network Places" and select
Search. Enter the server name preceded by two backslashes - Example:
\\dill_pickle. If you still cannot find

that requires other ports to be enabled
through the firewall.

of the target computer will change
each time the lease with the DHCP

the server, and the target computer has
a shared drive (for example, D:\), there
is one last trick that may allow you to
attach to the shared drive directly. Select "Start" and then "Run." Enter the

computer name followed by the
shared drive's name - Example:
\\dill_pickle\c:. Choose "Ok"
This "invisible server" problem can

If the firewall is not properly configured for these specialized applications, the user may see some sort
of communications error message,

server expires. (Apologies if this gets
a little complex, but I spent some time
figuring it out and wanted to pass the
information along.)
As computers and networks become

or a timeout error because the ap-

more important to broadcast opera-

plication is unable to establish com-

tions, troubleshooting these technolo-

munications with the desired port gies becomes more critical. It is imon the computer at the other end. portant for broadcasters to obtain
Fortunately, the fix for this is fairly
straightforward. First, you will need
to read the documentation for your

be particularly vexing. If you have

application to find out what ports
and protocols it uses. Usually the

other suggestions that have worked in

documentation will specify the port

the past, please email them to me at

and whether the application is us-

brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com so

ing UDP or TCP. Sometimes you will

I can share them with others.
Another problem that can be par -

find this information on a support
section of the manufacturer's Web

4.0

broacicastengineering.com

training and experience in maintaining networks as part of their overall
professional expertise.

BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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Let us
Come to You...

.101,111,1,1i

OON100

ANEW Make sure you don't miss your
chance to 'Take it to the Max' with
the latest digital audio console,
Max Air. See our US Max Air
Broadcast Tour dates for the
days we will be in your area.
If your station is located in one
of the cities and you would like
the Tour to stop by your facility,
2003

please contact our Euphonix Sales
Coordinator: Jonathan McDonell at

Tue Sep 02

Fri Sep 5

Ashville & Greenville, NC

1 4 Umcdonell@euphonix.corrd.

Mon Sep 08

Fri Sep 12

Columbia, NC & Miami, FL

The Euphonix Max Air US Broadcast Tour demonstration

Mon Sep 15

Fri Sep 19

Orlando & Jacksonville, FL

Mon Sep 22

Fri Sep 26

Baltimore, MD

Mon Sep 29

Fri Oct 3

Harrisburg, PA

Mon Oct 6

Fri Oct 10

Philadelphia, PA

(6 5 0) 8 4 6-1 1

vehicle will come directly to your station.
This specially commissioned truck is outfitted with a 96 channel
Max Air mixing system and is set-up to simulate a local TV
station digital audio control room with playback of 48 channels
of digital audio and 8 video streams, which includes program,
preview and 6 camera/OB sources.

About Euphonix
Euphonix is a leading manufacturer of large format digital
audio mixing consoles, converters and routers for live
broadcast applications. This year Euphonix celebrates 15
years of success and innovation in the
professional audio industry. Founded
in 1988 in Silicon Valley, Euphonix
has satisfied more large format
digital console users worldwide
than any other manufacturer.
The Euphonix broadcast product
line includes the all -digital System 5-B
mixing console, which has been shipping
for over three years, and the powerful new Max
Air mixing system designed to make the transition to digital
affordable for all stations.

Euphonix maintains direct sales and service facilities around
the world together with an extensive network of distributors.

Oct 10th -13th Visit Euphonix at alES in NY, Booth 826.

The Max Tour will be is New York the week after the show.
Mon Oct 13

Fri Oct 17

New York, NY

Mon Oct 20

Fri Oct 24

Wasnington D.C.

Mon Oct 27

Fri Oct 31

Montgomery & Mobile, AL & New Orleans, LA

Mon Nov 3

Fri Nov 7

Houston, TX

Mon Nov 10

Fri Nov 14

Dallas, TX

Mon Nov 17 Fri Nov 21

Little Rock, AR & Memphis, TN

For the most up-to-date tour news, meeting times and web links
for the SBE meetings, and international tour listings please see
our website at: www.euphonir com/tour/

All

The cowponies listed below hove provided audio and video
equipn ent that interlaces with Max Air to help create a realistic
state-of-the-art digital broadcast environment.

Accem - Abekas' 6000 Video Production Server
Miralda - Kaleido-K2 Monita- Wall Processor
Pioneer - PDP-433CMX 43" ohasma display
360 Systems Clear-Com DK-Audio America
Dolbi Laboratories Genelec NVISION TC Electronic
TerraSonde Wohler Techncogies

With over 100 audio mixing systems installed in on -air IV
broadcast facilities, Euphonix has a strong and loyal client
base including ABC & Seven Network Australia, Canal +
France, CCTV China, CBC Canada, Television New Zealand,
and in the US, KCBS, CNN, Harpo (Oprah), In Touch Ministries,

National Mobile Television, NBC Network News, NBC (Tonight
Show), Paramount Pictures, Telemundo, Tribune Broadcasting,

Headquarters:
Palo Alto, CA, USA (650) 855-0400

(Pacrim Sales Distribution, Tech Support, Manufacturing, and R&D)

WEDU (PBS), Westwood One, and WFLD (Fox).

Local Sales & Support Centers:
West USA & S. America - Los Angeles, CA, USA (818) 766-1666
South & Central USA - Nashville, TN, USA (615) 327-2933
North East USA - New York, NY, USA (212) 889-6869
Europe - London, UK +44 (0)20 7267-1226

Japan - Tokyo, Japan +81 (0)3 3288-4423

www.euphonix.com
[ ©200.:

tudioHub, PatchNet and SnapShat Recall are trademarks of Euphonic Inc

220 Portage Avenue Palo Alto. CA 94306 Phone 1550) 855-0400 'ax 1650) 855-0410

)

Western Mobile Television

System 5

Chooses Two System 5's for

Scores High

their HD Trucks

on Versatility
for Religious

Western Mobile Television,
LLC ("WMTV"), a new
mobile production company,
has installed two all -digital
System 5-B audio mixing
systems in their two new
HD equipped OB vehicles.
Based out of Phoenix,
WMTV is using the trucks
to cover professional sports
events, such as NBA basketball, NHL hockey, and MLB baseball.
They are among the first mobile units in the US that are HD/SD
and 5.1 surround sound capable
Both 82 -channel System 5 -B's were specified to handle multi format surround outs, as well as the complex mix minus and
clean feed requirements demanded by today's sportscasts. This

is also the first installation of Euphonix's new Jupiter compatible
768x768 TDM audio routing system that handles all audio routing
for the truck and can be controlled from the System 5-B as well
as the Thompson Router Control panels throughout the truck.
General Manager, Philip R. Garvin, of WMTV explains why the
network chose System 5-B, "We needed a solid, reliable audio
console that could handle large numbers of inputs and outputs,
and was simple to operate, especially in terms of its 5.1 surround
capabilities. The System 5-B was also the lightest of all the
systems considered."

Mr. Garvin was also impressed by the integral Euphonix
TDM router, "The other major advantage of going with Euphonix

was their router system-it saved us money, time, and weight
in that we did not need to install an audio level and audio I/O
in our main GVG router, we simply used the large Euphonix
StudioHub router and I/O which can be controlled from our

Jupiter panels as well as from the System 5-B-a very
elegant solution."

Broadcaster,
GETV
All it took was a test drive behind the System 5 to convince

Director of Audio Production, Mark Harrier he had found the
console that had everything Global Evangelism Television (GETV)
would need. Soon after his demo, GETV purchased a 32 fader
System 5 console with 48 channels.

Harrier stated, "It was evident the System -5 was the right console
for us due to its versatility. It's the most flexible console that we
could find for our situation; where the main audio control room
goes from live television production to a multi -track recording
session and then an to audio post production."

First Max Air in China
for Henan TV
Henan TV Station, one of the leading 24 -hour broadcast stations
in China and the largest TV producer in Henan Province has
ordered the first Euphonix Max Air ever in China. The console,
a 24 -fader digital Max Air, with 96 -channels of processing will
be used in one of the Station's 013 Vans.

CBC Radio Going Live

with System 5-B
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), Radio, has installed
a System 5-B digital audio console into their world class Toronto
Radio Drama studio. CBC is Canada's largest cultural institution.
The 24 Fader System 5-B Console, with 82 channels of processing
will be used for recording and mixing radio dramas

Learn More At:

Phillips Jupiter Router Connectivity
high-performance
MADI router solution brings a new level of quality, and
affordability to digital audio by substantially reducing the
amount of audio I/O that has traditionally been required for
remote trucks, production control rooms and post production
rooms. Savings of over $30,000 per installation can be
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achieved.
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StudioHub has been designed to communicate with industry
standard routing control systems, such as the Thompson
11 I mi NATFQ.
VM3000 Jupiter control system.

MMEiAM

include analog, 75ohm AES, 110ohm AES, SDIF, ADAT,
legacy ProTools and TDIF formats.
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while satisfying the demands of redundancy for on -air
operation. All console sources and outputs are available
on the facility router and the console patch system
simultaneously! StudioHub connects directly to the
Euphonix full line of MADI converter products which

.
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Twin Max Airs for
Tribune Broadcasting
Tribune Studios, a division of Tribune Broadcasting, has installed
twin Max Air digital audio consoles in its Hollywood production
facility. Both 96 -channel, 5.1 surround -capable consoles will be
mainly used for live -to -tape production sound on shows such as
'The Sharon Osbourne Show,' 'Family Feud' and 'Style Court.'
Tribune is one of the country's premier media companies,
operating businesses in publishing, broadcasting and on the
Internet. it reaches more than 80 percent of U.S. households.
Tribune properties include 26 television stations and
Superstation WGN on national cable.

PBS Station

Director of Engineering and Technology at Tribune Studios, Jim To ten

WEDU,

CNN Orders Five Max Air

Takes it

Digital Audio Consoles

to the Max

Cable News Network (CNN) has purchased Euphonix Max Air
consoles as part of its on -air digital audio mixer upgrades.
The Euphonix Max Air Tour vehicle made special stops at the
Atlanta and New York studios so engineers could get hands-on
experience on the system as part of the buying process.

When WEDU's
VP of Engineering

Three 96 -channel Max Airs will be heading for CNN in New York
and two will be installed in their Atlanta headquarters for on -air
digital audio mixing, replacing analog consoles. The first system
will be installed in October 2003.
The order also includes the new Euphonix TDM audio facility
router system. In New York all sources from the seven studios
feed each of the Max Air consoles via MADI. A show in any
studio can be mixed from any of the audio control rooms providing
unrivalled flexibility of operation. Over 400 sources feed each
console's computerized audio patching system called PatchNet
controlled from the Max Air's touch screen. A similar system

will be installed in Atlanta.

Digital Auxio Mixin

00

SYSTEM,/

System 5-B
is Euphonix's

top of the line
digital audio broadcast
mixing system designed
for larger installations.
System 5-B has 8 knobs per
channel, hi-res stereo meters
next to each fader and a color TFT
screen at the top of each channel
showing routing, metering and panning graphs. The system can
be expanded with over 300 channels and is available with full
dynamic automation for live/post applications.

& Operations, Frank V.

Wolynski, set out to find
an audio console, he had
no idea how far Euphonix
could take him; to the Max. Wolynski explained why WEDU
chose Max Air, "Our focus was to find a console that performed
extremely well and that was easy to adapt to. Max fit that bill.
Tedious setup of patching and groups are basically eliminated
with Max Air. The Console can flip from a complex configuration
to another in moments, restoring all inputs and outputs for any
particular show."
WEDU plans to use Max Air for broadcasting shows such
as "live" election debates, Tampa Bay Week, news uplinks
for Fox News, CNN, CNBC, Court -TV, and many more. WEDU is

the premiere public television station licensed to Tampa and
St. Petersburg, n West Central Florida.

or Broadcast
Max Air
Max Air is a
compact and cost
effective on -air digital
audio mixing solution.
Max Air has 96 channels,
32 mix busses, 12 aux sena:
and 24 mix minus/clean feeds plus a dedicated mix minus bus with
N-1 feeds from each channel. Each channel strip includes 4 knobs,
with a central assignable Superchannel. Max Air has been
designed to be fast, easy to learn and use, with a highly intuitive
touch screen display for master functions.
Both systems make use of the same rugged routing, DSP and I/O
hardware, and both have comprehensive redundancy packages
designed for reliable on -air operation. Each console is fully 5.1
surround capable.

Be Sure
with Euphonix Digital Broadcast Consoles

The Most Advanced CG
Ever Created
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.incastudio
Inscriber' Inca Studio is part of a revolutionary new family of products that will
change the way you think about character generators. Instead of tying up several
switcher rails with multip e CGs, DDRs logo generators and other equipment,
Inca Studio lets you do it ail on a single channel with features such as:

independent clock and logo channels- create & display clocks and bugs
without using a separate box or channel
realtime clip to dip dissolves- dissolve between clips which can reside on
any surface of Inca Studio's multi -layer composited graphics
key & fill input- the ability to input both key and fill for capture as well as for
video passthrough allows you to use it as part of your compositing stream
realtime organic transitions- no NLE required, Inca Studio provides realtime
transitions using images as mattes
multi -layer 3D effects- apply 3D effects like warp, twist and page curl to
backcrounds, text or graphics
Contact Inscriber to discover more reasons why Inca Studio is the most advanced
CG ever created.

www-inscriber..com
31.19'.180930 Fa. 31.297.380939 AsiaPacific Sales-- bevel 9, 016 Budding 1 3 Arlatundochi. Cloyoda-ku. Tokyo 100 0005. Japan Tel .81.3 5288 5237 Fa,. v81 48 838.0484 4Instribei ik a registered ...den., and Plca Sold, is a trademark of Inscriber Technology Corpoiation 010e.
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Tools
for
DVD production
BY BARB ROEDER

AB2003 saw an influx of

wizard -driven and have limited access

DVD authoring tools

to the interactivity features of the

and production equip-

DVD specification. Generally, they tar-

A good compression engine with

ment that are making this delivery for-

get the prosumer market. This article
will focus more on the mid -range applications, priced from $200 to $700,
and these days offering more flexibility and built-in features than ever before. Most have software MPEG encoding engines, which can suffice for
content that can fit the bit budget of

features such as variable bit -rate en-

mat more affordable and approachable to any video production team.
Content creators are using DVDs to
distribute educational materials, entertainment and corporate communications. The level of sophistication
needed to produce professional DVDs

depends largely on your application,
but you'd be surprised at how much
you can do on a small budget. Here
we'll explore the features and limitations of today's spectrum of tools in

terms of preparing the audio and

two hours of video and audio encoded
at an average bit rate of 8Mb/s.

coding, full search algorithms for
motion estimation and field -based
encoding options is required to tweak

the encoding process when bit budgets are tight. Also, sophisticated pre-

processing of the signals can reduce
the encoding requirements by remov-

A good compression engine with features such as
vanable bit: rate encoding is required to tweak the
encoding process when hit budgets are tight.

a..

video signals and generating the required user interface elements to meet
the DVD format specification.

the destination disc.
Professional studios that need to cre-

ing unnecessary detail. For instance,

Applications abound, starting at

ate DVDs on a daily basis will look to-

under $100 and ranging upwards of
several thousand dollars. Entry-level

ward hardware encoding tools and
high -end authoring systems from
companies such as Sonic Solutions.

author professional quality

24fps but has been converted to video
at 30fps, you'll need an inverse telecine
operation to remove redundant fields
prior to encoding. If the target delivery platform is a desktop DVD-ROM,
you'll also want a good de -interlacing
filter to accommodate the progressive
scanning of the computer's display.
Professional audio processing is an-

DVDs.

other area that won't necessarily be

authoring applications are often

A look at the requirements for
authoring will reveal how the
mid -range products can fit into
the video production facility to

Encoding audio and
video
MPEG is the standard format

used on DVDs for video and
audio, although the specification also allows for PCM and
AC -3 audio formats. Encoding
engines are generally built into

Figure 1. A typical menu page, button construction and links to chapters on a DVD are shown
here. Video objects (VOBs) are linked to a chap-

ter menu screen in a DVD authoring applica-

tion. The buttons themselves consist of an

overlay that can change states and a
subpicture, which can be a graphic, frame grab or motion sequence.
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if your source originated as film at

included in a standard DVD authoring
or encoding package. Any special ef-

fects, signal sweetening or noise reduction is best left to a separate professional audio application.
You can use the DVD authoring applications to accomplish other basic
encoding operations. Some even allow you to do variable -bit -rate encod-

these professional applications, but they may be limited in their flexibility. That

ing and adjust the GOP structure of
the MPEG video stream. If you want
to do more sophisticated encoding

won't be a problem if you have

outside of the authoring environ-

about an hour of content for
your project or if you can af-

ment, these applications will always
allow you to import the MPEG A/V

ford to produce a DVD-9,

streams already compressed. Otherwise,

which will handle more than

some applications will be bundled
SEPTEMBER 2003

When a world audience is watching a unique event, there's no chance for a 'take two'.
For almost 30 years, the world's largest broadcast organisations have trusted SSL consoles
to cover events of this importance and scale.

SSL's latest digital broadcast console, the C100, is designed to comfortably meet the
needs of surround production and interactive programming. Security and
performance are built in, with a host of redundancy and fail-safe fea-ures
such as Self -Healing DSP.

The Cl 00's freelance -friendly control surface makes for
a short learning curve, and the ability to scale consoles
also helps to meet your budget.
The C100 is already the first choice for respected
broadcasters worldwide, including: NBA -TV The Golf Channel

Disney Broadcasting Danish Radio & TV NHK Seoul Broadcasting.
Find out how the C100 can help achieve your audio goals.
www.ssl-broadcast.com

Solid State Logic
(BROADCAST AUDIO TECHNOLOGY)
Beghroke, Oxford OX5 1RU, England. Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 Fax: F44 (0)1865 842118 Email: silmii,mlid-stale-logit om

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

TOKYO

PARIS

Tel: +1 (1)212 315 1111

Tel: +1 (1)323 463 4444

Tek +81 (MI 5474 1144

Tel: +13 (011 3460 4666
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MILAN

Tel: +39 1139 2328 094
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with capture applications, or you can

Most basic authoring packages will eas-

import AVI, QT or DV source material
already stored on your system.

ily accomplish the former but will not

Interactive authoring
features
Interactivity on a DVD can range from
basic chaptering in a tree -like structure
to sophisticated user controls for viewing different camera angles in a scene.

handle the latter. Those that do are
priced higher, such as Apple's DVD Studio Pro and Sonic Solution's ReeIDVD.
A menu page to reach the various sections of the DVD will also be created in

your DVD authoring application. Ease
of use and integration with other content creation tools you have in the facil-

II

ity will depend on the DVD authoring
application itself. For instance, an interactive menu is defined on the DVD

with layers representing the background, the area or overlay that composes the button and the visual information that is placed in that button. A
typical menu page, button construction

and links to chapters on a DVD are
shown in Figure 1 on page 42. Most applications will allow you to import still

images from Photoshop, where you
have more control over the artistic
look of the menu. Only Adobe's new

Over

946,080,000 seconds
of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision

Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.
Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

3 -Year Warranty

142 Sierra Street El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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Encore DVD will permit you to make

revisions to those layers right in the
authoring application. Otherwise, you'll

need to go back to the original source
and edit there.
On a DVD, the overlay image can ac-

tually be a motion sequence, for instance showing a scene from each chap-

ter point on the DVD. Again, motion
menus are supported in the higher end
authoring applications, but not necessarily those in the $200 to $300 range.
One other feature that you may find
relevant to your content is the e-DVD
support on the disc you create. This
uses the "DVD others zone" defined
in the specification to store Web links
and data that the user can access while
viewing the DVD. Courseware distributed on a DVD could link the user to
a Web site that logs test results and
gives them feedback on their instruction. E -commerce capabilities can also

be programmed onto a large catalog
database stored on a DVD.

Conclusion
DVD sales and rentals are beginning

to surpass VHS tapes and low-cost
players, and drives are finding their
way into the corporate environment
as well. Video producers need to look
toward new tools to keep them competitive in this arena, and developers
are answering that call with affordable
and feature -rich applications to create professional content on a DVD. BE
Barb Roeder is president of Barb Wired
LLC, a technology consultancy specializing
in the formatting and delivery of digital
media. She can be reached through her
Web site at www.barb-wired. net.
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See your sound in

SP/den/LS/0/r
Complete Surround Sound monitoring Solution
Pro Logic°
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Surround Sound Analyror
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Center and Surround

SpiderVision provides a complete visual analysis of your Pro Logic® surround
sound field. It is the only tool you need to ensure your sound is compatible,
regardless of the way your viewers are listening. Perfect for use in a variety of
environments including Master Control, Remotes, Production, Live Sports Events
and Centralcasting.

PERFORMANCE.

oir

SpiderVislonr.
Surround Sound Analyser

Left Heavy

SpiderVision takes Left and Right audio in, analcg or digital, and separates
the left, right, center and surround channels. It thei displays the sound field
as the SpiderVectors®, which provide quick, accurate, at -a -glance monitoring
of the average sound field. The SpiderMesh® provides a more detailed real-time
view. The bar graphs deliver level information, such as Left and Right, Center and
Surround audio in absolute, PPM or VU modes.

FEATURES.
The built-in, full color display is bright and easy to see. In a half -rack wide case,
SpiderVision has the same form factor as a standard waveform monitor for easy
mounting. With a simple push-button or remote screen selector, SpiderVision is a
true "plug and play" instrument. Some important user selectable features include
operating level adjustment, vu, peak or ppm metering standords and SpiderVision

16
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or standard XY display modes.

rir modulation
el! sciences
inc.

Contact Modulation Sciences, your Sound Authority:
12A World's Fair Dr. Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll -Free (800) 826-2603
Voice (732) 302-3090
Fax (732) 302-0206
E-mail: sales@modsci.com
Web: www.modsci.com

SpiderVlsoonSurround Sound Analyzer
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Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories

Georgia Public Br deiJiting:
SGI and MCSi deliver the
next step in the digital evolution

BY BILL BUHRO

The public broadcasting system in the United
States is one of the leaders
in transitioning its member stations
and infrastructure to a digital format.
Atlanta -based Georgia Public Broadcasting (GPB) wanted to go further.

In early 2002, GPB issued a request

vice and the broadcast operation.

for proposal and the Broadcast Solutions Group of systems contractor

The result of the SGI and MCSi col-

MCSi with SGI Professional Services

responded. The architecture from
SGI needed to meet not only broadcast playout requirements, but also

laboration was an IT -based open
digital infrastructure that met the
station's enterprise -level storage requirements and transformed its vid-

eotape -based broadcast workflow

GPB provides multiple channels of

the common data management,

into a simple yet effective, full -digi-

television and radio public broadcast-

shared storage and archiving infrastructure that the station envisioned

tal dataflow incorporating media

ing and a rapidly growing Internet
streaming media service to educators
throughout Georgia. The service is to

be provided to public and private
schools as well as parents home schooling their children.

46

for both its broadcast and non broadcast data. The station also desired to build a highly reliable cen-

tralized storage environment that
would support both the Internet ser-

broadcastengineering.com

management. The total cost of ownership advantages of this open, digital infrastructure are just now beginning to be realized.
At the core of any good architecture
is a good foundation. In this case, the
SEPTEMBER 2003

a battle -proven 64 -bit heterogeneous
shared file system, SGI CXFS, for storage area networks (SAN). Implementing a shared file system allows platforms

of varying operating systems to attach
to the central storage - either by network or Fibre Channel - and see that
storage just as though it were local to
that desktop or workstation. It facilitates

a high -availability data infrastructure,
meaning it is developed and constructed
Horace Ebehart is shown working on

GPB's main disk storage environ-

ment, the Hitachi DataSystems
9980V.

Central storage and storage
infrastructure
The team proposed Hitachi Data
Systems 9980V central storage as the
main disk storage environment. It was
chosen for its many enterprise -class
performance, redundancy and high availability features. It has no single

legacy productions, to a large library of
materials in the educational media organization, to backup data from the IT

GPB chos

for broadcas
horse for their D -V o -a- i
back for its ability to thoolt rroit
play out any compresse ',moo
format.

needed to access them, and what type

SGI first evaluated its broadcast
workflow requirements, and then
gathered requirements for the IT department and the educational media
technology group. Foremost on each

group's mind was reliability. This
along with many other requirements
drove the decision to recommend an
enterprise -class RAID storage system
coupled with a redundant Fibre Channel storage area network fabric.
SEPTEMBER 2003

veniently accessed from nearline, as
well as how much would be archived.

The type of material ranged from

they needed to access, when they

and anticipated growth, MCSi and

kept online vs. how much could be con-

grow seamlessly to dozens of terabytes.
Next was the requirement to connect

all the participating departments -

ture. To determine what type of infrastructure best met the facility's needs

The next challenge was determining
the balance between the data that was
required by the various departments,
and its storage. The team had to decide
how much data or material should be

point of failure and is designed to

broadcast, IT and educational streaming media - to that central storage. Further considerations included the varied locations of the people who would
be using the system, what type of files

foundation is the storage infrastruc-

in such a way that there's no single point
of failure in the SAN architecture. GPB
is the first U.S. broadcaster to install an
SGI CXFS shared file system as part of a
digital infrastructure.

of workgroup and desktop environments they were using. After the team
evaluated user and workgroup criteria,

department. During the team's analysis, it became clear that a nearline tape
robotic system would be required. Sev-

eral tape robotic systems were evaluated, and the ADIC Scalar 10K was selected, with LTO-2 tape media.

The internal user organization includes several hundred people. This
internal user group provides data access to thousands of teachers and edu-

it became apparent that the current

cators around the state through its

mixture of platforms used by all of the

Internet services. This large number
of users, all of whom have different

sectors would need to be universally
supported. These included SGI IRIX,
Windows, Macintosh, Linux and other
Unix environments. All clients needed
shared access to the data stored in the

levels of familiarity with the information residing in the infrastructure, dictated the need for media management.

The project team enabled automated

At the core of any good architecture is a good
foundation. In this case, the foundation is the
storage infrastmcture,
central repository. Client I/O needs
varied from 56kb/s to over 600Mb/s.
With the many types of operating systems needing access, the team suggested

operations with regards to the movement of data within the storage infrastructure, to allow the material to be
easily found and maintained.

broadcastengineering.com
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The facility's media

Server for broadcast to be the work-

management requirements

horse for their digital on -air playback.

went beyond what is com-

The Media Server's ability to ingest
and playout a variety of standards based file formats - i.e. MPEG-2 I -

icp<z)4

monly used in the IT world, which
WisV
a hierarchical storage management
solution (HSM). HSMs typically have

frame, MPEG-2 Long GOP, DVCPRO

little user interface associated with

25 and 50, and IMX/D-10, as well as
its support for the new MXF file exchange format - ensure that the facil-

them; they simply respond to a set of
migration rules for moving data be-

tween online, nearline and offline
storage. With input from SGI and
MCSi, GPB selected the Masstech
Group MassStore product, which

ity will be able to handle any of today's

popular compressed video formats.
The station chose MPEG-2 I -frame as
its air master format, which will easily
facilitate its transition to direct ATSC

manages and has access to the broad-

cast data infrastructure. In addition,
it provides the interface for moving
broadcast data between the various

digital transmission.
The SGI Media Servers are used for
on -air playback at the facility. As mission -critical applications, they are connected directly to the central storage in-

storage systems.

These systems include three types

of servers: SGI Media Server for
broadcast MPEG-2 video servers,

frastructure through a high-speed,
high -availability 2Gb Fibre Channel redundant SAN fabric. These on -air serv-

Virage Solution Server, and Masstech

MPEG-4 proxy server, interfacing
with the Hitachi Data Systems disk

ers are used in a protected configuration for playing to air all four of the
station's 24 -hour broadcast feeds to

storage system and the ADIC robotic
tape system. (See Figure 1.)

more than two million viewers weekly.
To achieve the eventual goal of elimi-

Broadcast operations

nating as much videotape in the

The station chose the SG1 Media

workflow as possible, several channels

Buster Hampton works on the
MassStore, which manages and accesses the broadcast data infrastructure while providing the interface for
moving broadcast data between the
various storage systems.

of the Media Server for broadcast have
been allocated for ingesting content into
the centralized storage. Under control

of Harris automation and a Masstech
media management system, the four channel national program feed is directly ingested as multiple program
transport stream (MPTS). SDI contribution material is also ingested from
other satellites, live sources and videotape, while manual controls allow for

"rushes" or ad hoc
recording.
SGI CXFS

Storage area network

2 - 259M in
2 - 259M out

Dual SGI

Media Servers

file servini

Dual SGI
I

I

The station's post -production facilities utilize
Avid Media Composers,

CXFS file sharing
Samba NTFS/NFS

Samba NTFS/NFS

Media Serve's

Post production

Dual SGI

Media Servers
CXFS file sharing

file serving

Low-res
Proxy

2Gb Fibre Channel

Storage - -

CXFS file
sharing
Samba NTFS/
NFS file serving

manager

manager

SGI MSB-380
2Gh Fibre Channel
2

-259M in
- 259M out

-I

ADIC

Dual SGI

Media Servers
sharing
Samba NTFS/
NFS file serving

1

tape library

AVID Media Composer
editors

1-71

ASI in
ASI out

I

Redundant 2Gb Fibre
Channel SAN fabric

Dual 501 Origin
300 servers

11 CXFS mete data and
Samba / NFS servers

CXFS file
sharing
Samba NTFS/
NFS file serving

4TB RAID storage

Low-res0
browse

SGI DVB-ASI

oa

- Harris
automation

100 baseT

Figure 1. For GPB to eliminate as much videotape as possible, several channels of the

SGI Media Server for Broadcast have been allocated for ingesting content into the
centralized storage.
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centralized storage in the
next phase of the project,
which is underway.
SGI is currently assisting

co

SGI MSB-380

1

Scalar 10000

Hitachi 9980V
disk storage

CXFS file

Symphony and Avid
Xpress editing suites. They
will be integrated with the

Asset -

Broacade 2Gb
fibre channels

broadcastengineering.com

with the evaluation of the
Avid environment to determine the best methodology to interface with the
centralized infrastructure.

One solution may be to
implement one of several
interfaces SGI has devel-

oped for the Avid environment that allow easy
data exchange between its
storage infrastructure and
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CONFIDENCE MONITORING
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FIELD APPLICATIONS

STUDIO PRODUCTION
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LCD TURNS PRO
As a studio professional, you know Sony monitors. Evaluation monitors, presentation monitors, confidence monitors - the most extensive,

high-performance line of CRT monitors in the industry. Now, Sony brings the same studio -quality professionalism to LCD monitors.
Sony Luma LCD Monitors offer cost-effective, space -saving design. Less power consumption with less weight. Future -proof multi -format

capability. And uncompromising, mission -critical performance that meets your demands and exceeds your expectations.

There's a full line of Luma monitors to suit any working environment. Including 23" and 17" models with an innovative two-piece
design: a light, thin, high -resolution LCD panel for clean, simple installation... driven by

a separate Multi -Format Engine packed with video inputs an3 production functionality.
Plus multi -monitor LCD packages combining two 7" panels,

three 5.6" panels, or four 4" panels , so you'll have every
combination that suits the need; of your broadcast facility,

production studio, or mobile van.

It took Sony to make LCD turn pro. Naturally, Sony Luma

is the LCD Monitor series that pros will turn to.

Work Smart. Work Sony.

LUMA160200.3 Sony Electronics Inc Reproducto in whole or in pad without wntten permission is prohibited

All nghts reserved. Sony and Loa are trademarks of Sony Simulated pictures on monitors Features and specificalurs are subject to change without nitre Viewable area measured diagonally

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON LUMA LCD MONITORS VISIT

WWW.SONY.COM/LUMA

Design team

MIMPRIPPREM.11.111.111/1rV
Avid nonlinear
editors
(NLE). However, the

facility's current NLEs
use Avid's older 2:1 video
compression format, which

requires conversion to
MPEG-2 for on -air playback Today these conver-

formation to be available in
the central storage environment. Media assets will in-

Mark G. Fehlig, RE., CPBE director of engineering
Mike Nixon, director of IT
MCSi Broadcast Solutions Group
Gary Hawkins, senior engineer/project manager
Michael Wright, national sales manager
SGI Professional Services
Bill Buhro, solutions architect
Tony Karam, project manager
Tom Kaye, principal systems engineer

clude "proxy content" searchable, retrievable and

viewable on any desktop
throughout the facility -as

sion, or "transcode," opera-

well as high -resolution, or
master, digital elements that
will be stored for eventual

tions can take anywhere

post production of the docu-

from four to 10 times realtime. This may be acceptable for cutting 30 -second
spots, but is impractical for
long -form programming.

mentary. The station will also
use the Virage system for cataloging and indexing their ex-

In the interim, the NLEs
will ingest and playout using SMPTE 259M through
one of the SGI Media Server
for broadcast systems.

The next phase also will
include the integration of
the Virage media asset man-

SGI Origin 300 servers
SGI CXFS shared file system
IOVIiranda Kaleido display system
Hitachi Data Systems 9980V storage

and providing search capability to teachers in the field.

kMasstech Group MassStore storage
Wasstech Group Mass Proxy transcoder
ADIC Scalar robotic tape library with LTO-2 tape media
Virage media asset management system
vid Media Composers
Avid Xpress editing suites
Avid Unity storage
Harris automation
Brocade 2Gb Fibre Channel switches

agement system for broadcast operations and educational media projects. SDI based contribution material L
is passed via a Virage logger under Masstech control to provide
keyframes for media management and
subsequent low -resolution browsing
and editing over LAN. The resulting
media is stored on SGI CXFS SAN, allowing complete integration with an
NLE system based on Avid Unity, the

also controls the SGI Media Server for
broadcast MPEG-2 video servers.

also is assisting with the next

evolutionary step, beyond
standard definition into high
definition. SGI - using its Media Sever for broadcast system

project, as the Fox Theatre was one of

the great movie palaces constructed
during the 1920s. The station is col-

the additional SD channels and embedded data services.

lecting archive video, film and still images, as well as shooting new footage

In conclusion

dant on -air servers under Masstech and

Harris control.
Virage integration is especially important for the current educational me-

excited about this portion of the

trolled by Harris automation. Harris

In addition to building a
new digital television
workflow at the station, SGI

server that will allow for the
capture of both SD and HD feeds (via
a DVB/ASI stream) from national PBS
transmissions. Provision is made to encode SMPTE 292M (HD), conforming
finished programs from HD sources,
encoding HD to DVB/ASI for storage,
and subsequent back-to-back HD replay via the new HDTV feed they anticipate bringing on line in 2004.
In this next step, Harris automation
will control an SGI Origin 300 video
server for HDTV service and redundant MPEG-2 video servers to provide

streaming of multi -resolution copies,
and the inclusion of data sources. Edited program material is stored on the
SAN until it is forwarded to the redun-

detailing the history and restoration of
the Fox Theatre in Atlanta. GPB is very

The SGI Origin 300 video server is con-

The next step: HD

- developed a customized

dia organization's multiyear project

50

isting educational programs

showing the progress of the theater's
restoration. It has already started the
process of indexing and cataloging all
the video, stills and other media assets
using the Virage cataloging/indexing
product and media asset management
system. SGI will integrate the Virage
system with the central infrastructure,
which will allow all programmatic in-

broadcastengineering.com

The MCSi and SGI solution was cho-

sen for the project because it was the
only solution that presented a completely open digital infrastructure. GPB

will begin broadcasting with the new
dataflow in mid -2003.

BE

Bill Buhro is a solutions architect with SGI
Professional Services.
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HYDRA
AUDIO NETWORKING
In a modem broadcast environment the key to maximum efficiency is fleKibility.

Hydra gives you exactly that.

Hydra maximises studio flexibility by integrating the widest range of
broadcast specific digital mixing consoles via a resilient industry standard
networking technology.

Calrec's new Hydra audio networking system provides broadcasters with a
very cost-effective infrastructure for sharing and controlling I/O resources
across a network of digital consoles.

Potential cost benefits are significant Cat -6 cabling reduces wiring and
installation costs, and a reduction in roiter size is achieved as all sources
and console outputs are available to the whole network.

Built on gigabit Ethernet technology, the Hydra audio system provides a
highly reliable and user friendly system with a very high bandwidth arid a
clear evolutionary path.

Hydra ties together any combination of Calrec's three advanced, field proven digital broadcast consoles to give you a whole new way of looking
at the way you work.

Gigabit Ethernet fabric provides: a cost
effective and reliable infrastructure
IN

Up to 156 bi-directional channels
Fibre or copper connections

Very high bandwidth

CALREC AUDIO LTD, NUTCLOUGH MILL HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX7 BEZ, UK

TEL: 01144 1422 842159

South and Mid West States - TEL: (615) 811 0094

North East States and Canada - TEL: (212) 586 7376
Western States - SALES TEL: (310) 544 8388

EMAIL: jim.widmer@calrec.com

EMAIL: enquiries @calrec.com

WEB: www.calrec.com

EMAIL. ericj©redwoodweb.com
EMAIL lisimon@studioconsultants.com
SERVICE TEL: (818) 181 8911

EMAIL: pstech @ earthlink.net

Turner Studios'

Adaptable and efficient
BY BOB MCGEE AND JIM BUDKA

Turner Studios' new 53 -foot
TS2 truck covers home and

road games for the Atlanta
Braves (MLB), the Atlanta Hawks
(NBA) and the Atlanta Thrashers
(NHL), as well as other sports and
special events that are broadcast by
Turner networks.
Such a diverse range of program-

of any mobile truck, and Solid State
Logic has been providing Turner with
large -format consoles dating back to
1982. When Turner decided to replace
its SSL SL6000 analog console, it was

confident that the company's MTP

Also, the fact that the console provides
192 faders in an efficient footprint was
key, considering the limited amount of
usable real estate in any truck.

Moving quickly from sport to sport
requires the use of different settings

Moving quickly from sport to sport requires the
use of different settings for each venue.

ming requires that the trucks employ
high -quality equipment that is flexible

and can integrate well with other
equipment. And, like every other company in the broadcast industry, Turner

is exploring its options in its migration to digital television and HDTV.

The centerpiece
The audio console is the centerpiece

digital audio production console was
the logical next step. The console features 208 inputs, 192 active processing channels and 80 outputs, and is
configurable for 5.1 surround mixing.
The console is strikingly similar in

for each venue. Certain configurations

many ways to the SL6000, which helped

console's in -line archi-

used in baseball or other sports. When
the truck's crew goes back to its baseball or basketball setups, the ability to
precisely recall all of the settings is an
incredible time-saver.

tecture is familiar to
engineers and allows

Total recall

to greatly reduce the
learning curve for the
truck's operators. The

them to get up and
running quickly. In ad-

dition to its intuitive

The 53 -foot TS2 truck covers home and road games
for the Atlanta Braves (MLB), Atlanta Hawks (NBA)
and AtlantaThrashers (NHL), as well as other sports
and special events. Photo by Dave King.
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presentation, the dedicated knob -per -function control surface allows immediate access
to all channel functions
and provides an excellent overview of all of
the console's settings.

such as announcer booths and sideline interview positions remain fairly
constant, but the placement of effects
microphones in figure skating, for ex-

ample, can vary greatly from those

The console's total recall and proprietary DSP technology simplifies setup
for specific games. Projects can be saved
for each venue or event. When the truck

comes back for baseball season, the
crew just loads its baseball project right
in again, and the settings are where they
left them six months before.

This came in handy after a recent
Braves game at Turner Field lasted 16

innings, obviously running much
SEPTEMBER 2003

longer than anticipated. The truck was
scheduled to do a figure -skating event
at nearby Philips Arena immediately

Solid State Logic's MTP digital audio produ.:,-tiori console, installed in
Turner Studio's TS2 truck, allows for faster recall of settings between
events, more flexible routing, and also helps to add more realistic audio
elements to a broadcast.

following the game. The truck crew
simply loaded in its baseball project and
then made changes to create the proper

setting for figure skating and resaved

it. Thus, they were able to create a
project for a completely different sport
that was actually built from a baseball
project. The ability to quickly and eas-

ily reconfigure the entire console by
simply loading a new setup file makes

these quick turnarounds between
events a simple procedure.

Knob per function
In addition to the console's recall capability, the knob -per -function design
provides quick access to all routing and

processing functions. There's a lot to
be said for being able to reach up in line on the channel strip above a fader

and make the appropriate changes.
Many digital consoles force you to operate the entire console from a master -

control area in the center of the con-

sole with one set of knobs. The
console's design greatly improves the
speed and flexibility of setting up routing for output feeds to other locations

inside the truck, such as announcers'
IFBs or camera programs.

DAC
The console's digital -to -analog converters (DACs) allow the crew to feed
prefade mics to other trucks and store

them in a project for reuse in the fu-

ture on a similar event. This way,
when they are feeding the visiting
team's truck, they know that certain
DAC outputs will always be the same
effects mics, prefade.

Audio routing
The crew often needs to create mirror -image feeds for ESPN. There are
also quite a few times (with the Braves
being as good as they are) when there
are as many as three trucks at Turner
Field for a 3 -way broadcast. The console has a built-in digital audio router,

which means that if ESPN or FOX
comes in for a game, the TS2 crew can
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Adding

digital media
storage solutions
to your network
should be this

The truck's tape area features 64 routable monitors
that center around a Thomson Grass Valley 3000 pro-

duction switcher. The area also includes four Sony
Beta slo-mo decks and five Sony Digital Betacam
decks.

easily make all of its microphones available to other trucks.
In such cases, the crew can give these other trucks its outfield wall mics.
Routing setup for channel inputs, mix busses and multitrack busses uses a central control section for speed and convenience. The crew can make routes individually or in arrays,
and the console always displays each input's source and bus
routing on the meter bridge above the associated channel.
This way they always know where their signals are going.
The crew uses the console's 48 multitrack busses to feed
recorders, generate clean feeds/mix-minuses or even extra
FX sends. The console also has 12 aux busses, which can
be mono or stereo, and which are fed simultaneously from
both upper and lower fader paths. Alternatively, any channel aux control can be split from its aux bus and feed any
of the 48 multitrack busses. This can be useful in provid-

Introducing DiMedaTm 3600, Ciprico's

newest plug -and -play centralized

NAS storage product. Our platform
independent storage solution will
allow you to ingest the latest satellite
feeds, edit clips, archive mission -critical

files, and broadcast on -air - all at

near -wire speeds.

With built-in redundancy
on all major components,

DiMeda won't let you down.

To see a live demonstration, come

ing an individual resettable level control to a clean feed
output for a channel.
SAN performance with
NAS ease -of -use

to our ICF partner booth at
IBC, stand 7.611. Find out we
can simplify and accelerate your

digital media workflow.

4CI PRICO
Accelerating the Digital Media Workflow'

Capturing the sounds of the game
The average Braves' home baseball game can feature up
to 14 effects mics across the field and surrounding areas,
including the dugouts and bull pens. There are also 10 mics
around the outfield wall that start at the left -field tarp area
and stretch all the way to the right -field tarp area. In addition, there are mics pointed at first base for the toss -over,

The console's total recall and
proprietary DSP technology simplifies
setup for specific games.
or when the pitcher throws over to first with a man on

interactive content factory
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base. There's a similar mic at third base, and two positioned
behind home plate on either side to capture the "crack" of
the bat hitting the ball, as well as other sounds of the game.
In a recent game, Braves' centerfielder Andruw Jones was
seen on camera walking back into the dugout, taking a drink
and then flipping the cup onto the ground. You could hear
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VTM-300G

VTM-300G
US Patent 6,532 024
US Patent 6.069 607

Other US and Foreign Patents Pending

VIDEOTEi('S EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAG

I Free 5 year warranty.
1 Unmatched feature set.

\ Year Warranty

1 Free feature upgrade program.
1 Free 24/7 support system.

1 Expedited order fulfillment.

-VIDEOTEK®
Imo A Zero Defects Company

VTM-300G
Has More!

The Most Feature Packed Test and Measurement
On Screen Monitor Ever Developed!
Videotek's VTM-300G provides Exclusive Features and
outstanding value backed by our Free 5 Year Warranty.

ENHANCED FEATURES

1N 41.116111R11.1

77,11r7m"... 1

VIDEO AND DISPLAY FEATURES
Digitally Produced RGB and
Encoded Gamut Display
Passive Looping Analog and
Digital Inputs

Analog to Digital Relative
Timing Display
Vector Gain Variable to 10x
Waveform Gain Variable to 10x

f.ineSound__

OPTIONAL AUDIO FEATURES

Variable Peak Hold
Dolby' decoded outputs
Internal Delay Compensation
For Dolby' Audio Formats

GAMUT DISPLAY

CineSound® DISPLAY

Verify Composite and
RGB Color Space

Display and Monitor Dolby®
Surround Sound (5.1 and 7.1)

Lip -Sync detect alarm

11.

1.1111

1.1.11,12,1

0,1111.

Separate Analog/Digital Output

1

Settings

On Screen Selected Meter

Il

VW j 1

TO111.71 FSE

11

Ballistic Label

lb

Variable Phase correlation
response dampening
Alarm for Constant Audio Level
Digital Audio Clip and Mute Alarms
V -Bit Alarm
COMMUNICATIONS FEATURES
Ethernet with SNMP Agent
Router Control Ports

II
IC

A/D RELATIVE TIMING DISPLAY

ALARM SETTINGS DISPLAY

Intuitive Analog to Digital
Video Timing Display

Complete Overview of
All Alarm Parameters

VIDEOTEK'S NEW VTM-300G ADDITIONAL, OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
VIDEO AND DISPLAY FEATURES:
A -B Parade and Overlay

Audio Configuration Follows Video Input
High Resolution XGA Output
On Screen Closed Captions (CC I and CC3)
Comprehensive Analog and Digital/Video, Audio,
and Timecode Alarm Set
Waveform and Vector Cursors
Frame Capture (Automatic and Manual)
Safe Action Markers
Alarm Settings Screen
AUDIO FEATURES: (available in a variety of options)
Analog, AES, AC -3', Dolby' E, and Embedded Audio
Programmable Meter Ballistic Settings: Normal (VU),
Peak, Peak Hold, True Peak, True Peak Hold, VU + Peak,

VU + Peak Hold, VU + True Peak, VU + True Peak Hold,
Custom Attack + Decay Settings
Loudness Metering and Alarm
Programmable Meter Scales: Type I, Type Ila, Type Ilb,
Type I +8, Nordic, DIN45406, dBfs, Zero Ref dBfs
Multiple Audio Lissajous Display
Programmable Analog/Digital Reference Levels
CineSouncP Display for Surround Sound Monitoring
User Programmcble Meter Markers

COMMUNICATIONS FEATURES:

SpyderWeb'' Monitoring and Remote Control Software
Remote Control Panel (Option)
XGA And Keyboard Loop -through with Bypass
PS -2 Keyboard Control
GPI Inputs and Outputs
Serial Port

VTM-330EG MODEL IS ALSO AVAILABLE WHICH PROVIDES ALL THE FEATURES OF THE VTM-300G PLUS:
SD Eye Pattern

Jitter Measurement

CRC Display

Full EIA-608 Close Captioning Detection and Display

For more information, please call 610-327-2292.

(You'll get a person, not a computer during business hours.) =VIDEOTEK
Or visit www.videotek.com Email: info@videotek.com

11111.. A Zero Defects Company
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Design team
the sound of the cup hitting the

a Thomson Grass Valley 3000 produc-

ground. Also at Turner Field, when an

tion switcher with 64 inputs, three
M/Es, EMEM and frame store; a

outfielder is going back on a fly ball and
hits the warning track, you can hear his
spikes hit the dirt, followed by him hit-

ting the wall. That's the type of detail
the TS2 crew strives for in its broadcasts, and the fans appreciate it.
But such in-depth audio coverage also
has its pitfalls. In another recent game,
both opposing pitchers were upset with

Thomson Grass Valley 7000 (96x128)

video router; and a dedicated 64x64
router for tape -room monitoring.
Digital video effects include a 4 -chan-

nel Accom DVEous system with
Ultrawarp, 3-D light sourcing, com-

Mobilized Systems
Bob Giesman, senior lead engineer
An Nguyen, mechanical engineer
Michael Price, electrical engineer
Turner Studios
Fred Beck and
Jeff Morris, principals
Bill McKenna and
Javier Hernandez, project engineers

umpires' calls at different times, and
both were caught on camera uttering
an expletive. Upon hearing it, one announcer turned to the other and said,
"This place is really wired!"
Obviously, TV is first a visual medium,

but audio can play just as big a part. Instant replays started out as just a video only enhancement to a game's coverage.
With the audio quality Turner is getting
from its trucks, many times it'll run an

instant replay for the sound only. For
example, there was recently a dispute
over whether or not a ball hit a batter.
The TS2 crew played it back at normal

Stepped crimp sleeve grips the cuter jacket which increases
connector -to -cable reliability.

Exterior ferrule
surface provides
superior cable
retertion without
braic breakage.

hole ensures uniform
interior Eating.

Unique locking design
for high contact retention.

,N.1*
Generous capture cone
design ensures easy
insertion of center

50 millionths gold
plating improves
durabilky of electrical
contact over thousands
of cycles and exceptional
conductivity.

conductor.

and reliability.

such as bat cracks and base mics are on

provides positive tactile
feedback for error -free
assembly. Also prevents
movement when cable is
flexed.

Unique plating flow

video or audio.

the console arranged so key signals

Captive center contact
connector -to -cable
tensile stre -igth.

Spring -loaded coupling ring

setting up for games easy. The crew has

connector insertion under braid.

- .300" ferrule improves

speed, and the viewers could clearly hear
the ball hitting the batter's arm. The key
is to show the viewer the most complete
"picture" of a game possible, whether it's

The layout of the console has made

- Tapered ferrule facilitates

using a beryllium copper
crescent washer assures positive
elect-ical mating over time.

Unique black nickel
finish adds endurance

Machined PTFE
insulator for superior
RF electrical
performance.

Fully enclosed metal outer
conductor This feature is an
integral part of a rugged
construction, important for hand ing
the stress of cable weight over
time.

Gold flash palladium NI plated
spring fingers for ugh mating cycle
repeatabilly and improved high
frequency conducti-ity.

group faders. The left and right bat
cracks may be at the extreme left side
of the console in the first eight faders,
but the operator will have a group mas-

ter fader right in front of him. Any
fader can be a part of a group or a group

master. It's possible to create a setup

where one channel on the console
opens every other channel. The ability
to arrange different inputs and control
them as a group from anywhere on the
console is a useful feature.

The complete picture

17 reasons why the UPL2000 is the f
Don't be fooled into believing that ye;terday's BNC connectors are
up to the demands of today's killer application. Because signal clarity
is so essential to successful digital brcadcasting, you need the high
frequency, impedance -matched perfcrmance of the UPL2000 from
Trnmpeter. Its the only BNC specificElly designed for high bit -rate
digital video signal transmission and offers significant performance
advantages over standard BNCs (>8cb return loss improvement
®1.485 Gbps). Con't compromise your signal with yesterday's
connectors - select tie UPL2000.

HDTV Transmission line Droduct solutions

The MTP console forms the core of
TS2's audio operations and capabilities
and works with the array of equipment

that completes the truck This equipment includes 12 Ikegami cameras

nn

n

(seven HK -377s and five HK-377Ps);

SEPTEMBER 2003
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Technology
biner and Orbital
FX; and a Feral Key
West 2 -channel DVE.
The truck is also equipped

with two Chyron iNFiNiT!s
with version 10.0 software, and
a Pinnacle FX Deko II CG.

Replay equipment includes
four Sony BVW-75 Beta slomo decks, five Sony DVWA500 Digital Betacams (each

with Lance slo-mo control-

lers), two Fast Forward
Omega 2 -channel DDRs
(with removable hard drives),

a 4 -channel EVS DDR, and
VHS and DVD machines.
Enabling communications
between the truck's different
production areas and among
the crew is an RTS ADAM intercom system with 11 KP-32

master stations, 18 MKP-4
user stations, 12 2 -wire chan-

at work

nels, 16 IFB channels and a 2 -

channel TIF and 8 -line Partner telephone system.
The truck also can be configured with a variety of other

Thomson Grass Valley
3000 production switcher
GVG series 7000 (96x128) video router
Accom Abekas DVEous/MX DVE
Orbital FX effects system
Feral Key West two -channel DVE
Chyron iNFiNiT! 060 CG
Pinnacle FXDeko II CG
Sony
BVW-75 Beta slo-mo decks
DVW-A500 Digital Betacam
Lance slo-mo controllers
Fast Forward Omega two -channel DDR

equipment available on request, including an eighth
Ikegami HK -377 camera,
Panasonic 3-CCD LPS cam-

eras with Fujinon lenses,
Lectrosonics and Vega wireless

microphone systems, and a
Motorola wireless IFB system.
The end result of all this tech-

nology -the audio quality of
the MTP console, the place-

EVS DDR

Telex/RTS ADAM Digital Matrix Intercom system
Ikegami

ment of the field -effects mics
and the range of state -of -the

HK -377 cameras
HK -377P cameras

art equipment in the truck -

Lectrosonics wireless microphone syste-n
Vega wireless microphone system
Motorola wireless IFB system

is a "you -are -there" experience
for viewers at home.
BE

Fujinon 66:1 and 20:1 lenses

Bob McGee is director of technical
operations, and Jim Budka is an
audio engineer for Turner Studios.

DoadcastEngineering

WC site
Newly redesigned to accommodate upgraded
features and to optimize navigation,

www.broadcastengineering.com is just
one more way that Broadcast Engineering
effectively reports on trends, events and
products that redefine the television industry.
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An absolute industry resource to the visitors

it serves, www.broadcastengineering.com
delivers breaking news, online demos, and
access to related industry links.
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http://www.broadcastengineering.com
Click to www.broadcastengineering.com
and discover true industry expertise!
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A new generation of intercoms that
just made your life a whole lot easier!
Intelligent linking
Expandable system architecture
Modular, configurable stations
Powerful, transparent interfacing
License -free wireless connectivity
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Keeping
it
running
BY DON MARKLEY

Now that the summer season of thunder and lightning is ending, it is time

continue to increase.
Just how does one handle this problem? The subject of UPS power systems has been discussed previously in
this column. Either a battery -powered
or a flywheel type system can tide the
station over for a brief period of time,

to prepare for the lovely winter season of sleet, freezing rain and ice. We
are well aware of the problems caused
by lightning strikes on or near power
lines. They can cause power outages
that can take the station off the air as
well as doing real physical damage to
the station's equipment. They also may

ing mains to the output of the generator. Usually, the length of time be-

usually measured in a few minutes.

tween generator start-up and the actual switchover is adjustable. That allows the generator to warm up a bit
before accepting the load. In some
applications, this time delay is necessary to allow the load to stabilize be-

Then, an auxiliary power system must

fore the switchover takes place.

be brought online to meet that continuing power drain.

applying full line voltage out of phase

If synchronous motors are in use,

get blamed for wiping out the entire
U)

2

East Coast.
However, it may well be that the win-

As the infrastructure continues to age
and electrical loads continue to increase, the
odds of massive power failures also will
continue to increase.

ter months, at least in the northern
states, are more worrisome. For stations in the South, you miss out on all
the ice but have hurricanes to worry
about. Like a divorce, they can take
your house, your car and your tower
along with the power lines. In addition, as so many stations were recently

reminded, the power grid is not totally safe from a massive failure. Indeed, as the infrastructure continues

All modern power systems have automatic start and monitoring systems

with the motor's instantaneous elec-

incorporated into their control sys-

structive loads on the rotor. To avoid
that, it is better to let the system come

tems. On sensing either a failure of one
or more phases or the line voltage falling below a predetermined level, as in
a "brown -out," the generator will start

to age, electrical loads continue to increase, and we continue to have an irrational fear of nuclear power plants,

automatically. An automatic transfer
relay will then switch from the incom-

the odds of massive power failures will

trical phase position can place deto a complete halt and then restart
from scratch. Thankfully, that is usu-

ally not a problem with the normal
induction motors found in broadcast
transmitters. Even though that may
be the case, letting the generator have

1

A

i

=

I

I

,

n.

1.

a few seconds to stabilize before
I

HDTV becomin more mainstream

switchover is still a good idea. The

Many consumers expect to purchase a high definiton TV

newer systems. In cold parts of the

1

start-up itself is fairly routine on

country, the engine is normally
Type of television

Percent of consumers
who expect to
buy the technology

heated, either by an engine block
heater or by a combination of engine
block and oil heating. For a good die-

High -definition TV

47%

Widescreen TV

sel engine that results in the actual
start being almost instantaneous, all

Flat panel TV

32%
30%

the necessary systems will be included to shut the system down in

Plasma TV

10%

LCD TV

7%

case of low oil pressure, over temperature, etc.
One standby power plant recently
viewed by the author consisted of a

SOURCE: Consumer Electronics Association
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generator bolted to the floor in the
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Our competitors don't know Jack.
.0.0

Meet Jack - one of ADC's engineering extraordinaires. Brilliant, brainy and

innovative, Jack and our engineers are the reason why ADC's audio, video, and data

products are technology leaders. With unique features like our I- igh-definition Midsized
(MVJ) Video Jack's patented tuning fins, environmentally -sealed casiig, and 15 -year warran-

ty, you don't have to sacrifice electrical performance for mechanical reliability. Though competitors may

pursue our lead, the fact is they can't beat our ingenuity. And when it comes to jacks, they don't know Jack

Schmidt. Invest in the best for your network, and find out why more

engineers choose ADC. Call us at 1.800.366.3891, ext. 73784 or
visit www.adc.comnack today.
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Transmission 8 Distribution
PatchAmp offers
Pre -Wired Distribution Systems
that are the same price as buying
separate components but reduce
labor and installation time to...

utility room of the station. A shaft with a universal joint
was routed through a hole in the wall. In a lean-to type of
shed attached to the back of the building was an old international model "M" farm tractor with the power take -off

ZERO!

attached to the other end of the shaft. In the case of a power
failure, the on -duty operator simply would go out into the
back room and fire up the tractor, engage the power take-

No labor required to wire jacks to DA's!
No installation and fabrication of all those cables!

off and open the throttle. Once inside the building, he
would operate a big manual transfer switch. While it might

It's the Smarter Better Way to Integrate!
Universal application (From Uplink Centers,
to Master Control, to Mobile Units)
High Quality Low Cost Products
Superior Design With Regards to
Form Following Function

have been crude, it was inexpensive, and it worked very
well. A little trickle charger was used to keep the battery on

the tractor full and the tractor was started once a month
and run for a little while to keep it ready to work.

Made in the USA

Call us for a side -by -side

comparison of leading
manufacturers vs. PatchAmp

PATCI-111

201-457-1504

LTA

000000000000
PATCHING & DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY

FrOP/6X

20 East Kennedy Street,
Hackensack, NJ 07601

www.patchamp.com
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Once the generator has started, the major failing by stations is being in a big hurry to switch back to the mains.
There is no reason for this other than to save a little fuel.
When the mains come back, as everyone has experienced,
the voltage often fluctuates somewhat over the next few
minutes and may even fail again. The generator should be
allowed to continue carrying the load until the time that
the main power has returned and is fully stable. It's not a
bad idea to wait five or 10 minutes before switching back
to mains. Next, give the generator some time to run without load to cool down a bit before switching off. This is
particularly true with big diesel engines. They should never
be switched off immediately after operating for some time
at full load. The heat buildup inside the engine block can
cause significant damage in such cases. In complete genset packages, all of these timing functions have already been
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When power alone
is not enough...

Dionic®
batteries can
be safely
added to any

inventory of
existing
Anton/Bauer
batteries.

Dionic can
be charged

on any
PowerCharger
or TITAN®
series
chargers.

Determine remaining run-time
regardless of battery capacity.

Automatically compensates for load
and environmental conditions.
Battery capacity is automatically
learned and updated every charge

cycle.

with

RealTime-

capacity
display*

'city Display now
standard on ALL Anton/Bauer

Digital Batteries

--1111°11°
The worldwide standard -

A possible new solution is available from Phase Technologies. It has
a solid- state digital phase converter.

and the rest of the equipment is only
on the standby power plant. That is,
those systems that can experience a
short amount of down time are fed

cant cost to leave the whole station

separately from the on -air critical

ride. That is especially true for an existing system where breaking off part
of the systems will require a major re-

systems. For existing systems, do an
analysis of the actual cost of rewiring the plant to allow for separating

wiring of the transmitter plant. The
cost of that rewiring, along with the
additional breaker panels, new con-

the critical systems and compare

duit, etc. may run in excess of simply

place. You may well find that the ad-

adding another 10 kw or so to the UPS.
In a separate but related area, remote
sites often have a problem with threephase power. Even when single-phase
power is available, the cost of upgrad-

ditional cost is like putting a 100K
resistor in parallel with a 1K. It has
an effect, but you won't really no-

ing to a full three-phase feed can be
totally prohibitive for a station. In the
past, various types of converters have
single phase supply into a three phase

system. The most popular has been
rotary converter systems.

Those systems are fine for fixed

loads such as big motors. However, they have a tendency to either create large transients in high
voltage supplies or to have a third

phase that varies in voltage and
phase angle. That can wreak havoc
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will provide clean service for the
transmitters.

On the other hand, once the cost of
the UPS system has been determined
to handle the transmitter and terminal equipment, it may not add signifi-

hours. Therefore, everything in the

been implemented to change the

r

proper regulator is used. A solution
is to use a UPS to actually drive the
load with the rotary converter driving the UPS. The UPS doesn't have
any difficulty dealing with the "wild
leg" of the incoming three phase and

plant can return to normal in a reasonable fashion without having to provide
UPS capacity.

ered by a short shutdown, including

going to be measured in seconds, not

display.

in solid-state systems unless a

Models for up to 30KW are available with 1 percent phase balance,
electronic power factor correction
and very little harmonic distortion.
Their efficiency is from 95 percent
to 98 percent which is really very
good. The units can be located in
outdoor enclosures to avoid adding
any heat to the transmitter room.
To summarize, in a new system,
break the system so that the necessary components are on the UPS

and

Time and state of charge indications
integrated into a single full-time

30

stay on the UPS. Obviously, the transmitter and terminal equipment should
not be interrupted. It won't hurt the air
handling or HVAC systems to be interrupted. In fact, most of the mechanical
portions of the station will not be bothtower lights, building lights, water systems, etc. Remember, this shut down is

volumetric
energy ratios
available.

13

ing on whether it is a new system or
adding standby power to an existing
system. For a new physical plant, it is
possible to pick the loads that should

gravimetric

Highest

3

included and are adjustable to the
customer's preferences.
Now, it's decision time. Just where do
you do the switching, and how do you
size the generator? The answer to these
questions will vary somewhat depend-

broadcastengineering.com

that to the cost of simply providing
a large enough UPS to run the whole

tice it.

Finally, remember when installing a UPS or a standby power sys-

tem that it must not be possible
to get the generator online at the
same time as the main power supply. Unless you are trying to feed
power back to the power company,
the result will be large amounts of
smoke, noise and flames if the systems try to self -parallel.
BE
Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

don_markley@primediabusiness.com
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International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition
Look into broadcast technology's crystal ball.
Dramatic growth in digital broadcasting is transforming our world. What will life
be like in months and years ahead, and how can you share in expanding
opportunities?
Explore the future at Inter BEE 2003, the annual world forum of movers and
shakers in broadcast, video, and audio technology. Join more than 500 exhibitors
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developments starting in Japan from fall 2003.
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Digital audio
networking
The gigabit solution
BY PATRICK WARRINGTON

In the '80s, organizations realized
that computer networks improve

productivity. In the '90s, the
same became true for the public at
large. The emergence of computer
networks has allowed organizations
and individuals to communicate and

share information with unprecedented ease and speed.

This fact is not lost on those who
design and operate production facilities with multiple studios and control

rooms. For years, mixing consoles
have shared sound sources using distribution amplifiers and miles of expensive cables that offered reliable, if
rudimentary, connectivity.
More recently, digital audio routers
have allowed more elegant audio net-

working, with greater capacity and

computer control. Many console
manufacturers believe the next logical step is to make the network part of
the mixing console, so that sharing
inputs and outputs across any number of mixing consoles becomes an
easy and natural process - no more phone into a stand-alone console, and
complicated than plugging a micro- just as reliable. Figure 1 shows a block
Console 1

Console 2

Interface box 1

Interface box 2

components are available for constructing the network fabric.

Using Ethernet

The Ethernet standard defines a
frame of information comprising a
header (containing source and desti-

You can simplify the task
of building a data network

by designing it around
one the many existing
communication stanRemote I/O box 1

Remote I/O box 1

Remote I/O box 1

Figure 1. An example of a number of mixing con-

soles and remote I/O units connected, in star
formation, around a gigabit switch.
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ing network interfaces, and low-cost

diagram of a practical audio network.
Console 3

Interface box 3

pensive chip sets are available for mak-

dards. Gigabit Ethernet is
a natural choice because it
provides the best balance

between bandwidth and
cost-effectiveness. Inex-

nation addresses) and a variable -size
data payload (see Figure 2). There are

no restrictions on the nature of the
payload, the frequency of the packets,
or on the time they take to reach their

destination. Ethernet networks are
sometimes compared to the postal ser-

vice - you drop a letter in at one end
and, sometime later, it emerges at the
SEPTEMBER 2003

Attn: Anton Bauer Users
Calrec Audio's Alpha 100 digital
console, shown here in Studio 3A
at NBC Television Network Operations in NewYork, is the largest of
the three Calrec models that can
be networked through the Hydra
networking system.

The Azden 1000URX-AB UHF receiver

is a 1000URX receiver pre -assembled
intc the Anton Bauer "Gold Mount"

for easy and secure mounting to your

camera. Designed to perform at
broadcast -quality levels, this true

diversity receiver with 2 complete
front -ends, has 121 user -selectable
UHF channels in the 723-735MHz

range. For complete features and

specifications visit our website:
www.azden.com.

Here's what Buck McNeely, of the
TV Show "THE OUTDOORSMAN WITH
BUCK MCNEELY" has to say about

the 1000:
"My choice of wireless microphones is the
AZGEN 1000 series. I can mount up to 2
receivers in line between the camera body
and the battery on the gold mount adapter
and it's powered by the attached battery
with little noticeable extra drain. We have
hundreds of channel options and appreciate
the clear reception and range these Azden

Bodipack transmitter
(1a OET) with reduced
cumin --drain for
improved battery life,
is a.ailable with

units deliver"

destination address. You can't always
predict how the letter gets there and,
more crucially, how long it takes. But
this unpredictability is not intrinsic to

Ethernet - it is due more to the way
that higher protocols deal with the
dynamic loads of large networks.
To use Ethernet for communicating
real-time audio information, you must
either eliminate the causes of unpre-

Recently selected by Ikegami and
Panasonic for their new "Slot -In"
cameras, (model 1000URX-Si), the
1000 Series is the result of years of
development by Azden in the field of
high quality audio for video.

Azdin EX -503H, Sony
EN -44H cr ECM -55H.

Recently reduced in price, contact your
professional equipment supplier, many
of whom are linked at our website.

Pluc-ir XLR transmitter
(1(X OXT) works with

dymann or phantomponered mics.

dictable behavior or mitigate them
with buffering and retransmission
strategies. The nature of audio net-

AZDEN PO. Box 10,500Frankln Scuare, 1'1'010

working and its context directs us very

E -Mail: a2denus@azden com Web site: www.azdentorn

6) 328-7

FIX: 616) 3Z3-7506

firmly to the former approach. More
on this later, but first some details on
SEPTEMBER 2003
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approximately 460 microseconds (see
Figure 3).

Packetization

will route together. This helps ease the
packetization problem, since multiple
audio signals can group into the same

Any scheme for moving digital audio over a packet -based network must

packet, which tends to maximize the
payload data while minimizing the

Guaranteed on -time

how Ethernet can move audio around.

delivery
Having established a mechanism for

Start of frame
de -limiter

Frame check
sequence

Length/type

the efficient movement of audio
through the Ethernet fabric, you need

to ensure that it will deliver every
packet, without fail, under all loading

Data payload
(46-1500 bytes)

conditions. This brings up the need

for deterministic network performance. Those familiar with the origins

of Ethernet understand that it was
designed to be anything but determinCh Ch Ch Ch
1

2

3

istic. In early Ethernet -based computer networks, multiple nodes con-

Channels 5-43

4

Figure 2. Maximizing payload by keeping protocol overhead to a minimum.
Any Ethernet layer -2 switch can handle this frame.

pack audio data into a frame, transmit it and then unpack it into its original form. But a packetization strategy

involves a number of trade-offs. To
make best use of the bandwidth, you
must maximize the ratio of payload
4
Console

nected to a single cable segment. If two

frame can accommodate eight 32 -bit

nodes attempted to transmit simultaneously, the network detected the collision and both nodes backed off for a
random amount of time before trying again. If a segment were particularly busy, it could delay frame transmission many times. This resulted in

samples of anything from one to 44

unpredictable link performance. A

audio granularity and hence the latency. The network attempts to balance these factors by using a variable

frame size. (see Figure 2). Such a

Performer
microphone

460ps

Hydra

Remote I/O

network

unit
Performer

real-time digital audio application that
is intolerant to delays and relies on the
timely reception of all frames requires

much better performance.

monitfng'

460ps

Star -shaped topology
Figure 3. Low network latency is crucial when a performer is listening to a
mix that includes his own voice because the signal makes two trips across
the network as part of a foldback mix. The total delay is less than lms.

Since Ethernet's inception in the
early '80s, things have improved

audio channels, depending on net-

from 10MB/s, to 100MB/s, 1GB/s and
even 10GB/s. But the problem of pre-

data to header data. You can accomplish this by using the largest possible
payload of 1500 bytes. However, a
single channel's worth of 32 -bit audio
data packed into such a frame would

contain 8 milliseconds of material.
This introduces a granularity that,
given the inevitability of buffering,

work demand. At 48kHz sample rate,

this sets the audio granularity to
around 160 microseconds. The console -to -console network latency is
equal to two lots of frame buffering
delays (one at the transmit end and

possibly at multiple points in the

be acceptable in some applications, but
certainly not in live broadcast.

When you network mixing con-

one at the receive end) amounting to
360 microseconds, plus delays from
the network -interface circuit to the
console audio backplane. Experimen-

soles, it is likely that groups of signals, rather than individual signals,

tal measurements have shown that
the total latency in each direction is
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dictable behavior has been affected
most significantly by the development of cost-effective switches. These
devices have allowed network topol-

ogy to change from shared segments

Many console manufacturers believe the next
logical step is to make the network part of the
mixing console.

transmission chain, would impose a
delay on the audio path amounting to
many tens of milliseconds. This may

Payload, granularity and
latency

greatly: link speeds have increased

broadcastengineering.com

to star -shaped, with a single node on

each point of the star. The switch
routes traffic directly from source to

destination without affecting any
other nodes. In non -blocking
switches, the hardware can continuSEPTEMBER 2003
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Photo 1. The front panel of the Hydra interface box, which interfaces the
mixing console to the network.

Digital Production Switchers

ously receive data at one port and
route it to another at the maximum

between network devices is peer -to -

other ports are handling. This kind

peer, although each mixing console
has characteristics of both client and
server because it is capable of both

of network provides a suitable fabric

requesting and responding to re-

with which to build an audio net-

quests for audio data. This arrangement has a useful resilience because
no single part of the network is es-

data rate, irrespective of what traffic

work. To guarantee fully determinis-

tic performance, it is necessary to
keep the network private. This means

sential for control of the network.
The network system has been de-

that we must not make it carry any

signed for devices to be added or re-

apply the further restriction that we

data other than that generated by the
audio network.

Capacity
A useful consequence of designing
the network to have deterministic be-

havior is that it can disregard much
of the protocol baggage of standard
networks. By abandoning the TCP/
IP transport and network layers, we

moved (or even to stop working)
without affecting anything else. The
control software on each mixing console uses the network to constantly
audit connected resources, so every
device is aware of every other device
and the connections it offers. If resources change, the rest of the network becomes aware, very quickly.
This information may be used to au -

AWARD FOR INN

Synergy 2003 Edition

Gigabit Ethernet is a natural choice because it
provides the best balance between bandwidth and

cost-effectiveness.

lew Control Pan
ilew Warp E

ew featur
New charcoal metallic control
panel
1,2,3 & 4 MLE models available
8 character mnemonics
Award winning, built-in
Squeeze & Tease Warp 3D DVE
V11 Software

remove the need for 24 extra header
bytes, leaving a data payload from 46
to 1500 bytes. Given a 32 -bit audio

word size and an efficient packing
strategy, it follows that it should be

ware, should a redundant system be
available, as well as to update the list
of available resources.
For a network to be truly useful, it

possible for a single Gigabit Ethernet

must be easy to use and maintain. This

connection to transport in excess of
600 channels of 48kHz digital audio.
In practice, a somewhat lower maxi-

requires control software that con-

mum load is prudent to allow for
some non -audio communication.
The Gigabit Ethernet network has

oo Pract
Technology

successfully carried loads of 585 audio channels in the presence of heavy
control (non -audio) traffic.

www.rossvideo.com
.. or call us at (613)652-4886

stantly monitors the network and performs essential administration functions, leaving users free to creatively
exploit network resources as easily as
if they were locally connected.
For reliability, the network should use

proven high -quality switch hardware

with redundant power supplies. For
belt -and -braces reliability, the network

Control
For a complete list of Synergy teaturss
and a look at the award winning
Squeeze & Tease Warp, visit us at

tomatically switch to alternative hard-

An audio network differs from typical computer LANs in that there is no
central server. In fact, the relationship

designer may duplicate some or all of
the network fabric (cabling and switch
hardware) and the network -interface
hardware. That way, if the network soft -
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Photo 2. A remote I/O box with ADCs, DACs and AES I/O modules.
ware detects any failures, it deploys thisas a pair in which one port functions

redundancy automatically.

as a "hot" redundant spare to the

A practical audio network

other, or in parallel to double the interface bandwidth. Photo 2 is a photo
of the remote I/O box and its network

Calrec Audio has developed a technology based on Gigabit Ethernet for

Synergy 100
flow (mashie with
Squeeze 6 Teage WflRP
... a great Ation for:

unit, which may be located remotely,

real-time networks designed for connecting mixing consoles and remote

provides general purpose I/O to the
network. It also has two gigabit ports

I/O sources. The Hydra audio network allows production facilities to
connect any number of digital con-

intended to provide an option for

soles to share input sources, buss out-

puts, direct outputs and clean feeds.
In fact, you can share every signal on
a console with any other console on

Pag 3 Thrrl
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connecting redundant switch fabric.
The audio network is built on Gigabit Ethernet technology (IEEE Std
802.3-1998) and the network fabric is
made using low-cost, off -the -shelf
hardware. The network topology is

Cost-effective switches have allowed
network topology to change from shared
segments to star -shaped, with a single node
Mralitl
on each point of the star.
the network. In addition, you can

similar to an office LAN, using a

connect remote I/O units, with up to
96 inputs and 96 outputs, analog or

tral switch with connections to each

digital, to the same network. This
provides remotely located sources

can make connections up to 90 meters
with Category 5e UTP, or up to several
kilometers with optical fiber.
BE

and destinations that any or all mixing consoles can use. Photo 1 is a
photo of the front panel of the Hy-

dra gigabit console interface. The
For a cafirrolete list of Synergy 100
features and a look at the award winning
Squeeze 67, Tease Warp, visit us at

connections. The independent I/O

constructing large-scale, low-cost,

cen-

mixing console in a star formation. You

Patrick Warrington is technical director of
Calrec Audio.

model shown provides two separate
duplex gigabit ports that can be used
SEPTEMBER 2003

The
future
of features
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

The travel industry is very
fond of the word feature.
Every restaurant and bar,
every weightlifting room and sauna in
any of the Caribbean resorts is a fea-

ture, and the travel planner's small
print will inevitably say, "No refunds
for unused features." Of course, we will

ist attraction in the form of a couple of

dozen miles of 500 foot high sand
dunes. Every summer they are filled
with three- and four-wheel all -terrain
vehicles. The combination of sharp falloffs, lack of visibility over hills, inexperience, speed and alcohol keep our two
ambulances quite busy. Unfortunately,

usually go to the trouble of selecting
our destination according to the sort
of activity we want to get involved in:
I'm not about to go to a golf resort for
a vacation, for example.
But there are many places where we
cannot select the product to suit our
involvement. Just look at the word-

more and more, these idiots are unin-

processing application that I have
open at this very minute. Generally

and patched up, stitched, etc., but

speaking I want to open a new document, start typing, save the document

and close the application. Several
times a week my needs get more com-

plicated because I have to put other
people's work into a format that I can
use, but that generally only requires

a couple of keyboard actions that I
have managed to learn. How many
other features in that application will
I never need? Thousands, I suspect.
Yes, I can hear you saying that some-

one out there -a more advanced user
than myself, no doubt - will be using
features that I would never know existed. But why should I be paying for
a product that does far more than I
am capable, or desirous, of using? The
additional product development time
and effort was at my cost, but not for
my benefit.
There are similar parallels that can be

sured. They get treated, x-rayed, bound

ture, but only if it is really in the "near"
future for you. If you are two or more

people like me are carrying more and
more of the costs.
There are also many parallels in our
industry. Look at the products you use
every day and think about the features
that you don't use - but that you paid
for. And think how the selling of those
products is often based on the features
you never end up wanting.

years away from such changeovers,
you're probably over -paying for the
flexibility you think you are getting.

Bigger things attract humans. The
number of SUVs on the roads is a tes-

tament to how consumers can be
fooled by size. What percentage of
those vehicles ever leave a public road
is imponderable, but small. What per-

I'm as guilty as anyone else in approach-

centage of 4x4 trucks ever leave the

ing a sale that way, but we all know that

road either? These are features we have

the majority of products are set up for
use in a particular arena and that's the

no real need for, but people are paying for them every day.
If I ever get a four-wheel drive vehicle to go up the logging roads to my
transmitter sites - instead of the slow

way they stay. The reason those products
influence us is because the engineer in us
keeps escaping the bottle and going out
of control If we thought more about the

operators of the equipment, we would

demand simpler, cheaper equipment
with far fewer features.

When you look at the rows of monitors in a control room, how many of

but we are fortunate to have a fully

ferent composite or baseband stan-

equipped hospital and a total of about

dards? When did you last see an operator look at anything but a vector display

ment area to draw patients from and
we are fortunate to have a major tour-

There certainly are reasons to look
at equipment that may be easily switchable to DTV formats in the near fu -

more than I am capable, or desirous, of using?

them - in most applications - are working on different line standards, or dif-

population there is a fairly large catch-

we look at products that do more than
just give us a simple display. There is
some kind of precise measurement instinct in us that is difficult to squash.

Why should I be paying for a product that does far

drawn: I live in a city that is quite small,

10 physicians. Apart from the city

sors on a waveform monitor to measure
voltages? Probably not, but as engineers

on a vectorscope? Or a two-line (or two frame) display on a waveform monitor?
Have you ever seen an operator use cur-
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climbs on foot - it will be a well -used,

beat -up thing that I will be ashamed
to leave parked in my driveway. But it
will have the feature I most need. And
its acquisition will allow me to have
more pennies to spend on the features
offered in that thatched resort in the
Grand Caymans.
BE
Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

pawl_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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Wanted

PINNACLE DEKO OPERATOR

BROADCAST OPERATIONS- BROADCAST

BROADCAST OPERATIONS- RADIO ENGI-

ABC7, the number one station in Los Angeles, is seeking a PINNACLE DEKO operator
for this fast -paced, news -oriented station.

ENGINEER Bloomberg TV has a challenging opportunity within the Broadcast Engineering Group. Will be responsible for coor-

NEER Bloomberg has an exciting opportunity for a motivated radio broadcast engineer. You will be directly responsible for the

Ideal candidate will be highly motivated,

dinating and performing maintenance of

hands-on support and implementation of

able to interact effectively with a highly en-

broadcast equipment and systems for

detail, and be able to multi -task. Solid background using a Pinnacle Deko in a news en-

equipment as needed to support live broadcast operations. We will look for this engineer to be proactive and troubleshoot production and on -air issues. Will also be re-

vironment is essential. Experience with

sponsible for updating transmitter/shift

Quantel Picturebox and Deko under newsroom system control is important. Please
send resume to: ABC7 Los Angeles, Attn:

logs, conducting tests, diagnostics evaluations and executing checklists to discover
equipment and/or system anomalies. The
engineer will also have the opportunity to
coordinate and install new components and
systems. as well as create and update engineering documents and diagrams. Require

studios and transmitter site; perform preventive maintenance and diagnostics of

ments: Qualified candidates will have strong
knowledge of technical TV and radio broad-

and EEOC reports. Requirements: The ideal

casting equipment (including cameras, robotics, VTRs, routing equipment and production switchers). Knowledge of broadcast automation systems and thorough understanding of PC hardware and software
operations. Ideal candidate should posses
strong troubleshooting skills and have the
ability to work independently and quickly
in high-pressure situations. Please apply
online at http://careers.bloomberg.com
WDAY-AM 970, FARGO, NORTH DA-

solvkig skills and have a hands-on working
knowledge of radio broadcast FCC regula-

ergized news team, have a keen eye for

Human Resources, Dept/BE, 500 Circle
Seven Drive, Glendale, CA 91201. Please indicate Dept/BE when submitting via e-mail:
KABC-TVRESUMES@ABC,CQM Equal Op-

portunity Employer.
CHIEF ENGINEER...JOB REFERAL #: 152
EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS NECESSARY:
WWAY is seeking a Chief Engineer. WWAY is
a well -established, well-equipped ABC affiliate in the nation's 142ad market. Leading can-

didates will have superior technical proficiency in studio and transmitter operations/
maintenance. Strong computer skills and
strong communications skills are necessary.
Three to five years' experience as a chief or

assistant chief is preferred. If you are a
leader, a manager, and a problem solver, we
want to hear from you! OTHER INFORMATION: Mail or fax resumes and salary his-

KOTA IS IN SEARCH OF A TOP-NOTCH
NEWS/TALK MORNING SHOW TALENT

tory to WWAY, P.O. Box 2068, Wilmington NC

The legendary, heritage AM News/Talk

Fax (910)762-8367. Email:
kimf@wwaytv3.com No Telephone calls
please. Include above reference number.

station with 80 years of service to the

28402.

PERSON TO CONTACT AT WWAY-TV: Hu-

man Resources...lt is the policy of Liberty
Corporation (WWAY NewsChannel 3) that
employment shall be based on merit, quali-

fication, and competence. Employment
practice shall not be influenced or affected
by virtue of an applicant's or an employee's
race, age, sex, religion, color, national origin, or disability. Females and minorities are
encouraged to apply.

KSAZ/KUTP (PHOENIX) - MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Install and maintain

broadcast equipment including switchers, digital video effects, VTRs,
(BETACAM, SX and 1"), Video servers, au-

tomation systems, studio cameras, char-

acter generators, graphics equipment,
and SNG/ENG units. Operate PCs to com-

plete required reports, documentation
and control of systems and equipment. 2
year Coll/Tech degree in electronics req.
4 yrs broadcast equipment maintenance

exp req. Transmitter exp pref. Varied
shifts, OT, weekends & holidays. Ref posting source and #K2017 EEO/V/M/F/D Fax
resume (602) 262-5123

Upper -Midwest, WDAY AM 970 has a great

opportunity for a morning show co -host.
This person must have a sense of humor

and ability to interact and "play along"
with both morning show partner (Kim
Douglas) and WDAY listeners. A strong
work ethic, an ability to shine delivering
information to our target and a "can -do"
attitude are all a must. If you believe in
strong show prep and know how to have
fun on the radio, please submit your materials for this immediate opening. Strong
candidates will understand the special nuances of News/Talk radio and the hot buttons of today's adult listener, who seeks

news, sports, weather and information,
mixed with fun and entertainment. Please
send aircheck (scoped & unscoped) and
resume. WDAY is a locally owned radio

station, that is part of the Forum Communications family of newspapers and
television stations. Great benefits including 401k, Profit Share, Group Health, etc.
All correspondence will be held in strict
confidence. Tapes and resumes ASAP to:
Scott Hennen WDAY, Box 2466, Fargo, N.D.

WBBR 1130AM and its global radio networks. You will also design, install and
troubleshoot audio components, wiring and
applications for our reporter workstations,

hardware and software systems; create diagrams and document procedures, oversee
FCC compliance of Public files, EAS, Annual/

Quarterly ownership programming documentation and update transmitter site logs

candidate should possess strong problem

tions, procedures, components, applications and operating systems. Candidate
must also be capable of performing physical labor, multi -tasking and be available to

work a flexible schedule...Please apply
online at http://careers.bloomberg.com
NEWS FLEET ENGINEER Primary responsibilities include day-to-day management of
maintenance for our entire news fleet. Successful candidate will have solid television

news management or engineering background and possess keen organizational
skills. Candidate will keep inventory of all
maintenance and equipment in vans and will

implement preventative maintenance and
accountability programs. Knowledge and experience with ENG electronics is necessary.
Driver's license in good standing is required.

Hours may include early mornings and
weekends. Send resume and cover letter (no
calls/faxes) to Brian C. Smith, Director of
News Engineering & Technology WPVI-TV,
4100 City Ave., Suite 800, Philadelphia, PA
19131 FAX 215-581-4515 EOE

EXPERIENCED SALES PROFESSIONAL:

Audio equipment manufacturer, is seeking
a high level sales professional to work with

our sales team in developing additional
market share in the television industry. Candidate will have a strong background in audio sales, (not necessarily broadcast audio),
will be a self-starter and will bring to the table
valuable experience in selling audio equipment to high-level customers. In addition,
candidate will have working knowledge of
analog and digital audio. Salary commensu-

rate with experience and performance.
Please respond to: Primedia Business c/o

58103 mp3 files 4mgs or less to:

BE Classified Coordinator, Dept. #500, 9800
Metcalf Ave., 0.P., KS 66212, or

§cott@wday.com EOE

jshafer@primediabusiness.com
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Classifieds
For Sale

switch without spending a fortune!
BUY

SONY.
DSR45

SELL

C 211111h 11111H-101

Digital VTR

Superior
TV automation
technology.

SONY

State

FLORI(fil

Reseller

5/v4a/tee
NEW

818.840.1351

Authorized
Professional

TRADE

email for quotes Paul@s-udio-exchange.com
816 N. Victory Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354

USED

SYSTEMS

Professional
Services

Professional
Services
GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

The NLE Buyers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video
editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable
database of over 200 products
http://NLEguide.com

For Sale
AcousticsFirsf'
TN=e

888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT

2207 RINGSMITH DR
ATLANTA. GA 30345

TEL 17701414.9952
Fax 17701493-7421
EMAIL bgilmerea11ne1corn

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD *1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

SEARCH & PLACEMENT
ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL

SALES/MANAGEMENT
Professional - Confidential
Serving All USA States
Employer Paid Fees
Over 20 Years Experience

repair, general broadcast equipment
troubleshooting and maintenance skills.

KeystoneAmerica
Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

Phone (570) 655-7143 Fax (570) 654-5765

e-mail: mail @ KeystoneAmerica.com

website: KeystoneAmerica.com
We respond to all

D.L. MARKLEY

Employee & Employer Inquiries
ALAN KORNISH / MARK KELLY

"'''

& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673-7511 FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com
Member AFCCE
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Help Wanted
TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Maintenance engineer with successful experience
in 2 or more of the following areas: R.F. systems, Beta tape, ENG/SNG operation and

Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939
Classified Advertising Manager

Quantel, Avid, and/or file server experience

a plus. Applicants should have 3-5 years
maintenance experience in a top 100 market, be able to work all shifts, lift 40 pounds,
and have an excellent driving record. KTVI/
FOX 2 is a Fox 0 & 0 that produces 2.5 to 5
hours straight live news during every shift.

A motivated individual, ready to move up
and join our Fox 2 technical team should
make immediate contact by sending resume
and letter to: KTVI/FOX 2, HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR, 5915 BERTHOLD AV-

ENUE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63110. An Equal Op-

portunity Employer.
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NEW! The MATCHBOX and SUPERELA
are rack -mountable!

New compact 1/3 rack width saves space,
euroblock plug-in connectors save time!
Built-in AC power supply and
legendary performance!

bk
No Wao.Oorts!

HENRY

Tel: 626.355.3656
I i stock at all Henry Engineer ng dealers.

www.henryeng.corn
Blueboxes, Inc.

TALLY

THE MOST EXTENSIVE LINE OF FIBER OPTIC PRODUCTS

MAPPERTM
+ Tally Routing & Mapping

One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Analog Video/Audio Fiber Transmitters/Receivers
HD -SDI Audio/Data Fiber Transport
Intercom Fiber Transceivers
Datacom/Telecom Fiber Transport
L/Band & 70/140MHz IF Fiber Transmitters P.
Receivers

Wavelength Converters
Combiners/Splitters/Multiplexors
SNMP Monitoring and Control

Videoframe-

and more

ever&

Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
-905-335-37
Fax: 1-905-335-35
Tel:

www.evertz.com

Business
Wanted

www.videoframesystems.com

Chapters

m

BUSINESS WANTED
Private investor seeking to purchase

Get

broadcast manufacturing firms, distributorships, divisions or product lines from
established companies. No dealerships,
please. Contact mark @towerpower.com
or fax to 845-246-0165.

plugged in

11

ho you know

can make
all the difference.

Vocals
SINGERS!
Prelft
Militated Free Backgrounds
fran Original Standard Recordings!

TPompson Vocal Eliminator"'

VE-4 Free Brochure/Demo
24 Hour Demo/Info Line

to an
SBE chapter

(3117) 846-9(00 www.sbe.or:

(770)4824485
13 Sound Dept BE -1 798017Panmay, Lithonia,

near you!

SOCIETY
OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS
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VocatEllmInator. com/g. o/E3E

Better Than Karaoke For Over 25 Years,
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Ed it Sweet

NV NOM _,[4,§ VMM

--------4\

Pick A Card, Any Card
PCI Time Code Cards
NAB Booth#C566

a

Free

LTC

SDK

VITC

RS232/
422

Read

Translate

Generate

Various Connector
Options

TIME CODE LOCK
YOUR PC'S CLOCK

rr II

Universal 3.3/5 Volt
Versions Available

Closed Caption/
UNE21/XDS Reader

30/25/24 fps

Window-Bum/OSD

Adrienne Electronics Corporation

The Benchmark System 1000 is the
perfect tool set for the audio -for -video
and broadcast professional. Twelve
audio module positions are available

for a diverse range of devices. The
sonic performance of each System
1000 module is absolutely
unsurpassed. This becomes paramount
as customers demand ever increasing
quality.

4-chanrel, 24 -bit, 96 -kHz, A -to -D and D -to -A Converters
1, 2, and 4 -Channel Microphone Preamplifiers
Analog and Digital Distribution Amplifiers

Better than 0.0008% Real World THD+N!

Jitter

In.

110 i2

UltraLockTM technology

and 75 12 AES Interfaces

VVECO, EDAC, Molex, BNC, Optical, and/or

Call today for configuration options
and cost effective pricing on the
System 1000.

XLR Connectors

Cost Effective and Expandable: Perfect for Edit Suites

www.AdriElec.com
Tel. 1-800-782-2321

FAX 1-702-896-3034

DVB... ASI... ATSC...

Now DVEO

BOO 262-4675

www.BenchmarkMedhs.com

...the meaNurc ot

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS, INC.

The New Standard
in Digital Video

Repairs on Broadeast/Produetion
Video and Audio Equipment
DVEO, the newly formed broadcast
division of Computer Modules, delivers a
diverse line of products, ranging from
PCI cards and software to complete
turnkey systems at prices far below

other manufacturers. For a free 30
day trial* of any DVEO products,

Equipment Maintenance and Integration
Free pick-up & delivery

Free estimates

please call 858 613-1818. Or visit

2235 Fairbanks Avenue Winter Park, FL 32789

www.dveo.com, -Visa Web see for details

(407) 628-2555 Fax (407) 628-5506 (212) 465-1318 Fax (212) 465-2318

1:311/EZ)

www.tech-ops.com

454 West 41st Street New York, NY 10036

email: techopswp@earthlink.net

Pro Broadcast Division

:D Computer Modules. Inc,

LV3
Systems

a--I-s
PCI Cards
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Software

Engineerm

1-800-896-9939
Classified Advertising Manager
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NOW SHIPPING

Editorial Director. Brad Dick, bdick@primediabusinesscorn
International Editor. Jerry Walker, jwalker@primediabusiness.com

Technical Editor: Donald Keller, dkeller@primediabusinesscorn

HD PROGRAM
PRODUCTION VTR

Sr. Assoc. Editor. Susan Anderson, sanderson@primediabusiness.com
Sr. Assoc. Editor. Laura Dixon, lacollins@primediabusiness.com

Asst. Editor. Chevonn Payton, cpayton@primediabusiness.com

Panasonic AJ-HD1700 DVCPRO:
Provides extended recording times,
superior slow motion and low tape
costs for HD program production,
distribution and archiving; can record
up to 126 minutes in either 1080/60i,
1080/50i, or 720/60p high -definition formats on a single cassette;
editing -point guard tracks, double -head playback system, new
metal -in -gap (MIG) heads and error -correction circuitry.

Asst. Editor. Heidi Hueseman, itueseman@primediabusiness corn
Sr. Art Director: Michael J. Knust, mknust@primediabusiness.com
Assoc. Art Director. Robin Morsbach, rmorsbach@primediabusiness.com

Technical Consultants: Computers & Networking - Brad Gilmer
Antennas/Radiation -John H. Battison
Digital Video - Michael Robin
Transmission Facilities - Donald L. Markley

Legal - Harry C. Martin

New Technology -John tuff
Industry Watcher -Paul McGoldrick

New Media - Craig Birkmaier
International Technology - Sypha

Sr. VP Peter L May, pmay@primediabusiness.com

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com

Publisher: Dennis Triola, dtriola@primediabusiness.com

Marketing Dir.: Christina Heil, cheil

60

rimediabusiness.com

Sr. Ad Prod. Coord.: Sonja Shaffer, sshaffer@prirnediabusiness.com

Classified Ad Coord.: Mary Mitchell, mmitchell@primediabusiness.com

Sr. Dir., Audience Marketing: Si:si Co rdill, scordill@primediabusinesscom

PRIMEDIA
Business

rcdia

COO: Jack Condon.

i:.

- :,.iimediabusiness corn

SeniorVP, Sales Operations: John French, inench@primediabusiness corn

Primedia Business to Business Group -145 Fifth Ave., NY, NY 10151

Chief Executive Officer: Martin Maleska, mmaleska@primedia corn
Creative Director. Alan Alpanian, aalpanian@primediabusinesscom

Primedia Inc.
Chief Executive Officer linter*, Charles McCurdy, cmccurcly@primedia.com

Vice Chairman & General Counsel: Beverly Chell, bchell@primedia.com

BPA

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

DISK RECORDING
MODULE
Focus FireStore DR -0V5000: Portable DV
disk recorder designed to mount between the
camcorder and battery system on JVC's line of fullsize professional DV camcorders; can record up to six hours
on a single drive; comes with retro loop and time lapse
recording; powerful disk utilities; playback modes, infrared,
wired or serial remote control; small, lightweight enclosure.
408-866-8300; www.focusinfacom

Sustaining Member of.

Society of Broadcast Engineersers
Member, American Business Media; Member, BPA International

BROADCAST ENGINEERING, ISSN 0007-1994, is published monthly (except
semi-monthly in June and December) by PRIMEDIA Business Magazines & Media

kin., 9800 Metcalf Ave., Overland Park KS 66212 laimediabusiness.coml. Current
and back issues and additional resources, including subscription request forms and

an editorial calendar, are available on the World Wide Web at
broadcastengineering.com.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: Free and controlled circulation to qualified subscribers.

DIGITAL FILM RECORDER
Celco Firestorm: High -resolution frame of film in 2.5
seconds; can output to multiple film formats including
16mm, 35mm, and 65mm; 5, 8, 10, and 15 -pert (IMAX
format).
909-481-4648; www.ce/co.com
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LCD

BROADCAST

Panasonic CT -Series
CT -L1400 (shown and

MANAGEMENT

MONITORS
CT -L2000: Space -saving,

lightweight technology;
Panasonic -exclusive
Adaptive Intensity (Al)
technology boosts
brightness and delivers
deeper blacks for contrast scenes; 450cd/m panel
brightness; 400:1 contrast ratio and 160 -degree horizontal and vertical viewing angles; two composite and one
component video/audio input, plus built-in audio

PROCESS

Ibis CoreTx: Manages videoclip
migration from legacy servers to
new environments; material and
metadata can be collated and
moved between servers from
different manufacturers; metadata
can be captured and stored in the
client's IBIS asset core.
+47 5153 7770; www.ibis.tv

speakers.
800-528-8601; www.panasonk.com

REAL-TIME
RESTORATION SYSTEM
Snell & Wilcox Archangel Ph.C: Cleans, fixes and
stabilizes in real time any video material that has
deteriorated or been damaged; nonlinear enhancer;
motion -compensated processing; material can be
restored within two or three times its running length.
408-260-1000; www.snellwilcox.com

Jo.
,

unuuni

DIGITAL CONTENT
PROTECTION SYSTEM
Irdeto Access CypherCast: Designed to provide the
highest levels of protection possible against the theft of
content, assets and revenues; optimized for operators
requiring secure deployment of premium video over DSL
and FTTH; features real-time encryption for superior
security, session -based encryption including limited -life
keys, and encryption of individual VOD sessions, as well
as a secure client architecture.
858-668-4800; www.irdetoaccess.com

-

,sviwisow -

MIXER SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Euphonix System 5-B Broadcast Package: Allows for
up to 96 channels using a single DSP mixer core;
includes a dedicated mix -minus bus with single -button press mix -minus outputs and talkback from each
channel; also includes the same redundancy and dual
mains input capabilities as Max Air.
650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com

HDCAM EXPANSION
Sony HDCAM-SR: Capable of recording in either RGB
4:4:4 or component 4:2:2, providing a new reference
standard for high -definition imagery; greater storage
capacity, higher data -transfer rates, and more audio
channels make it ideal for high -end post production,
mastering and archiving.
800-222-7669; www.sony.com

INGEST-TO-AIR WORKFLOW
AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Harris Resource Suite: Brings together everything a
broadcaster needs to automate labor-intensive processes, eliminate duplication of efforts, streamline asset
management processes and share media seamlessly
throughout the enterprise; with the digital ingest module,
broadcasters can eliminate the need to re -key metadata
embedded in digital files delivered by Media DVX,
Pathfire, DG Systems and other digital delivery services
directly to a server.
321-727-9100; wwwbroadcastharris.com
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HD CAMCORDER
tT
C.;

JVC JY-HD10: Single CCD (1.18 million pixel, 16:9) professional camcorder records at various resolution modes;
can record at HD resolution 720p as well as to output at
both 720p and upconverted 1080i signals; recording is
done using native 16:9 from the CCD with an MPEG-2 HD
compression algorithm (GOP - 6) directly to standard -size
miniDV cassettes; also incorporates a standard mode with
4:3 DV compression of MPEG-2 at 480/60p or 480/60i.
973-317-5000; www.jvc.com/pro

UTILITY ROUTER LINE
Thomson Grass Valley Acapella router: 16x4 matrix;
designed to support SD, HD and analog video and AES
digital and analog audio in a single -format and variety of
dual -format configurations; synchronous glitch -free
switching; looping reference; serial interface and
support for Grass Valley Net Central SNMP-based
remote monitoring system.
530-478-3000; www.thomsongrassvalley.com

525.70
..em Norm Sea Crude.
1-25.74

DIGITAL VISION'S
MOTION LIBRARY
Choose from over 70 DVD/CD titles with over
2000 cost effective, high -quality clips; all clips
are broadcast quality, cross -platform and in
Quicktime format with JPEG Codec compression; where
possible, there are Alpha mattes and looping for total
multimedia flexibility.
888 381 9445: www.digitalyisiononline.com

45 -0.12
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ON-AIR GRAPHICS, VIRTUAL
SETS AND SPORTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Orad CyberGraphics: Titles and tickers/crawls, "over
the shoulder" and full -frame 3-D graphics, three channels of digital video effects and presentation on studio
walls; interfaces to industry standard newsrooms; userfriendly API for creating dedicated control.
888-770-0713; www.oradty

AES DIGITAL AUDIO
MANAGEMENT
Sigma Electronics OctaStream: A new product range

516 in war" -

designed to assist in the integration of AES and multichannel digital audio into a DTV system.
866-569-2681; www.sigmaelectonics.com

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND PROCESSING
SOFTWARE

Encoda A7000D series: New configuration for broadcasters needing to run fewer channels; expandable from
a single channel to 1000 on -air channels; provides
functions for playout, automatic caching and systemwide
alarm management; includes content and delivery
management; ingest and media preparation.

Discreet burn 1: Delivers no less than double the offline
rendering performance of complex visual effects; ships
with backburner, Discreet's network rendering management software; burn can reduce the rendering time of a
single flame system in half - doubling productivity while
working with backburner.

303-237-4000; www.encodasystems.com
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much as from below 19Mb/s to at least
SMPTE 292M at 1.485Gb/s. This is a
great idea, but it also leads to the temptation to build large monolithic router

sion of nearly as many analog conversion devices (both directions), by admitting composite analog is here for a

failure modes and how to at least get
around them. Manufacturers offer in-

long time and instituting a layer that

systems when smaller islands would
suffice. Most broadcast stations can

deals with analog devices that can and
should stay analog. Here again, complexity is reduced, and signal integrity

those attending are up -to -speed on IP
addressing, data routing, VNETs and

easily live in 32x32 to 64x64 for HDTV

When selecting a new routing system, it is
important to consider the capabilities of the staff
who must run and maintain it
capability for several more years, and
most need 128x128 SD or less. A single

is maintained. Building a digital plant
by converting all of the composite ana-

could perhaps be "short loaded" to

log signals to digital using less than
stellar converters is not improving

keep cost down.

quality by converting to digital.

256x256 router would cover both and

But the 256x256 frame represents

depth training, but make sure that

such. Without that layer of base
knowledge, you will end up with disconnects and a lot more long-distance
charges troubleshooting minor misunderstandings.
The future will certainly hold much
change, as it always does. Look for slow

movement to IT interfaces carrying
content streams in the same way our
friendly BNC connector analog and
digital video systems do today. High
bandwidth copper and fiber interconnections are inherently as reliable as
our usual interconnection strategies,

When selecting a new routing system, it is important to consider the

and they are bidirectional as well.

65,536 crosspoints, where the smaller

layered router approach would

capabilities of the staff who must (pre-

amount to 20,480 crosspoints and

sumably) run and maintain it. Sales

achieve the same thing at lower cost.

demonstrations make router pro-

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR. To reach
him, visit www.azcarcom.

The control system can make both
look identical, and it is nonsense to
maintain that ultimate flexibility is

gramming and operation look pretty
simple. I have seen our staff struggle
with new control systems as they are
introduced and we implement them
for customers for the first time, and it
"ain't pretty" ... sometimes. The move
to IT -based systems means that the
long-term care and feeding of the system must be done by those who have
training sufficient to understand the

worth the cost without carefully considering the likely growth pattern that

is expected. It will be a long time
before HDTV system rebuilds begin
in most markets. The layered approach

also permits installation in small facilities to proceed without the inclu-

Multi -Channel
Master Control

SEND

BE

Send questions and comments to:
john_luff@primediabusiness.com

View an online
product demo
whenever you
see this logo.
KI00101 www.broadcastengineering.com

QMC is the most flexible, most scalable,
Master Control system you can buy.
150+ channels On -Air now in 20 countries.
1-60 Channels
Up to 4 key levels
Internal signal protection
Dual -channel DVE

Built-in Logo Store
QMC-HD High Definition
- 720p &1080i

New QMC-TCS Twin -Channel
- up to 4 channels in 3RU

Call for a demo now- 888.638.8745
www.quartzus.com
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sales@quartzus.com
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Routing
systems
BY JOHN LUFF

cc

ictionary.com defines a
system as "a group of interacting, interrelated or

to

interdependent elements forming a
complex whole." In the context of
broadcast and television hardware,
routing systems have become interactive, interrelated, interdependent and
certainly complex. It is not unusual to

CC

z

find IT -based control solutions that
bridge the gap between having pieces
and parts from many manufacturers,
each selected to achieve specific system goals and woven together into a
seamless whole from the perspective
of the operator.
The concept is not new. In the late
1980s, I visited London's ITN, where
an early windows interface controlled
the routing system, treating it like a
virtual drawing with drag and drop

to accept analog or digital inputs and
freely route them to any output. How-

ible and wideband router using this
technology would be a major building block in station rebuilds where
existing analog facilities must be up-

ever, there are manufacturers who
make those products without great
match -ups in RS -422 and video dated. As it stands, a layered approach
switching options. The conclusion can be created with wideband digital
might be to find an acceptable set of routing and a layer of composite anacompromises by limiting the amount log combined by the control system
of deployed technology, but if the con-

to look like a single router. The opera-

trol system can interface to all of the
elements, the issue is moved to the
operator interface plane, where issues
are easier today.

tor does not need to know that he is
switching analog crosspoints or digital crosspoints, or even that via path

Generally, routing is moving to a
more flexible signal interface. In the

"unisex" analog/digital router could
bring great simplicity to the design of

finding he is switching both. A

implementations for "electronic
patching." Modern systems may well
have drawn on those and other innovative implementations and have layered high-tech IT approaches to the
issues of control.
Complexity is a major problem in
modern facilities. Because routing of-

ten touches nearly all facets of the
business, in many facilities it is clear
that managing that complexity is critically important. Building a plant that
is inexplicable and controllable only
by cognoscenti who have the television equivalent of an advanced degree
is poor design. Adding control panels

and smart screens that provide the

Telefonica, located in Madrid, Spain, provides cable television services and
employs routers from PESA.

operator with a manageable selection
of options is critical.
It is equally important that the con-

last six months, many products have

trol system allow the flexibility to layer

emerged that have auto -sensing inputs

the best from many manufacturers

that accept everything from analog
video, through SMPTE 259M and
SMPTE 292M HDTV baseband sig-

into the seamless whole. For instance,

TDM audio switching is growing in
importance, in part due to the ability
of many such audio routing switchers

94

nals. Just as TDM switches are revolutionizing audio system design, a flex -

broadcastengineering.com

modern plants and permit flexible use
in the future.
Perhaps a word about layers, sizing
and wide bandwidth would be useful.

Many manufacturers have designed

"future -proof" routers by making
them wide -bandwidth, covering as
SEPTEMBER 2003
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coverage
of today's
technology'

Broadcast Engineering's Digital Reference Guide
Supplier Web Showcase Facilities
Announcing the "must keep" desk reference guide to products, suppliers, Web resources and showcased
facilities, published with the December issue of Broadcast Engineering.

How easy to use is it? Check it out!
First, if you're not a subscriber, you should be, because it's FREE. Go to www.broadcastengineering.com
and visit Manage My Subscription to subscribe.

It gets easier.
Look for your Broadcast Engineering Digital Reference Guide in the mail this December. In it you will find
Product Listings Index of Industry Suppliers Showcase of Leading Edge Facilities Web Site Directory
Industry Associations Directory And More...
Loaned your Digital Reference Guide to your co-worker? Not a problem.

It's online too-all year long.
And each listing has a click-thru to the company's Web site. No more surfing the Web!
www.broadcastengineering.com is all you need.

redefining television
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AKG
04500
has many applications
BY ROB FRITTS

If you're in the market for a microphone that can deliver a big

sound at an affordable price,
then read on. At first glance, the AKG

C4500 B -BC looks like the right fit

for any broadcast announcer, and

0
CC

great presence with a clean, intelli-

that's exactly where this microphone
shines; however, that is not its only
application.

VDC. The C4500 has a 20 dB
preattenuation pad that increases its
Sound Pressure Level (SPL) range.
To prove this theory, I placed the microphone just inches from a Marshal

guitar amp, and had the guitarist
play to his heart's content. The microphone handled the SPL's with no
problem. However, I was not overwhelmed with the sound at first; it
was too "boomy." I then backed the
microphone up so the total distance
to the amp was 12 inches. The microphone recorded a sharp sound
with a tight low -end response. This
mic would be a good choice in this
application. Another fine application for this microphone would be
when you're recording a bass drum.
It handles the sharp attack without
any distortion and delivers a low end response of which any mixer
would be proud.
I recorded a variety of professional
voice over talents using the C4500 BBC and really fell in love with the per-

formance. The sound was well

This position responded well, but
lacked ever so slightly in clarity. The
second position was six inches directly
in front of the subject's mouth. This
position had the best overall frequency
response compared to
other positions and

problem when recording until I
switched the bass cut filter on the

AKG C4500 B -BC. This filter starts
to slope at 120 HZ using a 6 dB per
octave scale. This filter not only re-

duced the low rumble in the studio
booth but also reduced the rumbling

wind outside. Furthermore, I tried this micro-

also did not obstruct the talent's
view of scripts. Al-

though, if I placed

the microphone

phone as a public anrtriliflOVIRE1
tgr;FilliKWPi
ClititentrMii

rains

Ftligr05W113

rOgFerEfillti

level with the voice

Wilk;

over talents chin

y Witt'
Witt'
RP

and pointed it upwards toward the
the siblance factor
to be slightly less.

position
came in handy
This

when recording
female voices
that sometimes
spike in frequency around

-i-

tt

paW nsy
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astwr.
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maw -1.9151y 111
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nounce mic on a small

outdoor stage and it
performed beautifully.
The AKG C4500 B -BC

handled a variety of re-

cording applications
from musical instruments to voice overs

FFS 714
smitiona

1115411111S

'a wassa

and public address

iletion
fl;Ar5511

IROGR3i3

settings. This microphone is a must have
for any radio or television studio. It's re-

trgsEliF

mouth, I found

[PEEVE./

liVrff cola

10550515

1WHOM
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5111411511:11
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liable and can handle

the toughest of situ-

ations. Moderately
priced and backed by
the AKG reputation,

how could any engi-

rounded with a smooth bottom end

The C 4500 B -BC
was developed for

and great presence in the upper

digital broadcast-

ing. It is immune to

midrange frequencies. This gave the
impression of a big sound that could
cut through the music and effects of
any radio or TV spot and still deliver

electrostatic and

92

One of the studio booths I happened to be recording in had a low
rumble present. That proved to be a

This microphone is a must have for any radio or
television studio.

The C4500 is a large diaphragm
condenser microphone that can operate on a variety of phantom power
supplies ranging between 9 and 52

the 5 KHz to 7 KHz range.

gible response.
As I recorded each voice over talent,
I tried different micing positions. The
first position was just off axis of the
subject's mouth about six inches away.

magnetic fields
and provides a

neer go wrong?

BE

Rob Fritts is senior sound
designer/mixer for
Henninger Digital Audio
located in Arlington, VA.

wide range and low
self -noise.
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Still WIRED?

Relax and

CUT THE CORD!
At remote locations around the country and around the world... Systems Wireless has
served the Broadcast Industry for 28 years. We've been there / done that and then,
wrote the book on it.

So, free yourself up - enter the world of 24/7/365 RF Service superiority - and let us
help you to... CUT THE CORD!

RENTALS SALES SERVICE

Professional Audio and Communication Solutions

1.800.542.3332
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Pinnacle
servers
at Turner Entertainment
BY JACK GARY

ground was bro
ken in March 2000

cn

copy back this up. BIM was designed
with the ability to copy program content to archive for later use.

When

0

on a 198,000 square
foot facility in Atlanta, housing Turner

By September 2003, all of the 19 net-

Entertainment Networks' new Net-

work feeds sent out from the network
operations center will have been stan-

work Operations Center, the engineerCC

a.

ing staff was given the mandate to
streamline its capability to ingest and

dardized on Pinnacle MediaStream
900 server technology with back-up

playout content for improved effi-

redundancy in every case.

ciency. By September 2003, this new
facility will be home to 19 Turner Entertainment Network feeds including

The engineering staff is already looking toward future improvements to sup-

port the worldwide movement of audio and video as files throughout the
organization. This is challenging given
the many different types of MPEG-2
files produced by equipment manufac-

TNT, TBS, Cartoon Network, and
Turner Classic Movies.

The Entertainment Division of
Turner Broadcasting had been using
server -based operations using JPEG

turers, mixing them in one facility could

be difficult. The Pinnacle Palladium
platform will assist in the effort. This

and MPEG servers since June of 1996,

but had outgrown the infrastructure
of the previous facility. Physical limitations of the older facility forced the

creation of multiple system islands

Turner's server technology needs to
be able to reliably perform 24 hours
a day with minimal downtime.

architecture can support the movement
of many types of files between users.
Also, the new MXF file interchange

requiring multiple ingest stations. The
team wanted to create a single ingest

switch to the other with the simple

format being developed by the ProMPEG Forum and due for standard-

push of a button.
A key requirement for the new network operations center was that content must be available simultaneously

ization by SMPTE this summer offers
a universal wrapper in which to transport all of MPEG-2 files. Pinnacle's
MediaStream servers will be some of

to all the broadcast services in the

the first to store MXF files on their disks

point that could ingest material once
and make it available for playout on
any server throughout the new building. Their choice of server would need
to reliably perform 24 hours a day with

minimal down time.
Their decision was to purchase 16
MediaStream 900 servers, based on
Palladium networked storage, from
Pinnacle Systems. Each server's reliability is insured by RAID protected
drives, dual controllers, and redundant power supplies.
Each channel is equipped with two
air chains, an 'N and a 'W. The chains

are identical, with an individual
switcher, server, automation, and processing chain. The systems run in parallel. Any type of failure on one of the

air chains can be bypassed with a

90

Any type of failure on one of the air chains can
be bypassed with a switch to the other with the
simple push of a button.

111111181W

building. The system concept the engineers devised is called "BIM" for
"Broadcast Inventory Management:'
BIM can store and keep track of ingested material while making it available via file transfer to any server at
any time. A mirror image resides on

redundant disc storage, and DVD
jukeboxes holding a third and fourth

broadcastengineering.com

in their native format. Once equipment

manufacturers adopt MXF, Turner
Entertainment's servers stand ready to
be used to facilitate transporting MXF
files throughout the company.
BE
Jack Gary is director of projects and
integration engineering for Turner
Entertainment Networks.
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The
Blue
Mouse
It's no lightweight contender

m

BY FLAWN WILLIAMS

First, discard any associations

The results were impressive. The

you have for the word

BLUE Mouse provided a tailored re-

c`mouse". The BLUE Mouse

sponse similar to the modified U87. The

mike is no kin to the "mike mouse"
windscreens. And it can't double as a
mouse for your computer. Instead, it's
a clever way to rig a large condenser
mike diaphragm in a swivel yoke.

Mouse had somewhat more low bass,
and the frequency range of its presence
lift was a bit higher than the Heyne.
Its output needed 6dB more gain for
equal loudness, but its self noise was

Swiveling the capsule allows the mike

still inaudible after raising the gain. And

to be used as a side -address or end address, or anywhere in between. This
gives a lot of positioning flexibility.
Tiny stubs prevent turning the capsule
more than one rotation to protect the
wiring from stress. And the front mesh
has a higher gloss, so it's easy to know
which side to speak into.
Although the capsule can pivot, the
yoke is fixed to the cylindrical metal

lower output would be an advantage

body. So, any rotation in other directions
must be done by moving the mike body.

most important factor was: Fred

At the opposite end is an XLR output jack, plus a threaded hole for easy

Having aced that test, the Mouse

attachment to a boom arm or floor
stand. This thread is great for quick
setups, but for better isolation from
structure -borne noise get the optional
elastic shockmount. This cage needs
to be strong to support the weight
of the mike, which includes

0

range of his plosive blasts.

Twice Fred caught me by surprise,
turning directly to the mike just as he
let out a loud breathy laugh. But otherwise, the mike did fine with only its
built-in pop protection. Good advice:
get the stylish custom popscreen, or
use a generic mesh pop stopper.
Typically we mike spoken voices at 6
to 8 inches, with the mike about thirty

The mike's tailored response makes it useful for
many instrumental miking needs as well as greatsounding announcers.
for many broadcast consoles, where
preamp clipping is a greater concern
than noise when close-miking. But the
sounded clear, warm, and assured.

degrees off the axis of the mouth but
with the mouth on the mike's axis. To
see how the mike would fare in more
typical "jock" use, I listened with the
mike much closer.
The proximity effect of the mike be-

took to the road with NPR for a taping with the Shanghai String Quartet

haved well when worked as close as

in Richmond VA. Here the mike would

ing noticeable, but not overwhelming
the tone of the voice. Worked closer
than that, the mike sounded a bit tubby
on male voice. For such close miking,
some bass response tailoring may be
needed to compensate for the proxim-

capture Fred's hosting voice in front
of a large studio audience.

The Mouse has an optional pop

three inches, with bass buildup becom-

former, so generic isola-

screen. But this wasn't included with the review mike. After
our initial checks

tion mounts probably

in Richmond, I

wouldn't be much help.
The Mouse is also available in a transformerless
model.
We installed the mike in
Studio 4B, home of "Performance Today" and other NPR
shows. Host Fred Child put the
mike through its paces alongside that studio's "old faithful",
a Neumann U87 with aftermar-

opted not to add

ity effect. No roll -off switch is provided
on the mike, so use a mike processor or
console EQ.
Overall, the BLUE Mouse is an excel-

a generic mesh
screen, and in-

lent performer. It brings the sonic advantages of a large diaphragm cardioid

stead miked Fred

condenser in a package that's much

from a bit off to
the side, out of the

lower profile than many of its competi-

a hefty output trans-

ket optimizations for announcer voice by microphone
guru Klaus Heyne.
SEPTEMBER 2003

The Blue Mouse pro-

vided a tailored response similar to the
modified U87.

tors. That's useful in studios where
larger mikes block the announcers' line
of sight. Its tailored response makes it

useful for instrumental miking needs
and great -sounding announcers. BE
Flawn Williams is the Technical Director for
Music and Entertainment Programs at
National Public Radion in Washington.
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Return on IT, Integration, and Investment
A World Leader in Customer Support
and Systems Integration
SGI has a sterling international reputation for the efficiency, responsiveness,
Solutions group. There are more than a
thousand SGI service professionals and
four major SGI support hubs around the
world. As an open -system computer
manufacturer, SGI can draw on dozens
of hardware and software technology
partners to assemble cost-effective
broadcast solutions for its customers.

The Bottom Line: ROI for Broadcasters
SGI workflow-to-dataflow solutions deliver
superb return on investment in broadcast
production environments. These solutions
leverage the best technology in the broadcast industry and the latest advances from
the IT world. These solutions use open
standards and open platforms to interface
with broadcast and IT leaders such as Avid,
Pinnacle, Sony, Discreet, VizRT, Hitachi,
StorageTek, Oracle, and Brocade to create
the most powerful site -specific solutions in
the industry.

We apply years of experience in
working with broadcast operations to
transition your workflow into an effective dataflow. We do this by matching
your needs to the most appropriate
tools in the industry and then seamlessly integrating those tools into a
digital infrastructure.

SGI solutions provide return on integration,
bridging the digital islands in your operation. They reduce the reliance on proprietary black boxes and vendor -specific
formats and protocols. They simplify and
accelerate. They optimize broadcast workflow, increase collaboration, and improve
results.

expertise, and dedication of its Technology

A Growing List of SGI
Technology Partners:
Ingest:

SGT, Harris/Louth,
Crispin, Dalet, Virage,
and Ardendo
Edit:
Pinnacle, Avid, and
Panasonic
Newsroom Systems:
ANN, Ardendo, Dalet,
ENPS, iNews,
Octopus

Distribution:
Harris/Louth, SGT
Playout:

Harris/Louth, Crispin,
SGT, Omnibus, and

vizrt

IFor a limited time, SGI is offering a free
white paper titled Broadcast Media
Management in a Data -Centric Workflow.
The television industry is changing again, this time leveraging IT advances and
transitioning to a more cost-effective workflow based on open s-andards and
media management software. This white paper describes how broadcasters in
Europe and the United Sates have deployed this new data -centric workflow.

Visit www.oqi.com/qo/mediapaperd to register and download the
Broadcast Media Maragement in a Da -a -Centric Workflow white paper.

To discuss your workflow and digital in+rastructure

Graphics Systems:
VizRT, Brainstorm,

Sportvision, AWA TV,
Meterologix, WSI,
Weather Central, and
Metaphor

Archive/Media
Management
ADIC, Dalet, IBM,
Masstech, Sony,
StorageTek, and Blue
Order

Conversion:
Marquis, TeleStream

needs, call SGI at (8001 800-7441, prompt 1.

sgi

Corporate Office
1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy.
Mountain View, CA 94043

North America 118001 800-7441
Latin America 1521 5267-1387
Europe 1441 118.925.75.00

16501 960-1980

Japan 1811 3.5488.1811

www.sgi.com

Asia Pacific 1651 771.0290

©2003 Silicon Graphics. Inc. All rights reserved. Silicon Graphics, SGI. Origin, Challenge and the SGI logo are registered trademarks and SGI Media Server CUES, anc gES are trademarks of Silicon Graphics Inc.. inthe United States
and/or other countries worldwide. Windows and Vdndows NT are registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States andhr other countries. Lintz is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds. Mac is a
registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. All other trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.
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the latest IT advances in networkli'g speed
into the broadcast facility. Much of the
secret to all of this is the most powerful,
filesystem used in broadcast today: S
XFS- and its shared version, CXFS.

Timetine (continued'

SGI's expertise in integrating these sery
with best -of -breed hardware and software
into an open -system environment enables
production staff to access and share large
files over high -bandwidth networks. It is the
secure sharing of video as data files across
high-speed networks that enables the real
transformation of the broadcast workflow.

imolerrenied by Sc'.'It handles the :omplete
content cy:le from cap-ure and ingest to
()layout to air_ The solution will support 300
,ournal sts it man` departments anc locations, serving two national networks and

The Cornerstone of InfiniteStructure
The SGI XFS filesystem is a robust, highperformance, 64 -bit filesystem able to
massively scale to 18 million terabytes. That's
2,400 years of 50Mb broadcast material.
Although filesystems routinely impose limitations on broadcasters, the SGI filesystem
provides an essentially limitless growth path.
File transfer speed will not be an issue again
either. Multiple Fibre Channel connections
enable roughly the equivalent of 300 simultaneous 50Mb streams within facilities today.
The XFS file-journaling technology guarantees high reliability and restarts in less than
one second after an unexpected interruptio
regardless of the number of files it manag
CXFS adds to XFS the capability of shari
the filesystem and storage directly with other
SGI IRIX systems and with other operating
systems, including Windows NT®, Windows'
2000, and 64 -bit and 32 -bit Linux' (Mac' OS
X available late 20031. True file sharing
means unnecessary data motion and replica-

tion is eliminated, thus reducing4etwork
traffic, congestion, and storage needs.

2001 tc present: Demi Broadcasting
Co -portion IDR, Denmark's oldest and
largest puDli-:.-se-vice radio and television
network is now using a completelq integrated
digital workflow system architected and

several

sta-ions.

DR now enioys all -digital workflow far ingest,
lagging. indexing: trcwsing, editing. transmission au-onatiart. media management. and
news system -nte-face Archived video
storage, in Panasonic DVCPRO-DIF format.
resides on SG1` TPc.'500 RAIDs and a

StorageTek' tape titrary. It is accessed over
Gigabit Ethernet.

Fron their desktops. users control ingest,
search a -chives, perform low -resolution edits,
and move soft clips to the Pinnacle Liquid
blue or Liquid purple ed tors. SGI Mecia
Server fcr b-oadcast systems provide parallel
playaut. Broad:ast-resolution clips move
between serge -s up o 30x real time The
production team cart view and change the
playl st right UD to and during broadcast

2002 to present: France -elevisions °ublicite
chose SG! to implement a centralca.s.ting
vision that funciamentaly changes the
methodology of television advertising placement, broadms-, arid tracking

2003: At Geo-gia Pubic Broadcasting, Doth
broadcast and IF data reside within -le SGI
InfiniteStructure environment. Automation
commands ingest and payout via mulhole
SGI MSB :.80 systems The Virage
VideoLogger" and Avd Technology Mecia
Composer are additional sources for content.
MassTech's MassProxt, a transcodes 1%.7PEG-2

into MPEG-4 prcxies used for stream ng and
LAN-basec edits. Once MPEG-2 files are no
longer needed online, they are transferred to
an ADIC* Tape Library for Archive.

InfiniteStructure.
The SGI Digital Infrastructure
It Starts with the Architecture
SGI is implementing third -generation digital
broadcast solutions. They create a true bridge
between the broadcast environment and the
swiftly advancing world of IT technology. SGI helps

you convert workflow into simplified dataflow
in an integrated, vendor -neutral architecture.
Industry -leading SGI video processing and
secure storage technologies move and store
content efficiently throughout the broadcast
workflow. Using Fibre Channel and Ethernet
topologies, digital file transfers move media
across the facility at many times faster than
real-time rates. Theis reduces time to air and
improves presentation by enabling news, sports.
weather, feature programming, advertising, and
post -production personnel to more efficiently
share content for collaboration and more
rapidly access archived material. This allows for
automating the total process from ingest

through edit to playout, reducing the total cost
of ownership of broadcast production systems
and improving reliability and on -air quality.

Distribute Data, View Video
SGI's third -generation broadcast server technology, the SGI Media Server for broadcast
system is based on the modular SGI Origin'
300 platform. SGI Media Server for broadcast
has up to eight standard -definition video channels, with up to eight audio channels per video
channel. It supports MPEG-2 long GOP and "I"
frame profiles from 3Mb to 50Mb per second.
It provides flexibility in the choice of picture
quality and editing formats. DVCPRO- 25,
DVCPRO- 50, D10/IMX, and MXF formats can
be supported in the same system.
But more importantly, SGI Media Server is also
a gateway to an open -system IT world in which
video flows easily in the form of data files.
Optional networking connections include
Gigabit Ethernet and ATM, enabling faster than
real-time file transfers of media files locally or
over wide area data networks. Within the
storage area network, video files can move even
faster with 2Gb-per-second Fibre Channel
connectivity. Instead of a proprietary system
that simply holds and serves video clips, SGI
Media Server for broadcast systems integrate

It id the
secure

sharing of
video ad data

filed across
high-speed

network
that enabled

the real

trandforma-

tion of the
broadcast
workflow.

Timeline (continued)
1998 Tektronix develops digital infrastructure
for Profile video server installations around
SGI' Origin servers.
1999. Panasonic' develops Digital News
Automation system using SGI Media Server for
broadcast systems fully integrated with
Newsbyte" editors.
2000 to present: Sveriges Television 1SVT), -he
Swedish public broadcasting company, has
installed 35 SGI Media Server for broadcast
systems. Its all -digital news production facility
is designed entirely around an SGI Origin
3400 central content file server as the hub for
all servers on the network. SGI Media Server
systems provide ingest. low -resolution browse.
asset management, and playout-to-air functions.

SGI Media Server for Broadcast

Edit

Working with video as data in the
SGI architecture accelerates workflow dramatically for producers,
journalists, and editors.
For advanced editing, voice-overs,
and effects, editors can choose
popular editing platforms such as
Pinnacle Systems, Avid Technology,
or Panasonic. The SGI® CXFS"
shared filesystem can easily accom-

modate 20 Pinnacle editing
systems directly across the 2Gbper-second Fibre Channel fabric.
Hundreds of additional edit
systems can be interfaced with
Gigabit Ethernet into a seamless

CXESSAN

2Gb per second
transfer rate

On -Air

Server

broadcast dataflow. Journalists can
choose desktop
ANN, ENPS, I -News, Octopus,

AutoCue, and others.

Editors and journalists can shave
Playout

Content ready for air, with its
graphics and metadata, is transferred from the shared storage to
the SGI Media Server system for
playout to air. The SGI solution can
combine SGI graphics hardware
capability with third -party software to create a simplified, fully
automated graphics and video
playout system. When bandwidth
demand strains network capacity,
SGI Media Server for broadcast
preserves and protects playout
channel integrity while still
allowing breathtaking bandwidth
for concurrent file transfers.

Distribution
Content as data can be more reliably
distributed across inexpensive leased

lines or faster than real-time fiber
networks using push or pull technologies and standard FTP or Internet
protocols. Transferring video as files
also eliminates encode/decode and
audio/video sync problems. Facilities
across the country begin to work as a
single seamless environment.

precious time off the editing
process by working simultaneously
on the same content. Semi complete news stories no longer

need to be carried or copied to the
edit suite for completion, because
the edit suite has simultaneous
high-speed access to the broadcast -

quality versions of the files.

The SGI Broadcast System.

Turning Workflow into Effective Dataflow

tr

Incoming SDI video from live feeds or
tape playback is ingested into an SGI
Media Server- for broadcast system. This
is similar to the process provided by
proprietary systems; but from this point
forward, the advantages of the third generation architecture become obvious.
Video content that is already in a digital
format can be simultaneously ingested at
speeds up to 30x real time via FTP and
sent directly into a storage server for
access by journalists and editors across
the SGI shared storage. Simultaneous
multichannel SDI and SDTI ingest is
automated; material can be viewed on the
desktop even while ingest is still in
progress. Operators are automatically
alerted to incoming, background FTP

Ingest

Control

Ingest

Server

2 gigabit IGIA per second
transfer rate

feeds.

Each segment of ingested video is
converted to three data files: a broadcast quality file 125Mb to 50Mb MPEG-2 or
DVCPRO-1, a low -resolution MPEG-I or
IMPEGA browse version, and a metadata
file, which enables clients to find material easily and identify specific segments

InfiniteStructure

frame accurately within a clip.

Archive
Metadata is inserted at ingest, and industry -leading media

management applications from Masstech, Blue Order, and
Ardendo enable journalists to find archived clips quickly for
review and editing.

Hierarchical storage management software applications from
SGI. IBM, and ADIC manage the storage of content assets across

disk and tape libraries, maintaining a constant user interface
by managing content location via a metadata file server.
SGI® Data Migration Facility IDMFI software automatically
moves files between online, near -line, and offline for
efficient use of storage and optimal access for clients. It
interfaces smoothly with libraries from StorageTek, Sony,
IBM, and ADIC, as well as SGI storage.

nfiniteStructure
The SGI® InfiniteStructure"
solution provides simultaneous
high-speed access to remote data
across all media devices in the
broadcast facility and across the
multiple operating systems used
in broadcast. The SGI broadcast
system incorporates a hybrid
data access approach, ba63ncing
shared storage area network
ISANI, network -attached storage
INAS1, and direct -attached

storage so that all devices in the
facility have the access speed
they need and your storage
budget is optimized. This flexible
use of IT connectivity allows for
seamless upgrades as the broadcast facility needs change.

In urgent situations, with journalists and
editors working with a single tape,
recording voice-overs and editing story
segments is often a hurry -up and wait
scenario. When video clips reach a tape based facility, each story or program must

be edited in turn.
Nonlinear editing greatly speeds the process
but also moves the bottleneck to the ingest
stage. It often takes longer to get footage
into individual edit rooms than it does to
edit the piece.

Automation systems are
unduly cumbersome and
expensive because of their
need to interface with and
control all the separate
digital islands in today's
broadcast environment.
Play to air already involves
server technology at most
broadcast organizations,
but getting the content to
the playout server remains
unduly complex because of

the proprietary file formats
and systems involved. It
requires the coordination

of multiple servers for
commercials, news, sports,
graphics, and programming.

Transmission used to seem quick, moving video in real time. But in today's
fast -paced world, real time is feeling slower every day. In a multistation environment, content is shared in one of two ways. Both of these methodsdubbing tapes and microwave/satellite transmission-usually require the
intervention of personnel at both ends and across several time zones; manual
intervention can become expensive. Dubbing and shipping tapes between
stations is also time-consuming and slow while microwave/satellite transmission systems are costly to purchase and maintain.

Today's Workflow Bottlenecks

SGI Br3adcast Project Timeline
1995: Avid Technology develops the first
digital broadcast workgroup edit system
using the SGI Challenge server. The system,
which allowed up to eight Newscutters,
MediaRecorders. and AirPlays to share
content from -he SG server in real time,
was installed .3t CNN and across Europe.
1996 CNN, using open -standards., works

with SGI to design and install the first largescale b-owse system at CNN headquarters in
Atlanta. Georgia. The 24x7 systen -ngests up
to 40 satellite or VT feeds, integrates to the
news aitynation system, attaches metadata
to the video files, and streams them to 300
client workstations through3ul the news
center. Journal-sis can select clips with
frame accuracy and send the tiniecode
selects to the edit rooms for final edit.

Usually with a journalist or editor waiting
impatiently, content flows into newsrooms and sports departments as satellite, microwave, VTR, or live studio feeds.
Tape operators must identify, select, and
switch feeds to a loaded tape deck or
ingest server. The video clip must be
hand -carried to the tape library for
labeling and bar coding before it is
dubbed and delivered.

1997 tc present: SGI has installed thousands
of mecia servers at U.S cable head -ends,
includ-ng over 1,200 localization servers for
the Weather :hannel and ancther thousand

caching servers for Internet nedia
streaming. Aldriorally, there are now 1,300
sites hroughout the world where Kasenna
MediaBase software on SG media servers is
streaming MEG video. SG servers and
video streaming technology are also the VOD
servers for the two largest teico television
services to gp live this centurySoftBank/Yalool BB Cable in Japan and
Chunghwa Telecprr in Taiwan.
If you don't know what's available or can't
find what you want when you need it, content
is valueless. Video clips may be archived digitally on a server, with metadata added by a
tape operator. The challenge of proprietary
archive systems is attaching enough metadata
to make the content easily retrievable.

Solutions

SGI°
A Simpler B-oadcast Environment

Implementing a variety of proprietary technologies has made the broadcast production

world a very complex place. New standards will help, but they will take time. And without
the right partner, trarsitioning can add yet another layer of complexity. The challenge
now is to simplify.

[Jell y-Fishrm Surround

Sound Monitor

MSD600M++ Enhanced Version
Improved Image Quality Fast Signal Processing
Embedded Audio via SDI 96 kHz Input e User
Configurable up to 32 Input Channels Signal
Generator w/VVhite and Pink Noise Advanced Future
Options RS232 Comm. Port
_1111 Iii,.

Maureen Craig, programmer, (right) for The Hallmark
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The evolution of broadcast

Channel teaches Sara Hardesty, scheduler, about the Per-

spective integrated broadcast management system.

it provides critical information such as music rights and
sponsorship packages, and also links directly to program
acquisition. The commercial library adds further features,
including links for our clients and their products for enhanced CRM, a purge list, and a banner insertion function for ads streamed on the Web.
As well as interfacing with all third -party products,
which was invaluable not least for secure data conversion from our legacy systems, the integrated broadcast
management system also features ActiveX, which allowed us to customize our graphical user interface to a
Windows -based configuration with familiar drop -down
menus, minimizing the need for technical training and
offering further economy.
MSA Focus has worked closely with us throughout the
installation and implementation of Perspective and has
been instrumental in achieving our goals.
Now, using one system instead of five, our efficiency and

uniformity of operations has increased and our ad sales

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,

Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for leaming about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

generation has increased at many of our facilities. We now
perform more tasks with fewer resources than before and
are reaping the benefits of our investment.
BE
Mark Thompson is senior vice president, finance and It of The
Hallmark Channel.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to

www.broadcastengineering.com and dick on SUBSCRIBE NOW.
'2002. Paramount Research Study. World Edition.
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View an online product
demo whenever you
see this logo.
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The Hallmark
Channel
centralizes management

m

0

with MSA Focus
BY MARK THOMPSON
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The broadcast industry is the
same as any other in terms
of its needs to purchase material, turn out products and services,
and sell efficiently to customers. It requires additional flexibility from the

scheduling, and ad sales, and that

hardware and software companies

more sophisticated ad sales. While the

program and commercial schedules
accordingly and automatically pro-

that serve it because of its global na-

requirements stipulated a product

cess ad sales invoices.

ture and the rapid changes and expansion it undergoes.

that matched our needs precisely, we

The program management system
requires constant updates, and Perspective provides this with support
for PPV/NVOD. It also displays full

would function within our new territories. This included areas such as
South East Asia, where extra linguistic characters were required in addi-

tion to currency conversions for

also had a preference for a robust

the channel's global offices. A crucial
component of the system is an audience ratings monitor that reports into
both the program library and ad sales
module to determine the consequent

Using one system instead of five, our efficiency TX history and amortization upand uniformity of operations has increased. dates, as well as conducting compreThe Hallmark Channel, for example,
began as a small, entrepreneurial service and has grown to serve more than
100 million customers - 50 million in

product that would work almost out
of the box.
Among several options available at

the United States and 50 million in 120

tive (v5.2) integrated

countries - with 26 channels.

broadcast management
system from UK -based

As recently as two years ago, the

the time was the Perspec-

channel relied on separate, internally
developed systems for critical func-

MSA Focus. Under-

tions such as scheduling, programming, media management, pricing

strategic planning are

and ad sales. Suddenly, with six offices

in the United States - and more

standing workflow and
central to the system's architecture, and MSA Fo-

around the world, including in the

cus collaborated closely
with us to ensure accu-

UK, Australia, China, Singapore and

rate input into the sys-

Taiwan - having separate systems

tem model.

meant that data from the international
offices had to be entered three times

Fundamental components that feed overall
asset management are
program, promotional,
commercial and media

into the different machines, none of
which could talk to the others.
Mistakes were not uncommon, and
it was clear that the channel required

libraries, all of which are

an integrated, updated solution that

located at the Denver

fit its processes. A solution was

HQ and can be accessed

needed that would encompass content preparation and management,

remotely via a broad-

SEPTEMBER 2003

hensive content searches and including metadata such as rights management on programs.
Similarly, while the promotional library uses separate scheduling rules,

band VPN from any of

Mike Rosen, a scheduler for the Hallmark Channel, uses the new Perspective integrated broad-

cast management system, which has content
preparation and management, scheduling, and ad
sales all in one system.

broadcastengineering.com
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Put our practical

solutions for multicasting,
centralcasting, distribution
and digital turnaround

to work for you.

Call our Broadcast Solutions Hotline at 1.800.788.1330 x2700 (+1.408.542.2500 x2700
outside the U.S.) or visit harmonicinc.com/broadcast to find out more.

Harmonic
Harmonic Inc 549 Baltic Way Sunnyvale. CA 94089 Tel 1.800.828.5521 or +1.408.542.2559 Fax: +1.408.490.6001
c 2003 Harmonic Inc. All rights reserved.
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QAM-RF

Viewers
GbE/IP

Carrier

CARRIER HEADEND

HOME

HD and SD Digital Turnaround

Extends Service Area

Industry Leading HD and SD Encoding

Provides Superior Viewing and Listening Experience

Advanced HD, SD and Data Multiplexing

Increases Revenue Potential

Digital Program Insertion (DPI)
Smart Edge Devices
Multiple Video Transport Options
Network Management

Now, use that newfound bandwidth to increase service to

services in step with the changing needs of your business.

your existing audience and attract new viewers. Harmonic's

NMX improves operational efficiencies, optimizes bandwidth

DiviTrackXETm-a third -generation, closed -loop statistical

and increases service availability.

multiplexing system-can multicast an array of standard and

high definition channels within your broadcast bandwidth.

Maximize your reach by delivering your entire schedule

DiviTrackXE also lets you mix data services and variable bit -

directly to a cable, satellite, telco or other carrier headend.

rate HD and SD streams in the same pool.

Harmonic's video transport systems get your content there

quickly and reliably while protecting your video quality the

Monitor and manage your digital video infrastructure as a

entire way.

series of services rather than discrete pieces of hardware.
NMX Digital Service Manager-m-Harmonic's breakthrough

Harmonic broadcast solutions. The practical way to succeed

new system-enables you to add, modify and manage your

in the digital (and real) world.

Harmonic
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Satellite

Terrestrial

...... ----------

Program

Call Letter Stations

Originator

GbE/IP

Network

DISTRIBUTION

Industry Leading High (HD) and Standard (SD) Definition Encoding

TELEVISION STATION CPERVIONS
Industry Leading HD and SR Encoding

Closed -loop Statistical Multiplexing of VBR HD,

Closed -loop Statistical Multiplexing of VBR HD,

SD and Data in a Single Pool

SD and Data in a Single Pool

Digital Program Insertion (DPI)

Digital Program Insertion (DPI)

Multiple Video Transport Options

System Mode Changing

Digital Service Management

Multiple Video Transport Options
Digital Service Management

Practical Solutions

HARMONIC'S PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS maximize revenue,

reduce costs and increase flexibility. They're proven and
reliable. So, whether you already offer digital TV or are just

for Delivering Better

starting out, we can provide a significant advantage for you.

Our DiviCom

Digital Video.

MPEG-2 video encoders, with integrated noise

reduction and filtering, deliver industry leading efficiency
and performance. Everyday, thousands of Harmonic encoders

are hard at work converting, compressing and cleaning video

EVERYWHERE.

to remove even subtle imperfections. The result is superior
picture quality for your viewers and more revenue generating

capacity for you.

More than

20 MILLION
U.S. households
GET IT.

Harmonic
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Introducing
the Personal Navigation System
BY GIL DUDKIEWICZ

sk viewers how many
they get

they want, but cable and satellite op-

lyzing it and sending it in real-time

erators and programmers will have

d you might hear: "Way
more than I watch:' The frustration not
only stems from channel overload, but

a targeted vehicle for promotions, in-

through the head -end to the consumer's
STB. This takes seconds and solves the

cluding VOD, PPV and premium chan-

problem of a lack of or changes in in-

nels, and thus new potential revenue

formation.

from the more than 300 channels per
household and the difficulty in finding appealing shows.

streams. It's a win -win -win situation.

With PNS, a consumer navigation

A 6 -month trial at a large cable operator proved that once consumers in-

tool, or "agent," enables consumers to

vested the time to personalize their

The mystery of "what's on TV" is not

enter their content preferences via

lost on programmers or cable operators who know the dilemma viewers

over 1,000 categories, or by entering

cable systems, the likelihood of churn
reduced significantly. This successful
trial was acknowledged in July when
The Fox Cable Networks, Mulitchannel

channels

a3

0
ct

face when they grab the remote. Fighting an average annual churn rate of 40
percent in digital cable by adding more
channels would be counterproductive

and more confusing.
The problem isn't about choices; it's

about selection - or rather, how to
make one. Existing Electronic Pro-

keywords in a simple one -minute
process. (Consumers can update it on
an ongoing basis.)
The agent lets viewers watch TV dynamically. A pop-up notification is offered for advanced notice, even if they
are watching a different channel. Or,
viewers can refer to a program list built

entirely on their own preferences on

News & CTAM Summit Retention Case

Study Competition honored the provider with an award. The PNS trial reduced churn rate by 35 percent.
For programmers, trials showed that
PNS can:
increase ratings
by driving tar-

gramming Guides (EPGs) with their

traditional time -channel grids are
poor navigation tools. Designed to
handle far fewer channels, EPGs resemble a spreadsheet. With a maximum of 10 to 15 channels per page,

consumers scroll through 20 to 30
pages to see what's on, sometimes sifting through inaccurate content due to

PNS takes only seconds and solves the problem of

_a lack of outlaws in information.
as granular a basis as imaginable. View-

ers won't miss out on content of interest, without surfing through hundreds
of channels.

PNS also solves the problem of

last-minute programming changes.
On the horizon is a new paradigm
for locating the right content quicker

last-minute programming changes.

and with precision unimaginable

find something interesting, you face

with a traditional EPG grid. The Personal Navigation System - or PNS is a "smart" programming guide. Its
user -defined "search and alert" function fetches metadata and delivers it
to the viewer on the fly, even if he or
she is watching a different channel.

the prospect that the information
is a day or a week old since these
guides are usually only updated

With PNS, viewing habits can be
sorted by preferences rather than by
channel number. Personalized programming lets viewers allow PNS to
surf for them and deliver selections
that are relevant and meaningful.
The ramifications are significant. Not
only will viewers be able to watch what

82

With the old EPG system, if you

geted viewers to programming from
all channels: 84 percent of viewers
switch to channels or programs that
an alert directed them to.
improve retention - by having pop ups promote brand image and loyalty:
51 percent of viewers use alerts so they
don't miss programs of interest.

offer sampling- or promotions that

once a day. The PNS real-time connection to the content provider enables sending schedule changes on

expose viewers to new programming:
52 percent of viewers were sent to programs they otherwise would not have
known.
For advertisers, PNS provides an in-

the fly to the set -top box (STB).

frastructure that supports true per-

Yet, another problem with existing
guides is the lack of metadata about
the content. Sift through the guide,
and much of the data you'll find is
generic, such as "news" or "sports".

sonalization of advertising. And viewers can use their time to "watch" TV,

making content king once again. It
beats getting trapped in a 1980's -style
EPG time -channel.

BE

PNS, however, goes end -to -end, tak-

ing metadata directly from the source
at the content providers' facilities, ana-

broadcastengineering.com

Gil Dudkiewicz is founder of MyDTV, a
California -based software company.
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you can't make any significant design
changes. There are no specific rules for
planning a storage subsystem, but here
are some general guidelines:

Measure the amount and significance of current data. It should not be
difficult to convert current VTR tape
needs to data needs. Look for ways to

last before it needs to be replaced. A
five-year life span is typical for these
systems before technology changes
(new tape drives, robotics, storage, etc).

When choosing an RSL solution,
proper design and configuration can

consolidate and simplify. Look for

play a huge role in its performance and,
more importantly, its cost-effectiveness.
Poorly sized and designed systems re-

pockets of data that are not part of you

sult in wasted resources and money. You,

current operations. Can they be integrated? Work closely with other departments to clarify and quantify the
scope of the project.

the customer, along with consultants
and integrators, must work together to
define the number of clients, required
throughput, system architecture, disk

Plan for growth, carefully. Once
you have carefully calculated your data

types and sizes, drive types and so on.
Once the parties involved have speci-

needs, you must predict as accurately
as possible your future growth for the
next few years. Make sure that you are

fied and agreed to a system, the next
step is to run an analytical model of
the system components and try to col-

Step 1

Media/data

Robot fetches
tapes from bin

1

Step 2

Step 3

Mount tapes

Seek file

File transfer

(1-n)

11-M

Fast data access to data without interruptions
Preparation for equipment failures
Use of cost-effective technologies
The success or failure of the system
will be determined by how the media
is managed throughout the system. It
is important to assess how the possible
failure of one component or subcomponent can affect your day-to-day op-

erations. Be sure to consider the following factors:

Productivity losses - Many, if not
most, of the different departments in
your organization will not be able to
carry out their normal activities. In a
busy news environment, having constant access to archive material is the
key to success.

Rewind tape

Unload tape

Figure 3. An example of the typical workflow of an RSL.

aware of any special project or con-

lect as much "real performance" data

solidations that your organization may
be planning in the next few years, like

Asset -recovery cost - When data

as possible. To accurately evaluate and
predict the system's performance, you

is lost, recovering data requires an ef-

massive archiving and digitizing

need to estimate workflow and

projects. But don't purchase too much

workload, which are a function of the

storage capacity in advance if you

particular application at hand. Such
information is user -specific, and includes details such as a request for
archive and restore, deletes,

archiving irrecoverable data can be a
massive undertaking.
Loss of revenue - If your organiza-

don't need it. You will probably be able
to purchase higher capacity storage at

less cost in the future.
Allocate excess capacity. How much
excess capacity should your organiza-

tion provide the first year of a news
storage system? To keep the system

defragmentation, distributions of
data -access interaction among different applications, and many more.

Risk analysis

fort by the technical staff. Re -

tion depends on a storage environment to support daily programming,
both long -form and short -form, you
may not be able to generate revenue
during the period of failure.
It is relatively easy and cost-effective
to design a storage system that works
99 percent to 99.9 percent of the time.

running smoothly, you should plan on
15 percent to 25 percent more capacity. Depending on your growth rates,
you may want to purchase additional
capacity for any anticipated growth for
the second and possibly third year. The

of failure for each alternative. Start

downtime possibilities can double or
triple the cost of your storage system.

with a mental model of the system that
initially seems to match the current or

system may grow beyond its initial
configuration, so make sure that the

The investment your organization
makes toward enhancing reliability

though design changes that both in-

components needed for expansion are
likely to be available in the future.
Assess return on investment. New,
smaller and cheaper storage technologies constantly arise and offer greater
benefits than the system that you purchase today. Keep realistic expectations

on how long your storage system will
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When selecting an RTL or storage
subsystem, carefully measure the risk

future workflow, and then work
crease and decrease reliability. Weigh
the cost implications of the design al-

ternatives against their relative risk
factors and the impact of downtime
to the organization. And finally, keep
in mind the following goals:
Preventing data loss
Scalability

Eliminating the last few points of

operates much like an insurance policy.
The financial value of the organization's

operation guides the expense you can
justify for reducing the likelihood of
downtime and reducing the recovery
time from failures.

BE

Pablo Esteve is a systems engineer and
project manager for Thomson Grass Valley.
Contact him at: pablo.esteve.thomson.net

broadcastengineering.com
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Given the (potential) order of magnitude differences in performance and

Compact Digital Gear

num

IIDC-9032

Analog Composite to
SD Video Converter
S795.00
flDC-9033

Analog Composite /
Component / YC to
SD: Video Converter

S890.00

cost of complex storage systems for
real-time broadcast applications, it is
worthwhile and often necessary to invest a great deal of effort in their design and configuration. There are at
least three reasons why it is essential
to hire an engineering/consulting firm
to design such systems:
Designing and understanding the
system requirements
System sizing and configuration

tial objectives. You must consider many
cost issues, including the initial purchase

Predicting and evaluating the performance of the resulting storage system

and design. Designing a system with
high bandwidth requirements at high
data rates that can still deliver high
throughput can be a challenge.

DhJJ DflC-9016

Designing and integrating an RSL

SDI to Analog
Composite Video
Converter
S.775.00

into a complex storage subsystem in-

DEUJ! UMfl-9017

SDI Universal
Mani -raring Amplifier

S495.00

num flDfl-9501
AES,:EBU Reclocking
Distribution Amplifier
S395.00

num flDfl-9503
AES;EBU Fanout
Distr bution Amplifier

5695.00

performance-The system must be
able to deliver data as per specifications

Reliability - All systems rely on

related issues such as the number of
levels in the storage subsystem, what
devices should communicate with the
RSL, device configuration, distribution
(I/O channels and/or communications
networks), data allocation, etc.

General considerations
The point at which RSL storage becomes necessary is an economic trade-

flES-9521/9523/9525

HEW! flDC-9532
Aratog Aucio to
AES/EBU Converter

attention it will require from administrators and operators, which can translate into hiring more staff

components that will eventually break
down. It is possible to design a system

from companies such as AVALON, SGL
and others, provide the illusion that the

5595.00

The more complex a system is, the more

tradeoffs. These include configuration -

5345.00

DEW! DfiC-9516
AESIEBU to Analog
At.dio Converter

cost of the hardware, the productivity
cost related to down time, and ongoing
hardware and software maintenance.

volves a multitude of issues and

off. Currently it seems that RSL is
needed to manage more than a few
hundred terabytes of data. Software

AES'EBL, 110 Ohm
Bala iced to/from
75 Chm Unbalanced Converter
S299.00

Cost - Select the least -costly approach that effectively meets your ini-

RSL is an extension of the file system.
Since RSL data volumes and access latencies fall between those provided by
on-line and off-line storage, RSL is often referred to as near -line storage.
When considering large storage systems, look at the following issues:

Capacity - The system must be
able to handle current storage needs

and the needs of expected future
growth (usually a three to five year

with enough redundancy to ensure
that, even if individual components
fail or malfunction, no interruptions
will occur. Such high availability
comes with a price both in terms of
the cost of the equipment and in the
complexity of the operation. In most
cases, it is relatively simple to build a
system that it is available 99.9 percent
of the time. Adding additional reliability is complex and expensive.

Manageability - Once the system
has been designed and implemented,
it must be maintained. If your staff is
not very familiar with large storage sys-

tems that required complex networks
and configurations, aim for a system
with the simplest operational concerns.

As systems increase in complexity, it
becomes increasingly important to be
able to monitor their performance, preempt failures and manage media with
as little effort and interaction as possible. In some cases, this may require
additional staff and/or expertise.

look ahead). It is almost impossible to

plan a good storage strategy without

having detailed knowledge of the

Cool Practical
Technology
car more information on the complete
ne of GearLite Compact Digital
Te-minal Equipment. visit us at

www.rossvideo.com
. or call us E:t (613)652-4886

quantities of data involved now and
in the foreseeable future.
Scalability - The system must be
designed from the beginning to scale
to larger data capacities without major upheavals. Outgrowing the system
can cause very costly disruptions.

Design and proof
of concept
The development of a storage strategy

involves planning for the quantity of
storage and the level of performance
required. The "build it and measure it"
approach to system design is inappropriate because, after the system is imple-

mented and its performance measured,
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MOM
ADDER 162 and 882i
The heart and soul of any live set, the Adder
162 carries 32 midline audio, 6 intercom/IFB,
and 4 duplex data and closures, all on one
fiber conductor. Supports data for stats and
scoring, courtesy audio feeds to the booth
and commentator feeds to the truck. Further
expand your capacity with the Adder 882i,
which carries 10 intercom/IFB, 8 data and 4
closure signals in both directions.

COPPERHEAD HD/SDI
Replace your triax backs and cumbersome
base stations with this camera -mounted fiber
transceiver, and turn your ENG camera into a
remote production camera. Provides all your
bidirectional signals, including HD/SDI/analog
video, audio, genlock/tri-level sync, intercom,
data control, retum video, IFB, tally and PTZ
over any distance.

DIAMONDBACK
This video mux is ideal for distributing monitor
feeds to a booth, set, monitor wall or to other
trucks. Uses only one fiber to transport 8
NTSC signals, with expansion to 64 videos
per strand using CWDM. Or swap out any
video channel for 16 audio circuits, using an
Adder serial coax output.

SHED and HDX
Run your HD cameras on ordinary single mode fiber, without the need for heavy, bulky
hybrid cables. The SMPTE Hybrid Elimination
Device (SHED) simplifies your infrastructure,
while the HDX also supplies power to your
HD field cameras.

VIPER II
Small throw -down modules are ideal to augment

your production. POV links for NTSC and HD
point -of -view cameras provide full duplex data
for camera and PTZ control, plus genlock/trilevel sync retum and power to the camera.
Other links support NTSC/audio, SDI and HD
distribution to all locations in the venue.

FROM CAMERAS
AND BOOTH
QUICK AND EASY HD PRODUCTION
WITH A TURNKEY BOOTH PACKAGE

TO TRUCK

Save time on your event production schedule. With our systems, a single TAC-12
cable supports all your broadcast signals from the field, and the booth, to the truck.

From Telecast, the leader in fiber for television broadcast production.
COBRA
Send your triax camera signals with this patented,

field -proven converter. All bidirectional video,
audio, intercom and control signals on a single
fiber with ten times the distance, one -tenth
the weight. Designed for most popular camera
families, including slow motion and HD triax.

HD BOOTH PACKAGE
ADDER 162 + DIAMONDBACK
VIPER II 5292 + COPPERHEAD
24 audio to truck
8 audio and video to booth
3 PL/IFB channels
4 duplex data paths
1 HD feed to booth
full HD camera link
1

NI products mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Systems, Inc

(508) 754-4858
www.telecast-fiber.corn

Telecast
Fiber Systems, Inc.

RossGear
Terminal Equipment
Encoders

Decoders

Video Keyers
Master Control Switchers

this limitation can lead to fragmenta-

tion of the data written to the tapes.
The second limitation is the delay, or
latency, in data access.

Latency, also called performance
overhead, is the most serious limita-

The latencies caused by these three

tion of RSLs. There are three RSL procedures that cause latency. First, there
is the latency of loading tapes into the

procedures will probably improve in the
future, but they are likely to remain the
primary issue broadcasters must address
when integrating RSLs into their facili-

drives (mounting) and preparing
them for access (tensioning). This delay can be considerably long if there is

fIDC-803211
Analog Composite to SDI

Converter $1395.00
ADC -803211-S
with frame synchronizer
$1795.00

tape cartridges differ in storage capacity, with typical values ranging from a
few GB up to few hundred GB. High capacity tapes are often longer and can
add to search time.

no tape drive available at the time of
the request (due to a queuing delay).
Future technological advances will

ties. There are a few strategies that
broadcasters can employ to address latency problems. The first and easiest is
to use caching to reduce the frequency
of access to the RSL. The simple way to

Designing and integrating an RSL into a complex
storage subsystem involves a multitude of issues

and tradeoffs.
flDC-8035
Dual Analog Composite to
SDI Converter $1995.00
111
-

QII111-8044

Quad Monitoring Amplifier
(270 MB) $995.00

RIR-8520

0

=

AES/EBU Auto -Tracking

Audio Delay Unit $900.00
fID1-8520-11
Analog In to AES/EBU Out

probably reduce this latency. But, since

it is a mechanical preparation procedure, it will always be enormous rela-

chain. Other strategies for reducing the
effect of latency involve adding high-

The other two RSL procedures that
cause latency result from the intrinsic
linear -access nature of tapes. One is

level structure or organization to the

fast -forwarding and rewinding. It

Economic considerations

takes time to search through the tape
and locate the beginning of the file
containing the required data. A fair

that storage systems are cheap. What is

estimate of the latency imposed by this

process is the time required to seek
half way through a tape from the beginning. The third latency -causing

Auto -Tracking Audio Delay

Unit $1575.00

for this procedure is determined by

flDL-8520-8

the read rate of the tape drive and the
file offset. With careful organization
of data on the tapes, this latency can
be minimal.

Cool Practical
Technology
For more information on the complete
line of RossGear Terminal Equipment,
visit us at

www.rossvideo.com
or call us at (613)652-4886

the RSL or very nearby in the HSM

tive to computer speeds and magnetic disk access times.

RSL process is the search inside the file
for the required data. The time it takes

Analog Audio In to Analog Out
Auto -Tracking Audio Delay
Unit $1875.00

add caching to the RSL is to use magnetic disks attached to the same host as

In tape -based RSLs, the tape technol-

ogy employed is either linear or helical scan recording. Linear tapes have
their tracks parallel to the tape's axis,
and can be read in batches as the tape
moves forward or backward (e.g., ser-

pentine drives). Helical scan tapes

data, affording structured access.

There is a common misconception
getting relatively cheap is the storage
space; there is still a great deal of cost
in achieving reasonable performance
characteristics (such as reducing laten-

cies and increasing throughput) and
developing (and maintaining) custom,
high-performance systems.
When considering a storage system,
be sure to consider the cost of the following items:

Capital for hardware - disk drives,

controllers, servers, networking
equipment, tape drives, cables, etc.
Media cost - tape cartridges, magnetic and optical

Software - utilities, backup, media management

Installation cost - vendor installation cost, internal personnel cost,

have their tracks at an angle with the
tape's axis, and can be read by a drum
that rotates in one direction only. This

consultants, etc.

can result in slower search times. Also,

upgrades, technical support, etc.

Ongoing cost - hardware maintenance, software maintenance and
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Plays Well
With Others
HP75BNC Series:
impedance

» 50 mi gold plated center pins
» Nickel -plated, machined brass shells
HP75BNC

Series

AAA Series:

»

. piebus to assemble, saves assembly time

» Quickest assembly time in the industry

» Optional die-cast handle improves durability
» Available in 3-7 pins, black and gold finishes

AAA Series

Front Access Audio Patchbay:
» Easy slide -out tray for fast terminations
from the FRONT of the rack
» Available in both long -frame or bantam configurations
fc

» All jacks are nickel -plated, steel frame,

Vn"IfffliWiii,,M:44441k
......-...

with gold-plated crossbar contacts

as

» Part of a complete line of audio
patchbays, call for details
Front Access
Audio Patchbay

Video Patchbays:
» MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 3 OGhz

00_

» VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1.5Ghz

-430 000Th
0000

40
C)

VPP standard High Definition version rated at 2 4Ghz
C),Q,

» Available in 1RU, 2RU's, 24, 26 or 32 jacks, terminated,

O

non -terminated, or non-normalled

Video Patchbay
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c

h
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f t.com

5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, IL 60630
Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129

jobs into the request queue. Each jobTechnical difficulties
corresponds to a request to load files Broadcasters need lots of bandwidth

N.-111111111111111111

1

l

111111111111111111111111

from a particular tape. When a job
reaches the head of the queue and a

and storage, and their RSL performance and reliability requirements

drive is free (typically there are multiple drives), a robot arm fetches the
requested tape from a storage rack,

differ profoundly from that in the IT

transfers it to a local drive and
RondorTM Routing System

Analog & Digital Matrices

mounts it on the drive. The drive
then positions the tape at the beginning of the requested file. For each
file, the drive must seek to the start
of the file and then read the file. The
system transfers the file being read to
the online storage subsystem, which

is sometimes referred to as the disk
cache since it behaves like a cache or
extension of the RTL. Once the system has transferred all the blocks that

make up the file, the drive rewinds

GeneosTM

Router Control System

the tape and the robot removes it and
places it back on the storage rack.
Like any other storage subsystem, the

Cisco 2950

world. One challenging task in designing end -to -end broadcast storage subsystems is satisfying the real-time re-

quirement of continuously moving a
file object from the storage subsystem
to the play -to -air server.
When an RSL is integrated into a larger

data -storage system, requests coming
from different parts of the system can
compete for these three resources, which

can cause queuing delays. A queuing
delay for media occurs when a request
for the media cannot be served (even
though there maybe available drives and
robots) because the desired media is al-

ready serving another request. A robot
queuing delay occurs when there is a
queue request that requires a robot arm

Sun 2COR

Ethernet switch

serval.
SCSI

Tape drive

Automation

Server
SCSI

Data ni over

Tape drive
SCSI

PVS

Primary

saner
core database

L
RookaburaTM Tally
Under monitor Display System

Data mover

PDR

Fibre cha n nel

witchi
Library tape
drive

Cold snadhy
Avalon DB and repack
Sun A1000 RAID

disk subsystem
- MOM OV2672

OW

saner
core daabase
Data riover
Robotic control

INTOUTR DL367.3

Figure 2. The elements that make up the Profile Network Archive system
412.-kAii_1113

"'

ool Practical
Technology

offered by Thomson Grass Valley.

file -system management application
purges some data whenever the storage occupancy exceeds a user -defined

that is not available. Finally, queuing
delays for drives occur when there are
no available drives to be used by wait-

high-water mark This process uses certain selection criteria, which are based
on user -defined criteria, residence time
on the system, file size, etc. The purg-

ing requests.

ing process ensures that both the on-

limitations of tape storage. The first is
the limited reliability and convenience

line storage and the RSL storage always
For more information on Talia Routing
Systems, visit us at

www.rossvideo.com
... or call us at (613)652-4886

have a certain amount of free space to
process incoming requests.

When integrating tape -based RSLs

into a broadcast environment, you
must also address the two inherent
of writing to tapes rather than magnetic disks. Unless carefully managed,
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form material.
An RSL forms the lowest level of

many large-scale data storage and
backup systems. Figure 1 shows an
overall view of a broadcast data -storage system, and the RSL's place within
it. Figure 2 on page 76 shows a block

diagram of such a system offered by
Thomson Grass Valley.
In any distributed- or shared -server

environment, the distribution of data
among the storage devices can significantly affect the system's overall performance. It's important to manage
the data properly so that it is stored in
the appropriate tier.

Inside an RSL
An RSL consists of three key resources: drives, robot arms, and media (tapes or optical disks). The robot

arms perform three fundamental
tasks: load, unload and move the media to and from the shelves inside the
library. The drives perform five operations: load, eject, search, read (playback) and write (record).
To accurately evaluate and predict
an RSLs performance, you must understand its workflow and workload.
Figure 3 on page 81 shows the typical
workflow of an RSL. Archiving or retrieving a file to or from an RTL requires a number of processing steps.

A request from an external managing application puts a job or batch

Automation

Archive manager

tomer-defined business riles. Usually,
this tier employs a tape DVD RSL.

In contrast to this three -tiered IT
HSM, broadcaste-s usually implement HSM as a two -tiered system
consisting of a high -throughput, on-

C

Profile

4

ingest/playback

Tape drive

line RAID storage system on the
video server(s) anc an off-line tape storage system use& mosd-, as a temporary, low-cost storage system with
some deep archive for news and longSEPTEMBER 2003

Library/robot

Figure 1. An overall view of a broadcast data -storage system and the RSL's

place within it.

75

Robotic
storage
libraries
Saving content

and money

- on tape

BY PABLO ESTEVE

Television technology is becoming more sophisticated

and complex, and broadcasters' resources are becoming more
limited. As broadcasters deploy highly
sophisticated media -storage systems,

they need to fully understand, evaluate, optimize and manage the content
they create and deliver.
With storage devices, there is always
a trade-off between access speed and
the costs of the device and the physical
media. Magnetic storage devices have

rapidly decreased in price and increased in storage capacity, but they still

cannot compete economically with
tape -based systems. The capital cost for

nents. (Maintenance on RAID control-

lers, for example, is reported to be
about $7/MB.) And magnetic disks
alone cannot satisfy the storage and delivery needs of broadcast applications.

Information -technology (IT) companies developed robotic storage libraries (RSLs) to minimize storage
costs and help archive non -essential
data files. Now, tape -based RSLs are

rapidly gaining popularity with
broadcasters because they can reduce
the costs of administering and storing
the numerous, large files that broad-

casters generate when compressing
high -resolution video and audio. If
you want to take advantage of the low
cost of tapes while providing reason-

The capital cost for able performance in data -intensive,
real-time applications, tape -based
tape storage is less RSLs are the best choice.
than 3 cents/ B, while HSM
In the IT world, data files migrate
that for high -end,
along a hierarchy of storage sub
magnetic -disk arrays systems called hierarchical storage
(HSM). HSM provides
cost about 30 cents/ management
an intelligent way to move files among
MB or higher. storage devices. It ranks the devices in
terms of cost per megabyte of storage,

Cril s
use he Grass Valley Profile
"Network Arc e (PNA) system as
part of its infras cture.The PNA
supports multiple *Profile systerns

per archive with a RA, otected
archive database.

Tier One - consists of data that must
always be readily accessible and reside
on the primary server storage system or
attached storage.
Tier Two - consists of data that needs

tape storage is less than 3 cents/MB,

speed of storage and retrieval, and

to be accessed occasionally and/or as

while that for high -end, magnetic -disk

overall capacity limits. The HSM rules

arrays cost about 30 cents/MB or

are tied to the frequency of data access and the archival process. HSM
classifies data according to a three tiered data hierarchy:

backup for tier one and reside in a less expensive data array.

higher. And that's just the capital cost;
it doesn't include cost for the occasional
maintenance of disk -storage compo-
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Tier Three- consists of archive data
that is accessed infrequently and/or
needs to be kept according to cus-
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Eliminate Audio/Video Timing Error
64x64 Single Channel Digital Audio Routing and Mixing II

OctaBus TDM Module Interconnect
Process 8 To 80 Channels In 2 RU

To find out more, visit our website

SIGMA

www.sigmaelectronics.corn
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High-Density
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Digital Routing
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Analog
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Ultra -fast Gigabt Ethernet IP connectivity: I- 'h-spoed access
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Content Environment (ICE)

Total integration Support :or all the software you count cm most
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